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ABSTRACT 

The fluorescence Ufetime of rhodamine B in the normal alcohols (Ci-Cio) and normal 

nitriles (C2,C5,C6,C8,C9) has been measured using a picosecond laser system. The 

lifetime measuring technique is time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC). 

Absorption and emission spectra of rhodamine B in the alcohols and nitriles have also been 

determined, thus allowing calculation of quantum yields, radiative, and nonradiative rates. 

The rotation of the dye's diethylamino groups is related to the nonradiative rate. A 

decreasing nonradiative rate cortesponds to a greater energy barrier to rotation. The 

behavior of the nonradiative rates, and thus the rotational energy barrier, is modelled as a 

function of (1) solvent viscosity and (2) solvent polarity. The polarity-dependent model 

shows better cortelation with the data. The nitrile data differs from the alcohol data in that 

the barrier appears to be constant and therefore independent of solvent viscosity and 

polarity. Hydrogen bonding is used to explain the differences between the alcohols and 

nitriles. 

Rotational relaxation times of two laser dyes (cresyl violet and oxazine-1) in polymer 

solution (poly(ethylene oxide) and methanol) has been measured using the transient 

absorption spectroscopy (TAS) method. TAS is a pump-probe technique using a 

picosecond laser system. The pump beam optically bleaches the sample and the probe 

beam monitors the transient response. The effect of increasing polymer concentration is 

seen as an increasing rotational relaxation time. This result is examined with respect to the 

Debye-Stokes-Einstein (DSE) equation governing viscosity-dependent, rotational 

reorientational times. The greater increase in the rotational times of cresyl violet is 

explained on the basis of increased polymer-dye interaaion, specifically hydrogen 

bonding. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Man has studied environmental effects for thousands of years. These smdies have 

progressed from crude observations of macroscopic phenomena to detailed investigations 

of molecular interactions in the picosecond regime. This dissertation is a twofold inquiry 

into the effects the environment has on laser dyes dissolved in solution. The first study 

involves the laser dye rhodamine B in two different solvent systems, the normal alcohols 

[ CH3(CH2)nOH ] and the normal nitriles [ CH3(CH2)nCN ] whereas the other smdy 

concerns the molecular rotation of two dyes (cresyl violet and oxazine-1) in polymer 

solutions (poly(ethylene oxide) in methanol). 

Solvent Effects 

Progressing from single carbon alcohols and nitriles to the long chain solvents 

(decanol and nonyl nitrile), various physical properties (i.e., viscosity, polarity, etc.) 

change [1]. For a dissolved solute molecule, these changes may affect any of a multitude 

of the molecular properties. For rhodamine B, the monitored effect is a change in the dye's 

fluorescence lifetime. In methanol, the fluorescent lifetime of rhodamine B is 2.0 ns 

whereas in decanol it is = 3.2 ns. 

The fluorescence lifetimes are measured by the technique of time-cortelated single 

photon counting (TCSPC) [2-8]. This method, involving a pulsed laser system 

(picosecond pulses for data in this dissertation) is very reliable and efficient [2,3]. Chapter 

two describes the TCSPC experimental apparams in detail along with the general principles 

of fluorescence measurements. Chapter three contains data colleaed with the TCSPC 

system. Fluorescence lifetime information for rhodamine B dissolved in the n-alcohols and 

n-nitriles, nonradiative rates and activation energies are defined and calculated, and models 
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are presented in chapter three. The results for the two solvent systems are compared and 

lastly, recommendations for future work are discussed. 

Molecular Rotations 

Describing the rotation of molecules in solution is a problem of interest to many people 

[2,9-14]. The rotation of cresyl violet and oxazine-1 dissolved in varying concentration 

polymer solution is the focus of the second smdy presented in this dissertation. 

Specifically, the rotational relaxation time of the dyes in solution is determined as a function 

of polymer concentration. Chapter four explains the experimental methods used to 

determine the rotational relaxation times of solute molecules dissolved in a solvent. Two 

different methods are used. 

Transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS) is a picosecond pump-probe technique 

[2,9,15,16]. An intense, optical pulse bleaches a sample causing a depletion of the ground 

state population. A weaker pulse, derived from the same laser source, then probes the 

decay of the excited state population. This probing of the transient response is made 

possible by the probe's variable path length. A short path length allows the probe to arrive 

before the pump at the sample. The probe, being less intense, cannot bleach the sample 

and there is no probe transmission observed. By increasing the path length and delaying 

the probe's arrival time to be equal to or later than the pump's arrival, probe transmission 

through the sample sharply increases. As the delay is increased further, the excited 

molecules have more time to return to their normal unbleached state and the intensity of the 

probe transmission decreases. This return to the unbleached condition is related to the 

molecule's rotational relaxation time. 

Fluorescence depolarization (FD), the second technique used to determine rotational 

relaxation times uses the TCSPC experimental apparams described in chapter two 

[3,6,13,14,17-22]. This method monitors the polarized fluorescence decay of the sample. 

These polarized decays, besides containing the fluorescent lifetime data also has the 



rotational relaxation time. Fitting the decay curves using software developed by the author 

determines the rotational relaxation time. 

Chapter five presents the data obtained by both experimental methods for cresyl violet 

and oxazine-1 dissolved in the poly(ethylene oxide)/methanol solutions. An increasing 

polymer concentration will be shown to affect the rotational relaxation times, but to 

different extents for each dye. A discussion of why the effects differ is included and the 

results are interpreted according to a hydrodynamic model (specifically the Debye-Stokes-

Einstein model) which has been previously used to explain the rotational relaxation results 

of dyes in pure solvents [2,9,13,14,17,23-26]. This chapter concludes with 

recommendations for future experiments. 

The dissertation ends with the appendices. The appendices are similar since they 

contain computer software written and used by the author for these smdies. Appendix A 

describes the Fourier transform modification to the TCSPC data analysis programs. 

Appendix B lists the TAS pump-probe software, completely written by the author. 



CHAPTER n 

PHOTON COUNTING EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

Introduction 

Absorption of a photon by a molecule results in an electronic transition which excites 

the molecule from the lowest vibrational energy level of the ground electronic state into an 

excited vibronic state. Figure 2.1 is a Jablonski diagram illustrating possible dissipation 

routes of the energy. These paths include dissociation, vibrational relaxation, intemal 

conversion, intersystem crossing, fluorescence, and phosphorescence [2,3,27-31]. When 

it occurs, dissociation takes place on a sub-picosecond time scale. Intermolecular 

vibrational relaxation within an electronic state in the liquid phase occurs on the order of 

10'̂ "̂  to 10"!^ seconds. Intemal conversion (10"^^ to lO'^^ seconds) is a nomadiative 

deactivation process involving a change in electronic state. Fluorescence is a radiative 

deactivation without a change in spin multiplicity and with a half-life of typically 10'^ to 

10'^ seconds. Intersystem crossing (10'^ seconds) involves a change in the multiplicity of 

the electronic state, generally in organic molecules to the triplet state (T). Vibrational 

relaxation and intemal conversion (T2 to Ti) may occur within T. Phosphorescence from 

the lowest triplet state to the ground state takes place on the order of microseconds to tens 

of seconds. 

Fluorescence is the electric dipole transition from an excited electronic state to a lower 

(ground) state of the same multiplicity. Excitation may be to any excited state (Si, S2, S3, 

etc.) but fluorescence typically is from the lowest excited state (Si) because of fast 

nonradiative decay processes of the higher states. Fluorescence is a vertical processes 

(Franck-Condon principle) and the molecule goes to an excited vibrational level of the 

ground electronic state. In absorption the molecule goes from the lowest vibrational level 

of the groimd electronic state to an excited vibrational level of the electronic excited state. 



The fluorescence spectrum of a molecule usually appears at longer ('red-shifted' or Stokes' 

shift) wavelengths than the absorption spectmm. 

If a transition probability between two vibrational levels is strong in absorption, it is 

also strong in emission, causing the absorption and emission spectra to be nearly mirror 

images. The spectra are not exact mirror images since the shape of the absorption band is 

determined by the vibrational structure of the excited state whereas the emission band is 

shaped by the ground state vibrational structure. 

The fluorescence lifetime (x) of the excited state measures the time required for the 

concentration of excited molecules to decrease to 1/e of its original value. Since 

fluorescence is a random process, the lifetime is only an average value. For 

monoexponential decays, 63% of the excited molecules have decayed for t < x and 37% 

decay for t >x. With the advent of cw mode-locked dye lasers, time-correlated single 

photon counting (TCSPC) has become a widely used and accepted technique for measuring 

fluorescence decay times [2,3,5,6,11,29,32]. Figure 2.2 is a block schematic showing the 

basic components of a TCSPC apparatus [3]. 

A pulse from the laser optically excited the sample and triggers a capacitor in the time-

to-amplimde converter. The sample fluoresces and the first photon detected stops the 

charging of the capacitor. The stored charge is proportional to the time interval between the 

trigger pulse and fluorescence photon. Repeating this sequence using a repetitive excitation 

source, the fluorescent lifetime of the sample is determined. 

TCSPC Equipment 

Figure 2.3 is a diagram of the TCSPC apparams in the Picosecond and Quantum 

Radiation Laboratory (PQRL) in the Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry at Texas 

Tech University. Ruorescence data reported in this dissertation were obtained using this 

apparams [33]. An argon ion mode-locked (= 76 MHz) laser (Coherent Radiation, Inc. 

Model CR-12) synchronously pumps (with the 514.5 nm plasma line) a dye laser 



(Coherent CR-599) with rhodamine 6G as the laser dye. Rhodamine 6G has an emission 

range of 570 nm to 650 nm. The dye laser is coupled to a cavity dumper (CD) (Coherent 

Model 7200) which allows the interpulse spacing to range from = 13 ns to = 1 ms. From 

the CD the pulsed laser beam can be frequency doubled from the visible to the ultra-violet 

regime of the electro-magnetic spectrum by passing through the second harmonic generator 

(SHG). This SHG is a temperauire tuned ADA crystal (Imad Model #515-003). If visible 

excitation is needed, the SHG is easily removed from the beam path. The sample, in a 

quartz cuvette, is placed within a sample holder (S). Attached to the sample holder is a heat 

pump (B org-Warner LHP-150) and temperamre controller (Borg-Wamer TC-108) 

(allowing sample temperatures to range from =-10° C to =70' C). The fluorescence 

emission is observed at right angles to the excitation. It is directed through a polarizer 

(providing the parallel, perpendicular, or 'magic angle' configurations) and then a lens to 

focus the emission onto a double monochromator (ISA DH-10), with range 200 nm to 8(X) 

nm). Photons passing through the monochromator are detected by a fast response 

photomultiplier tube (PMT) (Thorn EMI) with output enhanced by a pre-amp and 

amplifier (Hewlett-Packard #8447F). Ideally, output from the PMT consists of single-

photon events, however, signal is also generated by dark noise, multi-photon events, etc. 

Constant-fraction discriminators remove unwanted pulses and improve the signal-to-noise 

ratio. The amplified PMT pulse is sent to a constant-fraction discriminator (EG&G Ortec 

#583) which triggers 'Start' for the Time-to-Amplimde (TAC) converter (EG&G Ortec 

#457). 

The TAC is the heart of any photon coimting apparams. When the TAC receives the 

START pulse, a capacitor begins charging, with accumulated charge on the capacitor 

proportional to the voltage output in the time interval between 'START and 'STOP.' If, 

after a certain time the STOP pulse has not been received, the TAC automatically stops 

charging and resets itself to accept another 'START pulse. As seen in figure 2.3, the 

'STOP' pulse to the TAC is the synchronous output of the CD, sent to a constant-fraction 



discriminator and then to the 'STOP' for the TAC. This artangement is backwards of 

standard TCSPC equipment. Since approximately 76 million pulses per second are 

produced, the TAC does not have sufficient time to reset between successive excitation 

pulses. Hence, the decay curves will contain distortions if colleaed in the standard way 

and therefore the system is operated in the 'reverse' mode. Fluorescence signals are the 

START whereas the trigger signals the STOP. The advantage of this reverse mode is that 

many more fluorescence signals are processed by the TAC. The voltage output of the TAC 

is sent to the multi-channel analyzer (MCA) (EG&G Ortec #7010 Data Acquisition and 

Analysis System). 

A basic MCA has (1) an analog-to-digital (ADA) converter, (2) a data memory system, 

and (3) data input/output systems. The Ortec 7010 has 4000 channels, but 600-1000 

channels are utilized for most samples in this research to conserve computer memory. The 

voltage output from the TAC is converted to a number (via the ADC in the MCA) and a 

channel is assigned to this number. Every time this number appears from the ADC a count 

is added to the channel and a histogram of counts is built up including all channels. This 

histogram is sent directly to the computer (Digital VAX 11-730) for storage and analysis. 

Figure 2.4 presents piaorial representation of single photon counting. 

It is necessary to count each individual fluorescence photon as it strikes the PMT, 

however, fluorescence is a random occurrence and there is no guarantee that only one 

photon will arrive at any instant. The fluorescence signal is highly attenuated by the 

constant fraction discriminators to achieve the single photon mode. Unfortunately, there is 

no specific value for which the discriminators should be set and they are set by trial and 

error. A mle of thimib at PQRL is to set the discrimination level so that the count in the 

maximum count channel of the MCA is = 1000 after 1(X) seconds elapsed time (10 counts 

per second). 
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Data Collection 

Steady state absorption spectra were obtained using either an UV/VIS 

spectrophotometer (Perkin-Ehner Lambda 5) or an HP diode array spectrophotometer, 

model #8450A, and steady state fluorescence spectra were measured using a fluorimeter 

(Perkin-Elmer M4FB). Those spectra allow the laser excitation wavelength and the 

monochromator wavelength to be set. For example, rhodamine B dissolved in alcohols 

has an absorption maximum = 550 nm and the excitation wavelength of the dye laser is set 

at 577 nm. The monochromator is set at 605 nm to detect emission at a wavelength close to 

the emission maximum but far enough away from the absorption curve to avoid seLf-

absorption. 

Typical Data 

Typically, data is collected for 300 seconds (5 minutes) to achieve 500 to 3000 counts 

in the peak channel Faster counting allows pulse pile-up and causes distortion of the 

decay curve. Standard samples, always run first, are (1) Rose Bengal in water (lifetime = 

100 ± 20 ps [34,35] or (2) rhodamine B in methanol (lifetime = 2000 ± 20 ps) [16]. 

The histogram stored in the MCA is not the true decay curve of the fluorophore but is 

the convolution of the tme curve with the instmmental response (IP) funaion [3]. The IP 

would be negligible if the excitation laser pulse was infinitely nartow and the detection 

system's response was infinitely fast, however, the excitation pulse does have a width and 

the detection system does have a finite response time. In order to deconvolute the data, the 

IP must be measured. A scattering sample (LUDOX [CoUodial Silica, IBD-1019-69, trade 

name Ludox, Dupont, Wilmington, Delaware] or dairy creamer in water) is used with the 

emission monochromator set at the excitation wavelength, or, if the intensity is too great, = 

5 nm less. Typically the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the IP is = 650 - 850 ps. 

Before analysis, the data must be 'conditioned' by removal or smoothing the noise in 

the decay signal. Constant background noise resulting from the dark coimt of the PMT is 
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handled using the same scattering sample used for measuring the IP. The monochromator 

is set for the fluorescence wavelength of the fluorophore being smdied, the MCA counts 

for a standard time (300 seconds), and the resulting histogram is stored as the background 

count. This constant background is subtracted from all subsequent data runs before 

analysis. In addition, primarily to save computer memory, before data analysis a 'window' 

of channels in the MCA is constructed for containing the decay curve and the instmment 

response. A file is generated that contains only data from this window. The time between 

channels (typically 13 to 27 ps) is also output to the computer. 

Data Analvsis 

Data analysis is not just fitting a theoretical decay curve to experimental data decay 

curve but also involves judgement in deciding whether the fit is acceptable. Several 

statistical tests (i. e., chi-square, residuals, autocorrelation of the residues, etc. ) are used 

[3,6,7,8], as are visible examination of the fit. Known standards are run for comparison, 

and unknown samples are run repeatedly on different days to ensure reproducibility of 

results. 

The tme decay curve is convoluted with the instmment response, see figure 2.5, 

because fluorophore molecules excited by photons at early times are decaying while 

molecules are being stiU excited by photons in the tail of the excitation pulse [3,5,6,29]. 

The instmment response is taken as the IP of the scatterer sample. Mathematically: 

t 
IQCO = jPo^t') G(t-t') dt' with ( t>t ' ) . (2.1) 

Io(t) is the experimental curve corrected for background, Po(t') is the instrument response 

ftmction corrected for background, G(t-t') is the tme decay curve, t' is the time when the 

excitation pulse arrives at the sample, and t is some time point along the decay curve. The 
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term (t-t') appears because the decay must be made relative to the time of excitation. It is 

still valid to use equation (2.1) although it represents the MCA histogram instead of a 

continuous distribution [3]. To determine the function G(t-t'), instead, of deconvoluting 

equation (2.11) the common practice is to approximate using trial functions, convolute then 

with PQ, and then do a least-squares fitting with IQ to determine their parameters [3,6,7,8]. 

Curve Fitting 

The goal of data analysis is to recover the tme fluorescence decay lifetime of the 

sample. This may be done by several methods including, but not limited to, straight line 

fitting of the decay, the method of moments, and methods based on Laplace transforms, 

Fourier transforms, or least-squares curve fitting [3,7,14,36,37-39]. Least-squares curve 

fitting is the method used. Most of the software, including that for data acquisition and 

prefitting, were written prior to the author joining PQRL. The following discussion briefly 

details the least-squares technique and present some relevant software. New software 

written by the author will be discussed in detail. 

In least-squares curve fitting, the chi-square quantity is minimized: 

5^2= ^ Wj [ y(ti) - Y(ti)]2. (2.2) 
i=l 

Wi is the weighting factor for the i^ data point and n is the total number of data points. 

Y(ti) and y(tO are the calculated fitting ftmction and the experimental points. Using the 

notation of equation (2.1), equation (2.2) becomes: 

n 
X ^ = . 1 

1=1 

^ [ I Q C ^ ) - Y ( l - ) ] 2 ^ 

(2.3) 
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The weighting function Wi is approximated by 1/I({) [3,7,8]. The algorithm for solving 

this equation is developed following reference 12. The fitting function can be Unearized by 

expanding in a curtailed Taylor series and the following is obtained: 

f r 

X 2 -

n 

i=l 

/ 

Io(\)-YO(^) Z 
aYO(^) \ 

\ 

.^. 

5aj 

V 
V y 

A 

J 

\ 
i{\) J 

(2.4) 

where X^i\) is the convolution integral (equation (2.1)) and G(t) now contains the fitting 

parameters ai. . . a4 (the a 's): 

G(t) = aiexp(^^^ + a3 exp (̂ ^̂  (2.5) 

(This derivation assumes a double exponential decay law. In acmal practice, a single 

exponential is always tried first.) To calculate a minimum, the condition: 

a(5aj^) 
= 0 (2.6) 

must be met. Taking partial derivatives with respect to 5^ , one obtains: 

Au = •k = 1 / 5 ^ Bjk) (2.7) 

in which 
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/ / 

n 

1=1 

vv 

Io(ti)-YO(^) 

I(^) 

\ 
aYO(^) 

\ 

/ 
\ 

J 

(2.8) 

and 

" 1 
B:u= S — 

^aYO(^) aYO(t^)A 

'jk 
i = l I(^) 

V 
1^ aaic 

J 

(2.9) 

Using matrix notation, equation (2.7) is rewritten as: 

A = 5 a - B (2.10) 

Recalling that 6a is the quantity wanted, the matrix is inverted; so that 

Sa = A - a = AB-l 

or 

(2.11) 

^^ = kii^k^^k 
(2.12) 

Assuming the data is already prefitted and conditioned, the following procedure is 

used to determine the constants: 

(1) 

(2) 

Choose a functional form for the decay law, i.e., single, double, or triple 

exponential (equation 2.5). Example: G(t) = ai exp [ — J. 

Guess initial parameters (a^ and 2^ ). 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Convolute G(t) with Po(t') to give Io(t) (equation 2.1). 

Calculate y} from equation (2.3). 

Take partial derivatives, semp and invert the matrix, and the parameter 

increments (5a) via equations (2.7) through (2.2). 
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(6) Form new parameter estimates G(t) a = a- + Sa and cycle from step 3. 

The process is iterated until %2 js minimized. Minimization of ̂  is considered 

complete if the difference between two consecutive j} evaluations is less than some 

arbitrary value , i.e., 0.0001. This process of determining the tme decay rate, though 

usually called a deconvolution technique, is acmally an iterative convolution approach to 

solving the problem. 

"Global analysis" is a new approach to curve fitting that has recently received 

considerable attention in the literature [38-40]. Global analysis is an extension of the 

iterative, reconvolution least squares method. Instead of fitting each experimental curve 

separately, global analysis fits all the experimental curves simultaneously because some 

parameters are common to all the experimental curves. 

Suppose fluorescence decay data is taken for a biexponential system consisting of two 

monoexponential fluorophores with differing emission spectra. A decay curve taken at any 

wavelength may be fit to: 

I(t) = a^exp(- —) -h c^exp(-—) (2.13) 

where the ai's are the preexponential factors and the ti's are the fluorescent lifetimes of the 

individual fluorophores. If n decay curves are taken at different emission wavelengths, 

then the ai's will aU be different but the Ti's should aU be the same to provide a data set 

described by 2n+2 parameters (n ai's and 2 Ti's). Global analysis fits all n curves 

concurtentiy by optimizing the 2n-i-2 parameters [36]. This optimization can occur because 

a 'linkage' between all decay curves is formed. For example, letting ^ represent the 

parameters to be fit: 

{ ai,Tpa2,T2 Wrve 1 = ( ^ ' ^ ' § 3 ' ^ ^ 
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{ ai,^^ ,02,^2 }curve2 = ( % ' g 2 ' ^ ' ^ ) 

{ cXi,Ti,02,12 Icurven = (^n+l'g2'g2n-h2'S^)- (-^^^ 

The fitting curve appropriate for some decay curve j (1 < j < n): 

Ij(t) = ^ e x p ( - — ) + ^ e x p ( - — ) 

^x ^z 

(2.15) 

where w = 2j+l, x = 2, y = 2j+2, and z = 4 (for this particular case). A matrix or mapping 

array may be built of these parameters: 

A = 

/ I 5 

2 2 

3 6 

V4 4 

2j+l \ 

2 

2j+2 

4 J 

(2.16) 

where the row index is the decay curve number and the column index increments through 

the four local variables w,x,y, and z. These local variables are represented by elements of 

the artay: 

w = ^ 1 
and X = ^2 

y = Aj3 and z = M4 (2.17) 

If the local (single curve) parameters are replaced with the global equivalents, the curve 

fitting procedure described previously may stiU be used. Equation (2.10) is still valid but 

now A. is: 
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m 
n-Aj ja i jC t i ) 

\= X l^ (2.18) 
J=l 1 aji dg^^ 

and 

m -j , 'h^^^ 'h^h^ 
B | k = I I — (2.19) 

j=i 1 c^ agj a ^ 

c c 2 
where L is the convoluted fitting function for curve j , Â  equals data (t^) - L ( t ) , a - is 

the variance in channel i, n is the number of time chaimels, and j represents the decay 

curve. Making these modifications in the fitting routines allows all the decay curves to be 

fit simultaneously. Figure 2.6, reproduced from reference 40, shows that using global 

analysis techniques, multiple fluorescent lifetimes are extracted quite well from the decay 

data. 

Goodness of Fit 

Decisions must be made regarding the choice of fitting equation (single exponential or 

double exponential) and the success of the fit. Several tests and criteria, broken into the 

categories: (1) visual examinations and (2) statistical tests yielding numbers, are used. 
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Visual Examination 

The first judgment of the fit is a visual inspection of the fit and experimental data. For 

a bad fit, this test is very clear. Another visual test is a plot of the weighted residuals. For 

channel i the weighted residual is given by: 

r(^) = '>JWi[Io(^) - Y(^)] (2.20) 

where Wj is tiie weighting factor (earlier approximated as 1/I(|) ), Io(^) is the 

experimental data, and Y(^) is the fitted curve [3]. A successful fit has weighted residuals 

randomly distributed about zero [10]. The final visual test used is the autocortelation of the 

weighted residuals. The autocortelation function is [3,8]: 

1 ni+m-1 
m .2r(t i)r( tH) 

i=ni 

CTQ) = (2.21) 

where 

n3 = n2 - ni +1 and m = ns - j [3]. 

The autocortelation function is the cortelation between the residuals in channel i and i+j 

summed over i channels. By definition, each residual is perfectiy cortelated with itself, 

Cr(0) = 1. For good fits, plotting the autocortelation of the weighted residuals versus j 

shows high frequency low amplimde oscillations about zero. Again, the problem inherent 

in using plots of the weighted residuals (subjective evaluation) arises. However, this test is 

more sensitive than the weighted residuals test. 
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All visual tests are all limited. The greatest problem encountered involves the 

resolution of the monitor being used to observe the plots. Sometimes it is difficult to 

visibly judge the randomness of the plots thereby resulting in subjective evaluations. 

Statistical Tests 

Statistical tests have the advantage of not relying on subjective evaluations. Instead, 

numbers are calculated for which the range of a good fit is known. 

Chi-Square 

One statistical test is the reduced chi-square. The reduced chi-square is defined by: 

2 72 
% = ^h-T (2.22) 
' ^ v n 2 - n i + l - p ^ ' 

where y} is defined in equation (2.12), ni and n2 are the first and last channels of the fit 

region, and p is the number of fitting parameters. Fits are deemed acceptable if the reduced 

chi-square value is greater than 0.75 but less than 1.5 [3]. A problem with using the 

reduced chi-square test is that acceptable values can be obtained for unacceptable fits. For 

example, the reduced chi-square value will appear to be acceptable if the fit oscillates about 

the data. 

Durbin-Watson Test 

Another statistical test used is the Durbin-Watson test. The Durbin-Watson (DW) test 

is more sensitive than the reduced chi-square test [3]. It has been stated that for fitting 256 

or 512 points to single, double, or triple exponentials the DW value must be equal to or 

greater than 1.7, 1.75, or 1.8, respectively [3]. The defining equation is [3]: 
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S [ r ( t i ) - r ( t i . j ) ]2 
i=ni-hl ^ •" 

DW = (2.23) 
n2 
I [ r ( ^ ) ] 2 

i=ni 

where r(j) is the residual in î ^ channel. In this research, known standard samples 

sometimes yielded unacceptable DW numbers. It appears that the DW is too strongly 

dependent on random factors, the quality of the laser pulse, the IP, the number of counts, 

etc.; although the DW is calculated it is considered to be unreliable as a criterion for 

goodness of fit. 

Fourier Transform Technique 

One possibility for improving the auto-correlation test is to take its Fourier transform. 

The autocortelation plots show high frequency, low amplimde oscillations about the zero 

and if the fit is not good, there is a possibility that additional stmcture or hidden 

periodicities will be exposed by the Fourier transform. 

Any waveform in the time domain can always be expressed in terms of its component 

frequencies. These frequencies compose the spectmm of the time signal and transforming 

from the time domain to the frequency domain is made possible by the Fourier transform 

[41-45]: 

X(f) = J x(t) e2^ift dt. (2.24) 
-oo 

Here: 

X(f) = the frequency domain transform of the real time data, 

x(t) = the (time) function being transformed. 
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27if = the frequency variable (Hertz), 

i = V ^ . 

Solving equation (2.24) is computationally very time consuming so a mathematical 

operation known as the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) has been developed [41-45]. It 

is: 

1 ^-^ 

n=0 

where 

W = e x p - ^ 

The function X(m) represents a discrete spectrum with m and n cortesponding to the 

time and frequency integers which identify the location in the sequence of the time sample 

and the frequency component or harmonic number. The total number of points is N and 

must be a power of two, i.e., 32, 64,128, etc. If T is the time increment between points, 

then the total interval is L (= NT). This resulting spectrum X(m) is periodic with period = 

fs = T'l and with the spacing between frequency components = F = (tp)'^. For N real 

points, a unique spectmm can be calculated for only N/2 points. Appendix A details the 

computer programs written to implement this algorithm. Figure 2.7 shows that this 

technique can sift through a superficially random data set to recover two hidden 

frequencies. The data was generated by superposition of 2 sinusoids (vi = 1000 Hz and V2 

= 3450 Hz) over random numbers: 

y(i) = ai * sin( 2 * 7C * Vi * Time ) -H a2 * sin( 2 * TC * V2 * Time ) 

+ DC offset + random noise . 
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The number of points is 256 and the interval between points is 100 microseconds (1x10"^ 

sec). The coefficients ai and a2 both equal one while no DC offset was applied. Random 

noise was added to the signal. The FT technique recovers two frequencies and lists them 

as Vi = 1015 Hz and V2 = 3437.5 Hz. Frequency resolution is 39 Hz while, for this A t. 

the maximum frequency obtainable is 5000 Hz. 

Figure 2.8 shows the FT plot of totally random data while figure 2.9 shows the FT 

plot of a 'good' and a 'bad' fit to decay data. The 'good' transform (top plot) appears as 

random as the data in figure 2.8 while the 'bad' transform (bottom plot) is quite obviously 

different thus implying that the fit is good. 

Summary 

Time-correlated single photon counting is the experimental method used at the PQRL 

to determine fluorescence lifetimes. TCSPC is widely accepted in the scientific community 

based on the number of papers and books published using, describing, and presenting data 

obtained from TCSPC methods [2,4,7,8,14,40]. Our system is versatile, allowing 

fluorescence lifetimes to be measured as a function of temperature (= -10°C to = 75 °C), 

solvent, excitation wavelength (570-650 nm and by doubling the frequencies to obtain 285-

325 nm), and pressure. A pressure cell is being bmlt but the maximum pressure is still 

unknown. The collection and analysis of decay curves involving single or double 

exponential lifetimes are readily attained. 

The system may also be used to determine rotational correlation times via fluorescence 

depolarization techniques described in chapter four. Rotational cortelation or relaxation 

times refer to the time necessary for the fluorophore to rotate about some axis. 

Modification of the data analysis software will allow the determination of distribution fits. 

Some systems, i.e., fluorophores in polymer solutions, can yield a distribution of 

lifetimes. Each of the lifetimes depend on the local environment and it is easy to envision 

that in such a system the fluorescence lifetimes wiU vary from that of the fluorophore in 
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pure solvent to that of the fluorophore totally encaged in polymer. This system may also be 

used to obtain the fluorescence lifetime of fluorophores imbedded in a solid polymer matrix 

or thin film. The picosecond laser system used for collecting the data presented in this 

dissertation is adaptable to a variety of experiments. 
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Figure 2.1. Jablonski Diagram. This figure illustrates the possible dissipation routes the 
excess energy of an photoexcited complex polyatomic molecule might 
travel. So is the singlet, ground electronic state, Si,S2, and S3 are singlet, 
excited electronic states, and Ti,T2, and T3 are triplet, excited electronic 
states. (Reproduced from reference 3.) 
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Figure 2.2. Block diagram for TCSPC apparams. = = Optical signal; 
— Electronic signal; L=excitation source; T=trigger; S=sample 

holder, Fi,F2= filters or monochromators; PM=fast photo-multiplier mbe; 
Di,D2=delay lines; LED=leading edge discriminator; CFTD=constant 
fraction timing discriminator, TAC=time-to-amplimde converter; 
ADC=analogue-to-digital converter, DS=data store. [Reproduced from 
reference 3.] 
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Figure 2.4. Pictorial representation of single photon coimting. The laser pulse and the 
photombe (output) pulse, separated by 50 nsec, provide the start and stop 
pulses to the TAC. The voltage output (5 v) of the TAC is sent to the MCA. 
Operation of the TAC is schematically shown with the 5 volt output 
corresponding to 50 nsec. Plotting intensity (or number of counts) versus 
channel number shows the position of the 50 nsec pulse [29]. 
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Figure 2.5. The effect convolution has upon the decay data. E(t) = idealized pump 
pulse profile; G(t) = decay law (here assumed single exponential). 
Fluorophore molecules excited by photons at early times are decaying while 
molecules are being still excited by photons in the tail of the excitation 
pulse. 
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Figure 2.6. Global analysis. Fluorescence Ufetimes obtained from a mixture of 9-
cyanoanthracene and anthracene in methanol quenched with 0.012 M KI. 
The solid lines represent lifetimes obtained before the two pure compounds 
were mixed. Open circles are the lifetimes obtained from individual curve 
analysis of the mixmre. Crosses show the two lifetimes obtained by global 
analysis of all six decay curves. (Reprinted from reference 40). 
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Figure 2.7. Plot illustrating the Fourier Transform (FT) technique. The bottom plot is 
the generated sinusoidal data (vi = 1000 Hz and V2 = 3450 Hz) with 
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Figure 2.8. FT technique applied to purely random data. The bottom plot is random 
noise while the top plot is the FT of the data. 
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Figure 2.9. FT technique applied to actual fluorescence decay data. Sample is 
rhodamine B, methanol, and TFA. Top plot is transform of 'good' fit to the 
data while the bottom plot is transform to 'bad' fit. 



CHAPTER m 

SOLVENT EFFECTS ON PHOTOPHYSICS OF 

RHODAMINE B AND RHODAMINE 101 

Introduction 

Solvents may affect the wavelengths, lifetime and, quantum yield of molecular 

fluorescence. The fluorescence intensity decreases with time according to the first-order 

rate equation: 

I = I o e x p ( - - ) . (3.1) 
T 

lo is the intensity at time zero, I is the intensity at some later time t, and T is defined as the 

mean lifetime of the excited state and is equal to the time period necessary for the intensity 

to drop to 1/e of its initial value. The T value equals x^ (the radiative or natural lifetime) 

only in the absence of deactivational or non-radiative processes. Radiative (kr) and non

radiative (knr) rates might be solvent dependent. 

The fluorescence quantum yield is a measure of the fluorescence efficiency of a 

molecule as given by the ratio of the number of emitted photons to the total number of 

absorbed photons. Fluorescence lifetimes and quanmm yields are related to the radiative 

(kr) and non-radiative (knr) rate constants as: 

i = k, + 1^ (3.2) 

kr 
O^ = (3.3) 

'fl 
^ + 'Sir 
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^ = (3.4) 
T 

where ^^ is the fluorescent quanmm yield and T is the measured fluorescent lifetime. 

The maximum possible quanmm yield is one and may be decreased in different 

solvents as either the number of absorbed photons (i.e., an absorbing solvent reduces the 

number of available photons) and/or the number of emitted photons (i.e., energy that 

normally would be emitted as radiation in one solvent might be used for some non-radiative 

process in another solvent) are affected. 

Rhodamines B and 101 (figure 3.1) are xanthene dyes with double bonds (C=C) 

separated by single bonds (C-C) [27,46-48]. Such conjugated molecules absorb light at 

wavelengths above 200 nm [46]. The double bonds involve n bonds formed by the lateral 

overlap of n electrons, and they cause the xanthene ring to be very rigid and planar 

[31,46]. Valence bond theory describes the delocalized n bonds in terms of resonance 

stmcmres (see figure 3.2) [24,46,49], which indicates the equivalency of all carbon, 

carbon bonds [50]. The diethylamino groups must be coplanar with the xanthene ring 

system for these resonance stmctures to exist. 

It is believed that the dipole moment of the dye changes upon excitation and that the 

change is associated with the intemal twisting of the diethylamino group about the CN 

bond (see figure 3.3) [46, 51]. A TICT (Twisted-Intramolecular-Charge-Transfer) state 

is formed by the intemal twisting coupled with electron transfer from the amino nitrogen to 

a 7C* orbital extending over the xanthene ring [51]. The TICT state is stabilized by the 

electron withdrawing carboxyphenyl group attached to the xanthene ring [51]. (TICT 

states are characterized by this single charge transfer from a donor to an acceptor. For 

rhodamine B, the donor is the amino group and the acceptor is the xanthene ring with the 

carboxyphenyl group. The electron is delocalized over the ring system [51].) 
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As stated, the formation of this TICT state involves rotation of the diethylamino group 

out of the molecular plane of the xanthene ring system and into a twisted configuration. 

The fluorescence quanmm yield is controlled by this twisting as evidenced by the fact that 

at low temperatures and in very viscous solvents (i.e., glycerol), the fluorescence quanmm 

yield is unity [46,52]. Also, the fluorescence quanmm yield of rhodamine 101, where the 

diethylamino groups are immobilized in the planar configuration (see figure 3.1), is near 

unity [46]. (These extra rings of rhodamine 101 are propyl chains replacing the ethyl 

chains on the amino groups and the ends of the propyl chains are attached to the xanthene 

ring.) 

The electronic excitation of rhodamine B under discussion is assigned as a n-n* 

transition since the electrons are delocalized over the ring system [46,50]. The absorption 

peak of xanthene dyes depends upon the particular atom or group at the 3- and 6- position 

of the inner (nucleus) ring. In polar solvents, rhodamine B and rhodamine 101 have 

typical acid-base equilibria involving the carboxyl group. In neutral solution both forms, 

acidic and basic (zwitterionic), are present. 

The n-n* transitions of rhodamine B and rhodamine 101 have nanosecond timescale 

radiative lifetimes whereas intersystem crossing to the triplet state is known to occur on the 

order of microseconds in the rhodamine dyes [46,53]. Except for fluorescence, the only 

significant decay path from the excited state back to the ground state is via radiationless 

deactivation. The radiationless deactivation processes can involve intemal rotation of the 

diethyl amino groups into and out of the twisted excited state, and intemal conversion from 

the twisted, excited state to the corresponding twisted, ground state configuration. 

The fluorescence spectra of the xanthene dyes are mirtor images of the absorption 

spectra. Ruorescence peaks for the rhodamines are typically shifted 20 nm with respect to 

the absorption peaks [46,47]. 

Rhodamine B forms dimers due to electronic interaaion between the xanthene n ring 

systems at concentrations = 1 x lO""* M. The spectral shifts observed for rhodamine B as 
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ftinctions of concentration and acidity are, however, attributed to acid-base reactions of the 

carboxylic acid group and not to dimer formation [46,47]. 

Sample Preparatinn 

Rhodamine B perchlorate (Kodak, laser grade) showed a single spot on a thin-layer 

chromatography (TLC) plate and was used without further purification. The alcohols were 

dried over calcium hydride, purified by fractional distillation , and stored in a desiccator 

prior to use. The nitriles were purified by vacuum distillation , and also stored in the 

desiccator. Viscosities of the solvents were obtained from the literamre or from 

measurements with a Brookfield viscometer. Samples consisted of 4 mL of solvent, 10 |iL 

of dye (10"3 M), and =< 250 |J.L of trifluoroacetic acid. If a lifetime measurement showed 

double exponential behavior, trifluoroacetic acid was added to the sample until the lifetime 

was only single exponential. Using these volumes, the dye concentration was = 2 x 10"̂  

M. This low dye concentration was necessary to avoid dye aggregation. 

Experimental Methods 

Steady-state fluorescence emission spectra were measured using a Perkin-Elmer 

fluorimeter. The excitation wavelength was 510 nm and the cortected fluorescence 

emission was scanned from 520 nm to 640 nm. Typical spectra are seen in figure 3.4 [54]. 

The absorption spectra were scanned from 650 nm to 450 nm. Fluorescence lifetimes were 

measured using the time-cortelated single-photon counting techniques. The samples were 

excited at 577 nm and the fluorescence was collected with a lens at right angles to the 

excitation. The fluorescence was monitored at 605 nm. To eliminate molecular 

reorientation effects, a polarizer set at the 'magic angle' of 54.7° was included in the 

collection optics (see chapters 2 and 4). The temperamre of the fluorescence cell was 

maintained to ± 1° C with a heat pump and a temperature controller. 
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A compound's quanmm yield may be found by measuring the fluorescence intensity 

and absorbance at the excitation wavelength of the compound and comparing them to those 

of a substance with a well-known quanmm efficiency. This is accompUshed by using: 

^unk \ t d 
—^— • ^—^^— 

^std \ n k 
;*fl >nk = ( % )tci • — • — (3.5) 

where F is the relative fluorescence and A is the absorbance of the sample at the 

fluorescence excitation wavelength [29,30]. The relative fluorescence is determined by 

integrating the area imder the cortected fluorescence spectmm. Since the ratio of unknown 

to known fluorescence areas is desired, the easiest way to integrate the area is to cut the 

fluorescence spectmm from the chart-recorder paper and to weigh the paper. Rhodamine B 

in ethanol is the standard. Knowing the absorbances, the integrated fluorescence curves, 

and the standard's quanmm yield (0.49), the unknown quanmm yield is calculated from 

equation (3.5) [47]. 

Results 

The majority of the data presented involves rhodamine B in two solvent systems 

(normal alcohols and neat nitriles or cyanides). Results for rhodamine 101 in normal 

alcohols are also given. 

Rhodamine B 

The data are for rhodamine B dissolved in a series of normal alcohols (Ci-Cio) and 

nitriles (C2, C5, C7, Cg, C9). The fluorescent lifetimes, fluorescent quanmm yields, 

absorption spectra, fluorescence emission spectra and, viscosities of the solvents were 

measured. 
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Results for Alcohol Solvents 

Fluorescence emission and absorption spectra, and fluorescence lifetimes were 

measured for samples of rhodamine B dissolved in alcohol and acidified using TFA (total 

volume of 4 mL). The non-acidic solutions were pink. On addition of acid, the solutions 

turn a deeper pink or red. The excitation wavelength was 577 nm and the emission 

monochromator of the PMT was set at 605 nm. The lifetimes were checked between 590 

nm and 620 nm and found to be independent of wavelength. No dual emission was 

observed. Lifetimes, for each solvent, were measured as a function of temperature. 

Temperatures and lifetimes of rhodamine B dissolved in all solvents are presented in table 

3.1. Absorption and emission spectra were measured and quantum yields calculated. The 

non-radiative and radiative rate constants were calculated from the measured fluorescence 

lifetimes and quantum yields. Table 3.2 lists non-radiative and radiative rate constants, 

quanmm yield, fluorescence emission maximum, viscosity, and fluorescence lifetime for 

each solvent at 25°C. For each solvent, an Arrhenius plot of In (1^) versus 1000/T is 

drawn and using linear regression, the data is fit to the equation km = k̂ .̂ exp(- Ea/RT). 

Figure 3.5 for the solvent n-butanol is a typical Arthenius plot. Fits for all the alcohols, 

were linear with a high degree of correlation. Arthenius type plots of the viscosity give the 

viscosity activation energies, Erj. Table 3.3 has a comparison of Arrhenius parameters for 

rhodamine B (acid). Figure 3.6 shows the typical viscosity Arrhenius plot, again for n-

butanol. 

Results for Nitrile Solvents 

Fluorescence emission spectra, absorption spectra, and fluorescence lifetimes were 

measured for samples of rhodamine B dissolved in nitrile and acidified using TFA (total 

volume of 4 mL). The non-acidic solutions were colorless; however, on addition of acid 

the solutions did turn pink giving evidence that rhodamine B in nonhydrogen bonding 
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systems may fortn the laaone stmcture illustrated in figure 3.7 [48,55]. AU concentrations 

were the same as the rhodamine B samples (= 2 x 10-^ M). The excitation wavelength is 

577 nm and the emission monochromator of the PMT is set at 605 nm. Temperatures and 

lifetimes of all solvents are presented in table 3.4. Absorption and emission spectra were 

measured and quanmm yields calculated. The non-radiative and radiative rate constants 

were calculated from the measured fluorescence Ufetimes and quanmm yields. Table 3.5 

Usts non-radiative and radiative rate constants, quanmm yield, fluorescence emission 

maximum, viscosity, and fluorescence Ufetime for each solvent at 25°C. Figure 3.8 is a 

representative Arthenius plot. All fits were very Unear with a high degree of cortelation. 

Table 3.6 Usts the Arthenius parameters for rhodamine B (acid) at 25°C. Figure 3.9 gives 

the standard viscosity Arthenius plot. 

Rhodamine 101 

This data is for rhodamine 101 dissolved in a series of alcohols. The fluorescent 

Ufetimes and the solvent viscosities, at 25°C, are presented in table 3.7. 

Dvnamic Effects 

Solvent effects can be loosely defined as the changes particular solvents will cause in a 

measured parameter or process. For instance, rhodamine B in methanol and acidified with 

trifluoroacetic acid (temperature = 25°C) has a fluorescence Ufetime of 2 nanoseconds 

while in decanol and acidified with trifluoroacetic acid x is 3.2 nanoseconds. The physical 

properties which differ between methanol and decanol have caused the lifetimes to be 

different. Methanol and decanol differ in many ways, i.e., the number of carbon atoms, 

the viscosity, polarity, density, index of refraction, and so forth [1]. Determining the same 

parameter (1^) in a solvent series (n-alcohols) aUows the trend of the changes in the 
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parameter values to be modeled as a ftmction of a solvent effect. Exporting the model to 

otiier systems aUows universal theories to be tested and either accepted or rejected. 

Solvent effeas can be divided into dynamic and static categories. Dynamic solvent 

effects are characterized by collisions between solute and solvent and are important in 

excited-state relaxation processes involving photoinduced torsional motion about chemical 

bonds [56]. Large ampUmde, torsional motions are manifested by a viscosity-dependent 

nonradiative rate constant [32,53,57]. 

Static solvent-solute coupling may be ftuther subdivided into universal and short-range 

interactions. Universal interactions involve bulk solvent properties (i.e., polarity, dielectric 

constant, index of refraction) while short-range interactions could involve hydrogen 

bonding. 

Many research groups have tried to model large ampUmde motion behavior on the 

basis of dynamic (viscosity-controUed) solvent effects. Different models include (1) simple 

barrier [2] ,(2) Kramer's [2,11,57,58] ,(3) Smoluchowski's Umit [2,11,58] , and (4) 

frequency-dependent friction [2,32]. The common thread among these ideas is the 

presence of an energy barrier. The molecule must have sufficient energy to cross the 

barrier before the occurtence of any large ampUmde motions. For rhodamine B, the barrier 

hinders rotation of the diethylamino groups from a planar to twisted configuration. Since 

the temperature dependency of the fluorescence relaxation of rhodamine B appears only in 

the non-radiative rate, k^, the barrier crossing rate is described by the calculated non

radiative rates. 

For the simplest barrier model based on the transition-state-theory (TST) there is a 

transition state through which the reaaants must pass on their way to forming the products. 

TST is usuaUy represented by a simple barrier with the transition state at the maximum 

point of the barrier. If the reactants do not have enough energy to go through the transition 

state (over the barrier) then the products are never formed. The reactants gain enough 
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energy to cross the banier through coUisions. In TST, the energy barrier is fixed and 

assumed to be independent of the solvent [2]. 

Kramer's model is an extension of the TST model that assumes Brownian motion in a 

one-dimensional hannonic potential [2,11,32,58-60]. It is a more complex theory 

involving frequencies associated with the curvature of the weU and the top of the barrier. 

Kramer's model is hydrodynamic in nature. If the Stokes equation is assumed vaUd 

for hydrodynamic fiiction, then in the high viscosity regime the Smoluchowski Umit of 

Kramer's model is valid [2,11,32,58]: 

^SL °^ - e^P 

r 

V 

E ^ 
*̂ B RT J 

(3.6) 

The (buUc) solvent's viscosity is ri and EB is the intrinsic barrier. 

Many solvents have a temperature dependent viscosity that can be modeled as [11,61]: 

ri(T) = T^exp 
^E ^ 

vRTy (3.7) 

where E is a viscosity activation energy. Combining equations (3.6) and (3.7) gives: 

^ E . ^ E ^ 

^SL - exp 
B 

^0 
V RT (3.8) 

This equation states that the activation energy for barrier crossing is a combination of an 

intrinsic barrier plus the viscosity activation energy. 

EmpiricaUy, many systems can be fit to: 

/ 

k = 1 

a 
exp 

V RT J 
(3.9) 
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where a constant between 0 and 1. Replacing T| with equation (3.7), 

. 1 
k = — exp 

E D + a E B̂ n 
a "̂ V RT / 

(3.10) 

This equation has been rationaUzed in terms of a frequency dependent friction [2,32,57]. 

In this equation the total aaivation energy for the photoisomerization process is: 

Ea = % + « E ^ . (3.11) 

i.e., a combination of the intrinsic barrier plus a contribution from the viscosity activation 

energy. 

AU barrier crossing theories involve dynamic solute/solvent coupling, which is 

assumed to be proportional to the solvent viscosity. In the limit of weak coupling the 

barrier crossing rate increases with increasing coupling (viscosity) because solvent/solute 

collisions help the solute in crossing the barrier. In the low viscosity or friction regime a 

non-Boltzmann distribution of molecular velocities is assimied and the velocities are not 

randomized going over the barrier [2,56]. 

Intermediate coupling of solvent and solute is characterized by the rate of transition 

over the barrier reaching a maximum foUowed by a decrease with increasing solvent 

coupling. (The viscosity has become great enough that solvent coUisions are impeding 

barrier crossing [2,56].) For strong coupUng motion along the reaction coordinate 

becomes difftisive. (In crossing the barrier to the final state, the particles take many steps 

forward and backward.) This is the Smoluchowski Umit and the velocities are randomized 

in going over the barrier [2,56]. 
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Static Effects 

Static solute-solvent coupling can be short-range or long-range in nature. The 

dielectric constant of a substance is a measure of the electric field strength surtounding a 

charged particle in the substance as opposed to being in vacuum. Polar substances have 

large dielectric constants (> 15) whUe non-polar substances do not (< 15). The dielectric 

constant is a measure of average solvent artangements over macroscopic distances and is a 

macroscopic property [62]. 

Macroscopic properties are usuaUy not very useful in modelling the dynamics of 

molecules since it is the local or microscopic environment which affects the dynamics the 

most. The dipole moment (jO,) is more useful in evaluating solvent properties on a 

molecular level. 

The dipole moment is a measure of a molecule's intemal charge separation and the 

manner in which solvent molecules cluster about a solute molecule is highly dependent 

upon |J.. To describe this type of polarity solvent effect, the Reichardt-Dimroth E j scale is 

chosen. This scale is based on the electronic transition energies of the pyridinium 

zwitterion [63-65,67]. The maximum of the pyridinium zwitterion absorption is solvent 

sensitive because the transition involves a charge transfer. The ground state is highly polar 

while the excited state is nonpolar. The ground state energy is affected by the solvent, and 

differences in solvent polarity appear as shifts in the absorption band maxima. 

Recently, static effects based on polarity have been used to explain the 

photoisomerization of DMABN (p-dimethylaminobenzonitrile) dissolved in various nitriles 

[56,68,69]. This photoisomerization of DMABN, like rhodamine B, involves the rotation 

of a side group (dimethylamino) about a bond. The total activation energy for this twisting 

is a combination of an intrinsic barrier and part of a polarity dependent barrier: 

E^ = % -h (3 rEr(30) - 30V (3.12) 
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Erp (30) is a parameter used to describe solvent polarity, with energy units of kcal/mol. 

The nonradiative rate may be written as: 

f R (V—(^(\\ - 'X(\\\ 

kj^ = a exp 

(i (&r(30)-30) 

RT J 
(3.13) 

where a and |3 are fitting parameters. 

The foUowing section wUl describe the experimental results in terms of viscosity and 

polarity effects and a model is proposed to explain the effect of the solvent on the 

nonradiative relaxation rates. 

Rhodamine B - Alcohols 

The fluorescence lifetimes of rhodamine B in a series of normal alcohols (Ci-Cio) and 

the viscosities of the alcohols have been measured. Arrhenius plots yield the activation 

energies (viscosity and lifetime). The alcohol solvents are broken into two groups, low 

and high carbon number. The low carbon number (1-6) alcohols are the most polar but the 

least viscous. The higher number alcohols (6-10) are the most viscous, but the least polar. 

Model 

The behavior of the nonradiative rates of rhodamine B dissolved in the normal alcohols 

is dependent upon the rate of rotation of the diethylamino groups. Figure 3.10 iUustrates a 

possible schematic energy diagram. There are four rates shown: 

(1) Ic. is the radiative rate. This involves fluorescence from the excited 

(Si, 9 = 0°) planar state to the ground (So, 6 = 0°) planar state. 

(2) k^^ is the rate of twisting from the excited planar (S i, 0 = 0°) 

configuration to the excited twisted (Si, 0 = 90°) configuration. 
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(3) k ^ is the rate of twisting from the excited twisted (S i, 0 = 90°) 

configuration back to the excited planar (Si, 0 = 0°) configuration. 

(4) k|^ is the intemal conversion rate from the excited twisted (S i, 0 = 

90°) configuration to the ground state twisted (So, 0 = 90°) configuration. 

These reaction and rates may be expressed in the following way: 

(1) So(%,) +hv => Si(0p) (Absorption), 

(2) S i ( ^ ) => So(0p) +hv' (Huorescence), 

kpY 
(3) Si(G^) => Si(0p) (Non-Radiative), 

kjp 
(4) Si(0p) => Si(0p) (Non-Radiative), 

%C 
(5) Si(0p) =» So(0r,0p) (Non-Radiative). 

So is the singlet ground state. Si is the singlet excited state, 0p(0 = 0°) is the planar 

configuration, 0 T ( 0 = 90°) refers to the twisted configuration, hv is the transition energy 

for absorption and hv' for fluorescence, kr is the radiative fluorescence rate, kpj is the 

planar to twisting rate of the excited molecule, kxp is the twisting to planar rate of the 

excited molecule, and kjc is the intemal conversion rate. The final state of step (5), 

involving the intemal conversion rate, can not be determined. For this model, however, 

knowing the final state of step (5) is unimportant. The fluorescence decay is proportional 

to the concentration of the excited, planar state [Si(0p)]. FoUowing excitation of Si(0p) 
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by absorption of picosecond timescale radiation in step (1), the time rate of change of the 

planar, excited state is given by: 

3r[Si(G^)] = - l^ [Si (0p)] - 1 ^ T [ S I ( % ) ] 

kfp [ Si(0r) ] (3.14) 

For the twisted, excited state: 

5 r [S i (0 r ) ] = + 1 ^ T [ S I ( % ) ] -k j ,p[Si (0r) ] 

- i ^ c t ^ i ^ ^ l 
(3.15) 

If kic and/or k jp » kpT the steady state approximation may be appUed to [Si(0p)] so 

that: 

dt [ Si(0r)] = 0 (3.16) 

and the concentration of molecules in the twisted, excited state may be expressed as: 

[ Si(0r)] = 
P̂T 

k y p + k^Q 
[Si(et.)] 

Substimting this equation into equation (3.14) gives: 

/ kyp 1 ^ 

^[Si(^)] = 
dt 

- koT" + - kj. - k p ^ 
k j p + \^Q 

[ S i ( % ) ] 

V y 

= -l^[Si(G^)] 
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f^ 

P T T ' P "*" r T i C " %>TkTT> 
\ 

V 
Kp rp + Krpp 

[Sl(0p)] 

J 

= - (1^ + Hir) [Si(0p)] 

with 

(3.17) 

knr = 

^PT %C 

kyp + 1 (̂. 
(3.18) 

There are three possible cases to consider for km: 

(I) kic = kxp. knr is unchanged from equation (3.18). 

(n) kic » kxP- The diethylamino groups rotate from the planar to the twisted stmcmre 

and intemal conversion from the twisted state occurs immediately. 
kpx 

(m) k i c « k T p . knr reduces to kic j £ ^ . The diethylamino groups rotate into the 

twisted form and rapidly return to the planar shape. Intemal conversion 

is the slow step out of the fast equiUbrium (with the equiUbrium constant given by 

kpT/kxp). 

Each case wUl be considered separately in a later section. 

Low-Carbon Number CI-6) 

Tables 3.2 and 3.3 list activation energies (viscosity and Ufetime), viscosity at 25 ° C, 

nonradiative rates, quantum yields, ET(30) values, and the Arthenius parameters for the 

first six alcohols. As the carbon chain length increases the polarity (ET(30) values) 

decrease and the viscosity increases. Motion in a more viscous solvent requires the 

expenditure of more energy and thus an increasing viscosity activation energy is expected. 
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The experimental result of a decreasing aaivation energy, however, is rather unexpected. 

Inmitively, the intemal rotation in hexanol would seem to require more activation energy 

than intemal motion in methanol. As the solvents become more viscous, the dye should 

become more rigid and the more rigid the dye, the more fluorescent the dye and the greater 

its quanmm yield. 

For kic = kxp (case I), km = kic i^ ^^— • This expression of km would lead to 

non-linear Arrhenius plots. Since aU Arrhenius plots are Unear, case I is deemed unUkely. 

In case n (kic » kjp), the non-radiative rate constant becomes kpj. In the TST or simple 

barrier model the barrier is independent of the solvent. The data in these tables obviously 

contradicts this idea since the experimentaUy determined activation energy (Ea) for each 

solvent is different. In the high viscosity Umit of Kramer's model, i.e., the Smoluchowski 

model, the barrier is given by the sum of the intrinsic barrier and the viscosity activation 

energy (Ea = EB + Er|). If cortect, EB is a constant but using the calculated Erj values from 

table 3.3 shows that instead of EB being constant, -1-2.58 < EB < -1.86 kcal/mol. The 

Smoluchowski model does not explain the results for rhodamine B in the normal alcohols. 

The frequency dependent friction model (equation 3.10) has successfuUy been appUed 

to more systems than the other models. Plotting In(km) versus ln(r|) yields -a as the slope 

and - EB/RT as the intercept. Figure 3.11 iUustrates this plot. The least squares fitting 

coefficient a is determined to be 0.376 ± 0.044 and EB = 11.43 ± 0.03 kcal/mol, with a 

cortelation coefficient (R) of 0.974 and coefficient of determination (R^) equal to 0.948. 

This intrinsic barrier seems large in comparison to the Arthenius data, but the a is certainly 

in the proper range for frequency dependent friction [2,32,57]. Plotting Ea versus Erj 

(figure 3.12) should yield the same a and EB. Least squares fitting give a = - 0.473 ± 

0.082 and EB = + 6.41 ± 0.368 kcal/mol, with R equal to 0.945 and R2 equal to 0.894. 

The intrinsic barrier is more reasonable but a is negative and very different from the 

previously calculated cc A consequence of the frequency dependent friction is an 
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Arthenius energy which increases with the viscosity activation energy. Frequency 

dependent friction, whUe vaUd for some systems, seems incortect for this system. 

To further check whether km is governed by viscosity, an isoviscosity plot can be 

made. An isoviscosity Arrhenius graph plots the nonradiative rates against temperatures 

chosen so that the viscosity of each solvent is the same. For 1.0 cP, Eiso = +3.4 kcal/mol. 

2.0 cP, Eiso = +3.25 kcal/mol, and for 3.0 cP,Eiso = +2.94 kcal/mol. If the nonradiative 

rates are a strictly viscosity controUed process, then Eiso should be the solvent independent 

barrier. As can be seen, the barrier decreases with increasing viscosity with the change in 

barrier energy greater than what may be accounted for by experimental ertor. 
kpx 

For case EI, 1^ reduces to kic rr-^ • Letting Kpx be the equiUbrium constant for 

interconversion between the twisted and planar configurations, then km = kic KpT • 

Consistent results are obtained using this limit with the introduction of polarity dependent 

parameters. Expressions for kic and kpr in terms of energy quantities are considered 

next. 

For large aromatic molecules such as rhodamine B the nonradiative rate is govemed by 

an energy gap law, where there is Uttle temperature dependence [46]. Thus the logarithm 

of the intemal conversion rate kic is assumed to be proportional to the energy gap between 

the excited twisted state (Si(0=90°) and the twisted ground state (So(0=9O°) and may be 

written as: 

^ f ^ i c l = f- V ^ Ejol + constant (3.19) 

where die subscripts 1 and 0 refer to the excited and ground state in the twisted 

configuration and \j/ is a proportionaUty constant. The polarity dependence of AE is 

introduced: 

AE^Q = AEjQ + Kf^m) - 30 "j (3.20) 
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0 where K is a proportionality constant and AE Q is the energy gap in an aUcane solvent 

having an Ep(30) of 30 kcal/mol. An analogous expression can be written for Kpj in 

terms of free energy. The temperature dependence (and the Unear Arthenius behavior) of 

km appears through the temperature dependency of I ^ : 

-A GpT 
In K PT RT 

(3.21) 

where AGpx = Gj - Gp is the free energy difference between the twisted and planar states 

in Si. The free energy difference is also assumed to be linearly dependent on the polarity: 

,0 
AGpy = AGp^ + P E^(30) - 30 (3.22) 

,0 . 
where AGxyp is the free energy difference. Taking logarithms of the nonradiative rate 

expression: 

Ul (l^p = In (l^c) + In ( I ^ ) 

and substimting in equations (3.19) and (3.21) gives 

In ( V = f- V A E^Q] + 
- AGprp 

" ^ T + constant 

Introducing equations (3.20) and (3.22) 

ln(]^) = -\|/[ AE^Q + KrEp(30 ) -30 

V 

r.^0 
RT 

V 
AGpy + p Ey(30) - 30 

+ constant. 
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Reartangement of this equation and letting K* equal \|fK, yields: 

^nr °̂  exp ( ^ + K') ( Ep(30)-30) 

,0 

* 

f A G ^ ^ 

exp ^ RT J 
(3.23) 

Plotting the measured activation energy (Ea) versus ET(30) (equation (3.22)) yields p as 

the slope and AG^- 30 p as the intercept. A Unear regression fit of the data (figure 3.13) 

yields 0.23 ± 0.02 for the slope (p) and -7.43 ± 2.6 kcal/mol for die intercept, and R = 

0.915 with R2 = 0.837. This gives the solvent independent barrier to be -0.51 ± 0.5 

kcal/mol, indicating the free energy of the twisted state is lower than that of the planar state 

in a solvent of ET(30) = 30 kcal/mol. Solvents with ET(30) > 30 kcal/mol, the free 

energy becomes more positive and the planar state becomes favored. Plotting In(km) 

versus ET(30) (equation (3.23) and figure 3.14) gives (- [ ̂ + K ] ) equals 0.12 ± 0.02 

kcal/mol for the slope, 12.8 ± 1.1 for the intercept, and R equals 0.955, and R^ = 0.911. 

Using 0.23 for the value of p gives K to be -0.51 ± 0.04 kcal/mol. A negative K means 

AEio decreases with increasing solvent polarity. Note that equation (3.24) also contains 

the terms of AE^Q and AEio of equation (3.20) which can not be experimentaUy obtained, 

but the value of K can be extraaed. 

Snare has shown for isoviscosity data ( alcohol-water mixture at 23°C and 1.4 cP) that 

the variation of the nonradiative rates with the solvent can not be solely due to viscosity 

[70]. A plot of In(kiso) versus ET(30) for Snare's data (figure 3.15) is Unear. Snare's 

slope and mtercept are 0.104 ± 0.02 and 13.1 ± 1.5, with R of 0.982 and R2 = 0.964. 

Even though there is a 2°C difference, the slopes and intercepts are equal, within 

experimental ertor. Agreement with Snare's data lends credence to a polarity controUed 

process. 
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Assuming that the nonradiative rate behavior is a polarity controUed process, 

corteaing for the polarity and replotting the Arthenius data should yield the solvent 

polarity-independent energy banier AGp^ vaUd for aU the solvents. The cortected 

nonradiative rate constant is: 

^COrt = V ^ ^ 
/ 

+ ( ^ + K) ( E^(30)-30) 

V 

Apnrr ^Xp COrt 
(3.24) 

Table 3.8 Usts these corteaed parameters. As seen from the table, the values are constant 

(within the .5 kcal/mol experimental ertor) and the average value is - 0.5 kcal/mol. This 

average shows remarkable agreement with the solvent independent barrier (equation (3.22)) 

of -0.51 kcal/mol. The variation in the corrected preexponential factors is due to 

uncertainty in the data. 

This analysis concludes that the potential weU depths of Si(0p) and S I (0T) are aUnost 

equal and seems to invaUdate the assumption of a smaU S I (0T) concentration which 

aUowed use of the steady-state approximation in the derivation of equation (3.18). The 

question that has to be answered is whether or not the use of case (HI) of equation (3.18) is 

vaUd. Rewriting the kinetic model as a consecutive reaction and ignoring the radiative rate 

for now [71-74]: 

kj k3 
A <:i B =^ C (3.25) 

k2 

where A is Si(0p), B is Si(0T), C is So(0T), and the rates ki, k2, k3 are kpj, kxp, and 

kic- The time rate of change of the concentrations are: 



d[Al 
- d T = k2 [B] - ki [A] 

d[B] 
dt 

^ = ^3[B] . 

Setting 

[A] + [B] + [C] = AO 

then 

Two approximations are used: 

[B] = Keq [A] = ^ [A] 

and 
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ki[A] - k2[B] -k3[B] (3.26) 

d[Al d[Bl d[Cl _ 
dt ^ dt ^ dt - ^' (^-27) 

-̂ T—- is negUgible in equation (3.27). 

Using equations (3.26) and (3.27) along with the approximations, one gets: 

d [ A l ^ d [ q ^ kik3 [A] 
dt dt k2 (3.28) 

Equation (3.28) is the same as case (HI) of equation (3.18). A major difference in the 

two equations is equation (3.18) was developed with the assumption of a smaU 

concentration for SI (0T) (B) whereas equation (3.28) using the assumption of a smaU time 

rate of change in the the concentration of SI(0T) (B) . If the steady state approximation is 
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invaUd to use in equation (3.18), the equation is stiU cortect and the results and conclusions 

of case (m) are also valid. 

High-Carbon Number r6-10) 

Tables 3.2 and 3.3 Usts activation energies (viscosity and lifetime), viscosity at 25 ° C, 

nonradiative rates, quanmm yields, and Ep(30) values for the last five alcohols. As with 

the low alcohols, the viscosity activation energies, polarity parameters, and the 

fluorescence quanmm yields increase with the series. 

Doing the same data analysis as done for the low alcohols does not give as satisfying a 

result. Linear regression fits of (1) log of the nonradiative rates versus log of viscosity, (2) 

log of the nonradiative rates versus polarity, (3) measured activation energy against 

polarity, and (4) viscosity activation energy aU show Uttie cortelation with the data 

(correlation coefficients are < 0.5). The nonradiative rates' cortelation to polarity ( R = 

0.47 ) is better than to viscosity (R = 0.39), but both coefficients are so low that it is 

difficult to justify a polarity dependent process as being more likely than a viscosity 

dependent process. 

A reasonable explanation of the nonradiative rate behavior is that a limit has been 

reached. For the high alcohols, especiaUy nonanol and decanol, the viscosity is great and 

the change in solvent polarity smaU so that a constant barrier (within experimental ertor) 

results. 

This 'constant' barrier does show a sUght polarity dependency, as seen in the 

activation energies. If a tme saturation limit had been reached, the measured activation 

energies would be equal to or greater than (if there is an intrinsic barrier) the viscosity 

activation energies. The data shows that this is not tme since for the high alcohols, the 

activation energies are less than the viscosity energies, implying a polarity effect. This 

effect is much smaUer in the high alcohols because the polarity change is smaUer. (ET(30) 
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values change by 6.7 kcal/mol for the low alcohols but only 1.2 kcal/mol for the high 

alcohols). A test of this model would be to make measurements in iso-polarity solvents. If 

polarity effects are smaU in the high alcohols, then the measured activation energies would 

be equal and hopefuUy show some correspondence to the viscosity activation energies. To 

determine if there is a solvent-independent, intrinsic barrier, measurements would need to 

be made in iso-polarity, iso-viscosity solvents. At this time, determining ET(30) values is 

beyond the scope of our laboratory. HopeftiUy, in the fumre, iso-polarity solvents can be 

obtained and these measurements can be made. 

Rhodamine B - Nitriles 

The nitriles were chosen as a second solvent system to smdy for three reasons: (1) 

their polarities and (2) viscosities are similar to those of the low alcohols, but the main 

reason (3) is that stmcturaUy the normal alcohols and normal nitriles are identical except for 

the end group (a C=N instead of an -OH). Since static effects can be characterized by short 

range interactions (i.e., hydrogen bonding), use of nonhydrogen-bonding nitriles should 

show the importance of hydrogen bonding in the photophysics of rhodamine B. 

If one assumes that the behavior of the nonradiative rates are polarity dependent, then 

data analysis of the nitrUes paraUels that of the low alcohols. Figure 3.16 is a Unear 

regression fit of the logarithm of the nonradiative rates versus the logarithm of the solvent 

viscosities. The slope is 19.64 ± 0.02 with the intercept being -0.35 ± 0.04, R = 0.98. 

The fit of the logarithm of the nonradiative rates against polarity (figure 3.17) yields 15.11 

± 0.77 for the intercept, 0.106 ± 0.018 for the intercept, and 0.96 for the correlation 

coefficient. Figures 3.18 and 3.19 are plots of the measured activation energies versus 

viscosity activation energies and polarity. For viscosity activation energy plot, the intercept 

is 2.98 ± 0.5 kcal/mol and slope of 0.22 ± 0.25, and R equal 0.45 and for polarity, the 

intercept is 2.56 ± 0.02 kcal/mol, the slope is 0.0198 ± 0.08 with R of 0.13. 
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Continuing the polarity dependent analysis, the coefficient p, obtained from figure 

3.19, is 0.0198 ± 0.08. The coefficient K, equal to the slope in figure 3.17, is calculated, 

for 25°C, to be 0.07 ± 0.01. Using equation (3.24), polarity cortected Arthenius plots are 

generated, the data is fit by Unear regression techniques and die calculated polarity-

corrected activation energies are Usted in table 3.9. Comparing tables 3.9 and 3.6, one 

finds that the difference between the activation energies and polarity cortected activation 

energies are very smaU with an average difference of 0.25 ± 0.5 kcal/mol. Since this is 

less than experimental ertor, the polarity cortected energies can be considered to be 

unchanged from the 'normal' Arthenius activation energies. 

Since there seems to be Uttie polarity dependence in the nitrUe system, the viscosity 

effect must be considered. Figure 3.18 shows Uttle cortelation between viscosity energies 

and the measured activation energies. The intercept corresponding to the intrinsic barrier is 

2.98 ± 0.5 kcal/mol is close to the average of the activation energies ( 3.42 ± 0.33 

kcal/mol). Combining aU the information for rhodamine B in the normal nitriles leads one 

to beUeve that there is a solvent independent energy barrier of = 3.00 ± 0.5 kcal/moL 

Rhodamine 101 - Alcohols 

The fluorescence lifetime of rhodamine 101 in various solvents was determined and 

the results are Usted in table 3.7. The purpose in doing so was to confirm that the 

nonradiative rate of rhodamine B is dependent on the rotation of the diethylamino groups. 

If this is tme then fixing the groups, as in rhodamine 101, should cause the measured 

lifetimes to be relatively constant and independent of viscosity and polarity [46,75]. The 

data in the table does show some variation which is unexpected. There is some 

controversy in the Uteramre about the proper preparation of rhodamine 101 and the 

deviation in the data is believed to be caused by possible fluorescence quenchers in the 

solutions [75]. Even so, considering the range of solvent viscosity and the relatively Uttie 
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change in the fluorescence Ufetime, it appears to be vaUd to conclude tiiat the nonradiative 

rates of rhodamine B may attributed to intemal rotation of the diethylamino groups. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

The laser dye, rhodamine B, has been extensively smdied. Fluorescence lifetimes, 

absorption and emission spectra, and quantum yields have been experimentally determined 

in two different solvent systems. The temperature-dependent viscosities of the solvents 

have been determined. Thermal energy barriers, related to the rotation of the diethylamino 

side groups of rhodamine B, have been calculated. 

These barriers can depend on solvent viscosity and polarity. For rhodamine B 

dissolved in the low carbon number (Ci-Ce) normal alcohols, the barrier appears to be 

affected more by the solvent polarity than viscosity. The closeness of the free energy 

values for the twisted and planar configurations suggest that neither form is more preferred. 

In the high carbon number (C6-C10) alcohols, the barrier appears to be almost 

constant. The polarity effect evident in the low carbon alcohols is almost nonexistent. In 

these alcohols, where the solvent viscosity is large, the free energy of the planar stmcture 

leads one to beUeve that this planar form is the normal configuration. This seems 

inmitively correct since in the more viscous solvents, the diethylamino groups are 'fixed' in 

space and rotating from one configuration to the other would be difficult. 

Rhodamine B dissolved in the normal nitrUes has different results. The nitrUes are 

simUar to the low carbon alcohols in terms of viscosity and polarity with the main 

difference being that tiie nitrUes can not hydrogen bond to rhodamine B Uke the alcohols. 

The nitrile results show a solvent independent, polarity independent, and viscosity 

independent barrier and a preferted configuration. The absence of hydrogen bonding may 

account for these differences in the nitriles. More experiments need to be conduaed to 

confirm or rejea this premise. 
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The idea of polarity dependent barriers can be confirmed ( or modified) by several 

more experiments. Once the pyridinium molecule has been synthesized in our laboratory, 

ET(30) values of alcohol mixtures may be measured and isopolarity solvents obtained. 

Measuring the viscosity of these solvents wiU aUow iso-polarity, iso-viscosity experiments 

to be done. These experiments are capable of confirming the existence of a solvent 

independent barrier for rhodamine B in the alcohols. 

If the various nonradiative rates (kic, kpT> kjp) could be measured directly, many 

questions would be settied. The importance of intemal conversion to this system could be 

determined by doing pump-probe experiments. Knowing the excited state's (twisted 

configuration) absorption spectmm, which can be obtained by pump-probe spectroscopy, 

changes related to the depletion of this state can be monitored. 

Another set of experiments would be to dupUcate the work presented in this 

dissertation but make the solutions basic instead of acidic. Preliminary work has shown 

that fluorescence lifetimes in the same alcohol may differ by one nanosecond or more, 

depending on whether the solution is basic or acidic. 

These same set of experiments need to conducted on two other laser dyes: oxazine-1 

and pyronin B (see figure 3.20) [46]. StmcturaUy, pyronin B is rhodamine B without the 

carboxyUc group and oxazine-1 is pyronin B with the middle ring carbon atom replaced by 

a nitrogen atom. Using pyronin B would eliminate having to make the solutions basic or 

acidic. Even though the amounts of acid used for rhodamine B are smaU, they do change 

the solvent system. Solvents for pyronin B and oxazine-1 would be more of a tmly 

homogeneous system. 



Table 3.1 

Fluorescence lifetime data for rhodamine B 
dissolved in the normal alcohols 
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Solvent 

Methanol 

CH3OH 

Temp 
(°C) 

-11 

20 

25 

40 

55 

70 

T(ps) 

3390 

2221 

2004 

1560 

1141 

816 

Ethanol 

C2H5OH 

n-propanol 

C3H7OH 

5 

15 

25 

33 

35 

45 

55 

65 

25 

35 

40 

55 

56 

70 

2933 

2643 

2295 

2024 

2012 

1731 

1447 

1164 

2741 

2360 

2349 

1875 

1907 

1537 

Solvent 

n-butanol 

C4H9OH 

n-pentanol 

C5H11OH 

Temp 

(°C) 

10 

20 

25 

30 

35 

40 

45 

50 

55 

10 

25 

35 

45 

55 

65 

T(ps) 

3172 

2870 

2775 

2531 

2549 

2333 

2338 

2008 

1974 

3227 

2893 

2680 

2419 

2073 

1779 

n-hexanol 

C7H13OH 

10 

20 

25 

35 

45 

55 

3276 

3059 

2984 

2666 

2521 

2192 
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Solvent 

n-heptanol 

C7H15OH 

n-octanol 

CgHnOH 

Temp 

(°C) 

5 

17 

25 

32 

35 

45 

55 

61 

65 

10 

25 

35 

45 

55 

Table 3.1 

(Continued) 

T(ps) 

3218 

2984 

2971 

2610 

2703 

2546 

2154 

1934 

1876 

3568 

3077 

3118 

2680 

2404 

Solvent 

n-nonanol 

C9H19OH 

n-decanol 

C10H21OH 

Temp 

(°C) 

10 

25 

35 

40 

45 

55 

25 

35 

41 

45 

55 

T:(ps) 

3192 

2958 

2857 

2473 

2519 

2202 

3160 

2950 

2534 

2620 

2278 

Ertors in temperature is ± 1°C 

Ertors in lifetime measurements are = 20 picoseconds. 



Table 3.2 

Photophysical parameters for rhodamine B 
dissolved in the normal alcohols, 25°C 
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Solvent ^max (̂ " )̂ '̂  (^s) kj.(sec-l) ]<^j.(sec-l) 

methanol 

ethanol 

551 

552 

n-propanol 553 

n-butanol 553 

n-pentanol 553 

n-hexanol 553 

n-heptanol 553 

n-octanol 554 

n-nonanol 554 

n-decanol 553 

2.00 ± 0.02 0.40 

2.30 ± 0.01 0.49 

2.74 ± 0.05 0.49 

2.76 ± 0.01 0.59 

2.89 ± 0.05 0.53 

3.07 ± 0.06 0.62 

2.98 ± 0.07 0.50 

3.15 ±0.07 0.47 

2.97 ± 0.07 0.62 

3.17 ±0.03 0.55 

2.0 X 108 

2.1 X 108 

1.8 X 108 

2.1 X 108 

1.8 X 108 

2.1 X 108 

1.7x108 

1.5 X 108 

2.1 X 108 

1.8 X 108 

3.0 X 108 

2.2 X 108 

1.9 X 108 

1.5 X 108 

1.6 X 108 

1.2 X 108 

1.7x108 

1.7 X 108 

1.3 X 108 

1.4 X 108 

^ Uncertainty = ± 1 nm. 

b Uncertainty is 10%. 

c Uncertainty is 10%. 

d Uncertainty is 10%. 
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Table 3.3 

Energy parameters for rhodamine B 
dissolved in the normal alcohols 

,a Solvent Aj^ E^ E ^^(30)^ 

kcaL , kcaL , kcaL 
(x l0- l2sec- l ) ( - ^ ) 

n-propanol 

n-butanol 

n-pentanol 

n-hexanol 

n-heptanol 

n-octanol 

n-nonanol 

n-decanol 

0.19 

0.20 

0.10 

0.07 

0.03 

0.02 

0.05 

0.15 

m o l ' ^ m o l ' ^ mol 

methanol 2.0 5.2 2.62 b 55.50 

ethanol 1.0 5.0 3.09 b 51.90 

4.1 4.36 b 50.70 

4.3 4.36 c 49.90 

3.8 5.32 c 49.10 

3.7 5.56 c 48.83 

3.0 5.81 48.55 

2.8 6.06 48.30 

3.5 6.30 47.95 

4.1 6.55 47.60 

a) Uncertainty = ± 0.5 kcal/mol; obtained from the Arthenius plots. 

b) Obtained from data in CRC Handbook and plot of Ti = T^ exp ( E / RT) 

c) Obtained from reference 11 and plot of TI = i^ exp ( E / RT) 

^ Obtained from references 63-65. 
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Table 3.4 

Fluorescence lifetime data for rhodamine B 
dissolved in the normal nitrUes 

Solvent 

Acetonitrile 

C2H3N 

PentanitrUe 

C5H9N 

HexylnitrUe 

C6H11N 

Temp 

(°C) 

0 

10 

15 

25 

35 

-1 

0 

5 

10 

20 

25 

30 

10 

18 

25 

30 

35 

T(ps) 

2401 

2066 

1908 

1616 

1294 

2980 

2914 

2797 

2662 

2350 

2153 

1978 

2641 

2369 

2169 

2041 

1867 

Solvent 

OctylnitrUe 

CgHisN 

NonylnitrUe 

C9H17N 

Temp 

(°C) 

10 

20 

25 

30 

40 

46 

50 

20 

25 

35 

45 

58 

T(ps) 

2907 

2615 

2448 

2271 

1987 

1800 

1720 

2663 

2507 

2233 

1942 

1640 

Ertors in temperature is ± 1°C . 

Ertors in Ufetime measurements are = 20 picoseconds. 



Table 3.5 

Photophysical parameters for rhodamine B 
dissolved in the normal nitriles, 25°C 
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Solvent ^max^^^^ 'c(ns) ^^ k^(sec-l) kj^j.(sec-l) 

aceto 

pentyl 

hexyl 

octyl 

nonyl 

523.0 

525.6 

536.3 

536.3 

536.0 

1.62 ± 0.02 0.21 

2.15 ±0.01 0.26 

2.17 ±0.05 0.28 

2.45 ± 0.01 0.36 

2.51 ± 0.05 0.32 

1.3 x 108 

1.2 X 108 

1.3 X 108 

1.5 X 108 

1.3 X 108 

4.9 X 108 

3.4 X 108 

3.3 X 108 

2.6 X 108 

2.7 X 108 

^ Uncertainty = ± 1 nm. 

b Uncertainty is 10%. 

c Uncertainty is 10%. 

d Uncertainty is 10%. 
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Table 3.6 

Energy parameters for rhodamine B 
dissolved in the normal nitriles 

Solvent 

aceto 

pentyl 

hexyl 

octyl 

nonyl 

V 
(x l0- l2sec- l ) 

0.293 

0.050 

0.088 

0.135 

0.085 

K 

^
 B

 

3.8 

3.0 

3.3 

3.7 

3.4 

E 

, kcal, 
^ mol ^ 

0.345 b 

0.961 c 

1.199 c 

1.692 c 

2.092 c 

E^(30)d 

, kcal. 
^ mol^ 

46.0 

43.7 

42.0 

41.1 

40.3 

^ Uncertainty = ± 0.5 kcal/mol; obtained from the Arthenius plots. 

b Obtained from data in CRC Handbook and plot of -q = r^ exp ( E / RT). 

c Obtained from data measured with Brookfield viscometer and plot 

of T| = r^ exp ( E / RT). 

^ Obtained from references 63-65. 
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Table 3.7 

Fluorescence Ufetime data for rhodamine 101 
dissolved in different solvents, 25°C 

Solvent T (ps) 

Methanol 

Ethanol 

Propanol 

Butanol 

Pentanol 

Ethylene Glycol 

Glycerol 

4894 
4932 

4706 

4483 

4376 

4415 

5096 

NOTE: The viscosity for these solvents range from 0.549 cP for methanol 
to = 1200 cP for glycerol. 
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Table 3.8 

Polarity cortected Arthenius parameters for rhodamine B 
dissolved in the low alcohols 

Solvent 
COrt 

(xlO^sec-l) 

COrt 

kcal 
mol •) 

Methanol 

Ethanol 

Propanol 

butanol 

n-pentanol 

n-hexanol 

4.09 

13.60 

4.75 

7.36 

5.78 

4.16 

-0.7 

-0.1 

-0.7 

-0.4 

-0.6 

-0.7 

^ Uncertainty = ± 0.5 kcal/mol 
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Table 3.9 

Polarity cortected Arthenius parameters for 
rhodamine B dissolved in the nitriles 

Solvent 

acetonitrUe 

pentyl 

hexyl 

octyl 

nonyl 

\0TT 

(xlO^sec-^) 

0.935 (±0.1) 

0.134 

0.210 

0.302 

0.179 

E 
COrt 

, kcal 
^ m o l ^ 

3.5 ± 0.4 

2.7 

3.1 

3.5 

3.2 



Rhodamine B 
67 

Rhodamine 101 

Figure 3.1. Molecular stmcture of rhodamine B and rhodamine 101. 
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Rhodamine B 

Figure 3.2. Resonance stmctures of rhodamine B. 
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Figure 3.3. Excited-state molecular stmcture of rhodamine B. 
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Figure 3.4. Typical absorption and fluorescence emission spectra of rhodamine B 
dissolved in ethanol. Reprinted from reference 54. 
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<fl 

3.2 3.4 

1000/T (1/K) 
3.6 

Figure 3.5. Arthenius plot of rhodamine B dissolved in n-butanol. The data is fit to 

In(knr) = a * exp(-1000 Ea/RT). The slope is - 2.150, the intercept is 

26.044, and R^ is 0.973. These parameters yield k ^ = 2.05 x 10̂  ^ and Ea 

= 4.27 kcal/mol. 
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Figure 3.6. Viscosity Arrhenius plot of n-butanol. The data is fit to ln(r|) = T|O * exp( 
1000 Er|/RT). The slope is 1.1655, the intercept is -4.5468, and R2 is 

0.995. These parameters yield Tjo = 0.0106 and Er| = 3.29 kcal/mol. 
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Figure 3.7. Lactone form of rhodamine B. 
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Figure 3.8. Ariiienius plot of rhodamine B in octyl nitrile. The data is fit to In(knr) = a 

* exp(-1000 Ea/RT). The slope is -1.7128, the intercept is 25.162, and R2 

is 0.990. These parameters yield k ^ = 8.47 x 10^0 and Ea = 3.40 

kcal/mol. 
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Figure 3.9. Viscosity Arrhenius plot of octyl nitrile. The data is fit to In(knr) = a * 

exp(1000 Er|/RT). The slope is 1.4142, the intercept is - 4.0051, and R2 is 

0.984. These parameters yield r|o = 0.0182 and Er| = 2.81 kcal/mol. 
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Figure 3.10. Kinetic model for rhodamine B. 
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Figure 3.11. Plot of In (knr) versus In (T|) for rhodamine B dissolved in the low alcohols 
and TFA. The intercept is 19.288 and the slope is -0.3763. The 
coefficients are R^ = 0.948 and R = 0.974. The calculated parameter values 
are a = 0.376 and E B = 11.43 kcal/mol. 
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Figure 3.12. Plot of the measured activation energy versus viscosity activation energy for 
rhodamine B dissolved in the low alcohols and TFA. The slope is -0.4727, 
the intercept is 6.411 kcal/mol, R^ is 0.894, and R is 0.946. These 
calculated parameter values are a = 0.473 and EB = 6.41 kcal/mol. 
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Figure 3.13. Plot of measured activation energy versus polarity parameter ET(30) for 
rhodamine B dissolved in the low alcohols and TFA. The slope is 0.231, 
the intercept is -7.4358 kcal/mol, R2 is 0.837, and R is 0.915. The 

calculated parameters are (3 = 0.23 and AGj = -0.51 kcal/mol. 
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Figure 3.14. Plot of In (knr) versus polarity parameter E T (30) for rhodamine B 
dissolved in the low alcohols and TFA. The slope is 0.1222, the intercept 
is 12.783, R2 is 0.911, and R is 0.954. The calculated parameters give K 
= -0.51 kcal/mol. 
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Figure 3.15. Plot of Snare's isoviscosity data. The fit is In (knr) versus polarity 
parameter E T (30) with the slope of 13.681, the intercept is 9.313 x 10-2, 
R2 is 0.964. Plot is of data in reference 70. 
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Figure 3.16. Plot of In (knr) versus In (rj) for rhodamine B dissolved in the nitriles and 
TFA. The slope is -0.3513, the intercept is 19.640, R^ is 0.964, and R is 
0.982. The calculated parameters are EB = 11.67 kcal/mol, a = 0.3513. 
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Figure 3.17. Plot of In (knr) versus polarity parameter ET(30) for rhodamine B dissolved 
in the nitriles and TFA. The slope is 0.1058, the intercept is 15.106, R^ is 
0.920, and R is 0.959. The value for K is calculated to be 0.07. 
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Figure 3.18. Plot of the measured activation energy versus viscosity activation energy for 
rhodamine B dissolved in the nitriles and TFA. The slope is 0.2197, the 
intercept is 2.984 kcal/mol, R^ is 0.205, and R is 0.453. 
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Figure 3.19. Plot of measured activation energy versus polarity parameter ET(30) for 
rhodamine B dissolved in the nitriles and TFA. The slope is 0.020, the 
intercept is 2.579 kcal/mol, R2 is 0.019, and R is 0.138. This gives (3 to 
be 0.0198. 
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Pyronin B 

Oxazine-1 

Figure 3.20. Molecular stmcture of pyronin B and oxazine-1. 



CHAPTER IV 

ROTATIONAL REORIENTATION IN POLYMER 

SOLUTIONS-EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 

Introduction 

This part of the dissertation explores the rotational behavior of laser dyes (i.e., cresyl 

violet and oxazine-1) dissolved in polymer solutions. Rotational correlation or 

reorientation times ((J)) are measured using picosecond spectroscopy techniques. This 

reorientation of the molecule arises from collisions with other (solvent, solute, etc.) 

molecules. Determining rotational times as a funaion of polymer concentration to develop 

a better understanding of the interaaions between the dyes and their polymer environment 

is the goal of the experiment. 

Two experimental methods are used: (1) transient absorption spectroscopy and (2) 

fluorescence depolarization. While experimentally different, the goal of both approaches is 

to determine (j). Transient absorption spectroscopy uses a pump-probe scheme and 

measures changing intensities of a transmitted beam. Fluorescence depolarization utilizes 

the time-cortelated single photon counting apparams and monitors polarized fluorescence 

decays. 

Transient Absorption Spectroscopy 

The transient absorption spectroscopy technique measures rotational cortelation and 

population relaxation times by optically exciting a sample with a pump pulse and then 

probing the transient behavior with a second pulse [4,15,16,46,76,77]. By repeating for 

many different delay times, die complete time-dependent response which is related to either 

the sample's excited-state or ground-state populations is obtained. 

87 
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The intensity of die transmitted probe pulse is: 

i(t) = io*exp(-oc(t)*l) (4.1) 

where t is the delay time, i(t) is the transmitted intensity at time t, io is the beam intensity 

before arriving at the sample, a(t) is the absorption coefficient at time t, and 1 is the sample 

length. The probability for absorption depends upon the angle between the electric field 

vector of the exciting pulse and die transition dipole moment of the molecule in the sample 

(see figure 4.1). Those molecules whose transition dipole moments are parallel to the 

electric field vector of the laser pulse at time zero are excited. At a later time, these excited 

molecules have rotated out of the polarization direction or relaxed to the electronic ground 

state while unexcited molecules have rotated into the bleaching polarization direction and 

are excited. This photoselection process produces an anisotropic angular distribution of 

excited dipoles. Relative polarization directions of the pump and probe beams are 

important. The terms 'parallel' and 'perpendicular' are used to represent relative 

orientations of the electric field vectors between pump and probe beams. In the parallel 

configuration pump and probe polarizations are parallel whereas, in the perpendicular 

configuration the pump and probe polarizations are perpendicularly oriented to each other. 

Changes in probe transmission, AT(t), are measured: 

AT(t) = To exp (- Aa(t) 1) . (4.2) 

AT(t) is die transmission change at some time t (T(t) - T(0)), To is die transmission at time 

zero, 1 is the sample length, and Aa is the change in the absorption coefficient from time 

zero to some later time (a(t) = oo + Aa(t)). The absorption coefficients may be written 

as [78]: 

an (t) = aN < exp (-3al I £ • ti(0) P) 3 I £ • u(t) P 
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+ fk exp ( -k t' ) dt' 

( 1 - exp (-3al I £ • u(0) |2)) * 3 I £ • ji(t) |2 > (4.3) 

and 

a± (t) = — < exp (-3cl I £ • u(0) |2) 3 I £ ® ̂ (t) |2 

t 

+ J k exp ( -k t' ) dt' 

* ( 1 - exp (-3al I £ • |A(0) |2)) * 3 I £® {i(t) |2 >. (4.4) 

The various terms are: 

(1) exp (-3al I £ • |i(0) |2) is die probability of die sample NOT being excited at 

time zero, 

(2) 3 I £ • ]i(t) |2 is the probability of absorption at time t, 
t 

(3) J k exp (-k t') dt' is the contribution from all the molecules of the J 
sample which were excited at time zero but have since returned to the 

ground-state at time t and k is the ground-state repopulation rate, 

(4) £ is the unit vector giving the pump beam orientation, 

(5) \x(P) is the unit vector oriented along the transition dipole at time zero, and 

(6) ji(t) is the unit vector oriented along the transition dipole at time t. 

The brackets (< >) mean that an ensemble average is taken. Approximating 

by expanding the exponentials (valid if the pump intensity is not too great), 

aii(t) = a N < 3 !£• jx(t) |2> 
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9a2 IN < I £ • ^(0) |2 I £ . ji(t) |2 > e-kt (4.5) 

and 

CTN 
a i ( t ) = - y - < 3 l £ ® u ( t ) | 2 > 

- 9 a 2 2 i < I £ . ^(0) |2 I £® ^(t) |2 > e-kt. (4.6) 

Again, the first terms in equations (4.5) and (4.6) involves the probabilities of absorption at 

time zero and at time t. 

No differentiation has been made conceming the relative angle between the emission 

dipole vector and the absorption dipole vector. Figure 4.2 illustrates a laboratory frame of 

reference for the (absorption) transition moment and the emission distribution moments of 

the molecule [14]. A distribution exists since, at times after time zero, Brownian motion 

has modified the angular distribution of the excited molecules. The y-axis is the excitation 

direction while the x-axis is the fluorescence direction. The z-axis is parallel to the 

polarization of the exciting pulse (vertically polarized). The emission transition moment 

Oiem) is determined by the polar angles (9 and ^). The absorption transition moment is 

iiabs- The probability that an excited molecule with moment ]iem is in the soUd angle dQ = 

sin(9)d9d5 is p(9,0) dQ. The probability density, p(9,0), is independent of ^ since the 

distribution of excited molecules is symmetric about the excitation (z) axis. From equations 

(4.3) and (4.4), die probability density is proportional to die ensemble average of the 

moment dotted with the unit vector, £ (not shown) of the excitation: 

p(9, 0) a < l£- i !a5sl2>. (4.7) 

The ensemble average is taken over all possible orientations of jJLabs about the given 

direction (9,^) of ^em- Using spherical coordinates. 



U^ • £ = cos(9) cos(X) + cos(\i/) sin(9) sin(^) 
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(4.8) 

where X is die angle between ]iabs and ]Jem and y is die dihedral angle between die plane 

formed from item and the z-axis and the plane from jieni and jiabs. By averaging over aU 

\|/, which are all equally probable for an isotropic solution, equation (4.8) becomes: 

/ x9 o.r^^ o.^s sin2(9) sin2(X,) 
< ( % • £ )^ > = cos2(9) cos2(^) + ^ ^-^. (4.9) 

Substimting this result into equation (4.7): 

p(9, 0) a cos2(9) cos2(X) + 
sin2(9) sin2(>.) 

(4.10) 

is obtained. The normalization condition is that the probability of absorption averaged over 

all directions equals one: 

27C 

n 

d 
Jp(9,0)sin(9)d9 d̂  = 1. (4.11) 

Combining (4.10) with (4.11) gives for die probability density: 

P(9,0) = f -
471 

1 + P2(cosA.) P2(cos9) ^ 

V 

(4.12) 

P2(x) are the Legendre polynomials in x of order two. The probability for absorption at 

time zero is then: 

p(9,0) dQ = — f l + P2(cos>-) P2(cos9)^ sin(9)d9d^ . (4.13) 
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The absorption probability is dependent upon die second Legendre polynomial and the 

relative angles between (1) die absorption and emission dipoles of the molecule and (2) die 

dipoles and the electric field vector of die excitation pulse. The probability of absorption at 

some time t, while certainly containing more compHcated expressions then equation (4.13), 

also depends upon the second Legendre polynomials. 

Assuming that the emission and absorption dipoles are parallel, then the ensemble 

average, along with the Legendre polynomial, may be rewritten as < Pn [ U(0) • |i(t) ] >, 

which is the dipole auto-cortelation funaion. At time zero, the dipole moment has a 

particular orientation in solution. At some later time, and after many collisions with solvent 

molecules, the dipole moment may be pointing in any direction. This dipole autocorrelation 

fimction details the time dependency of the rotational relaxation process. 

Defining the reduced anisotropy as 

Til) = J <P2 [ UCO) • ii(t) ] > (4.14) 

equations (4.5) and (4.6) then become (upon averaging over£): 

ocii(t) = a N - a 2 I N ( 1-h2r(t) )exp ( - k t ) (4.15) 

and 

a_L(t) = a N - | a 2 I N ( 1 - r(t)) exp ( - k t ) . (4.16) 

(Note - die j arises from die ordiogonality of die Legendre polynomials: 

n 

" P^(cos9) Pj^(cos9) sin9 d9 = f 2 i r r T l ^ m n ^^-^^^ 

6 
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where ^^^ is the Kronecker delta function 

^nm = Ofor n 9i m 

^nm = 1 for n = m 

For n=2, die integral equals 0.4 Snm-) The first term (aN) in equations (4.15) and (4.16) 

is the normal absorption coefficient without any pump pulse excitation and the second term, 

involving r(t), is the decrease in the absorption resulting from bleaching by the pump. In 

equations (4.15) and (4.16), there are two time dependent functions. The term exp (- k t) 

contains ground-state-recovery information while r(t) involves rotational Brownian motion. 

Assuming Aa is small, equation (4.2) may be written as: 

AT||(t) = a2 I N T o l ( l + 2 r ( t ) ) exp( -k t ) (4.18) 

and 

AT_L(t) = a 2 l N T o l ( l - r ( t ) ) e x p ( - k t ) . (4.19) 

Subtracting equations (4.18) and (4.19) gives: 

AT| | ( t ) -ATi( t ) = 3 ( a 2 l N T o l ) r ( t ) e x p ( - k t ) (4.20) 

and adding twice the perpendicular to the parallel gives: 

AT||(t) + 2ATi ( t ) = 3 ( a 2 l N T o l ) e x p ( - k t ) . (4.21) 

Equation (4.21) is sometimes known as S(t), or the sum function, while equation (4.20) is 

called die difference function, D(t). Dividing equation (4.20) by (4.21) ( g ^ ) produces: 
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AT II (t) - AT 1 (t) 

AT II (t) -h 2 AT 1 (t) 

3 ( a2 I N To 1 ) r(t) exp (- k t ) 

3 ( c 2 I N To 1 ) exp (- k t ) 

= r(t) . (4.22) 

The reduced anisortopy contains only temporal information conceming die rotational 

relaxation of the molecule. 

Substimting equations (4.18) and (4.19) into equation (4.22) and integrating over b,, 

will yield the value of r(time=0): 

n 

r(0) = r p(9,0) P2(cos9) sin9 d9 . (4.23) 

Using the results of equations (4.13) and (4.14) gives 

2 , ^. 3 cos^X - 1 ,. ^. . 
r(0) = I P2 (cos>.) = 5 . (4.24) 

If die dipoles are parallel (k = 0°) r(0) = 0.4 and if perpendicular (k = 90°), r(0) = -0.2. 

For systems widi no residual anisotropy, r(oo) =0 and AT n (^o) = AT 1 (00) = a21N 

To exp( - k t ) and only population kinetics (rotation free) are obtained. 

Since equation (4.21) also only involves population kinetics, determining die time 

dependency requires knowledge of two different polarizations. If 5 is die angle between 

die probe (viewing) direaion and die pump polarization direction, die measured 

transmission change is: 

AT . • = (cos2 6) AT 11 (t) + (sin25) AT i(t) . (4.25) 
viewmg ^ 
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To obtain die rotation-free case, equation (4.25) is set equal to AT H (t) + 2 AT i. (t), 

equation (4.21): 

AT II (t) + 2 AT 1 (t) = (cos2 5) AT n (t) + (sin25) AT i(t). (4.26) 

Reartangement of equation (4.26) yields tan25 = 2, which gives the 'magic' angle of 

5=54.7°. By setting the polarizer rotator to this magic angle, experimentally AT n (t) -i- 2 

AT _L (t) is measured and only population kinetics information is obtained. 

Fitting r(t) depends on the chosen physical model. For a rotating spherical body and a 

rotational diffusion model, 

<Pn [ U(0) • U.(X) ] > = exp (- n (n -t-1) D t) (4.27) 

then 

<P2 [ U(0) • U(t) ] > = exp ( - 6 D t ) (4.28) 

where D = rotational diffusion constant given by 6D = - widi (j) being die rotational 

correlational time. Data is fit to r(t) which has die form. 

r(t) = | < P 2 [ U ( 0 ) ' U ( t ) ] > 

= | e x p ( - 6 D t ) = 4 e x p ( - 7 ) . (4.29) 

The pump-probe technique, as used here, measures changes in die transmitted 

intensity of die probe beam. These intensity changes arise from two different sources: (1) 
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rotational relaxation of die molecule and (2) ground-state-recovery (GSR). GSR is 

assumed to be die fluorescence decay of die molecule. 

Equipment 

Figure 4.3 is a diagram of die pump-probe apparams. An argon ion mode-locked (= 

76 MHz) laser (Coherent Radiation, Inc. Model CR-12) opticaUy pumps a dye laser 

(Coherent CR-599) widi die 514.5 nm plasma line. The mode-locked output (labeUed 

'From Laser') of die dye laser has a pulse widdi = 6 ps and wavelengdi of 595 nm. The 

beam is split (BS) producing a strong (95% of die original) beam and a weak beam. The 

strong (pump) beam, modulated by an acousto-optic RF modulator (AOM) (Matsushita 

Acousto-Optic Light Modulator, model # EFL-M120) at a frequency of 10.24 MHz, can be 

polarized at any angle by die polarization rotator (PR). The angles of interest are 0°, 90°, 

and 54.7° widi respect to the vertical probe polarization. The pump beam is focused by a 

lens (L2) into the sample (S). The sample holder is eidier a ~ 250 micron vertical jet or a 1 

mm flow cell. The weak (probe) is modulated (AOM) at 15.0 MHz, and a vertical polarizer 

(P) insures that the probe beam is always vertically polarized. A translation stage (Klinger 

Scientific, Translation Stage and Programmable Stepper Motor Controller model # CCl.l) 

provides a variable delay up to 1 nanosecond. A lens (LI) focuses the probe beam into the 

sample. This pump-probe method has a counter-propagating geometry. The fraction of the 

probe beam rtansmitted through the sample strikes a second beam splitter (BS) sending part 

of the beam through an interference filter (IF), lense, and neutral density and interference 

filters (DF) to a photomultiplier mbe (PMT). The AC component of the electtonic signal 

goes to a lock-in amplifier (LIA) (EG&G Princeton Applied Research model # 5202). The 

reference frequency for the LIA is the difference frequency, 4.760 MHz. The reference is 

supplied by a double-balance mixer (DBM). This type of double modulation technique is 

Difference-Frequency Multiple Modulation Spectroscopy (DFMS). The advantages of 

DFMS include: (1) only detected signal is the interaction of pump and probe beams in the 
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sample, (2) improved signal to noise ratio, (3) improved sensitivity, and (4) decreased data 

collection time. 

The signal from die LIA may be sent to a sttip chart recorder for a hard copy of die 

data, a MCA (EG&G Ortec # 7010) for viewing and then storage, or an A/D converter 

(Interactive Microware, Inc., ADALAB) which digitizes die signal, allowing for data 

storage and analysis using a micro-computer (APPLE lie). 

Data Collection 

Data collection involves the A/D converter and an Apple Ue micro-computer. The 

Apple lie is a versatile computer and can be greatiy enhanced. The particular Apple lie used 

to collect the data has been enhanced with: (1) an extended memory card (Apple Computer, 

64k Extended Memory Card), (2) an accelerator card (Applied engineering. Trans warp 

Accelerator Card), (3) an A/D card, and (4) two RS-232C cards (Apple Computer, Super 

Serial Card). During data collection, the computer controls the translation stage, controls 

the A/D converter, and accepts and stores the data to floppy disk. The A/D takes the analog 

output of the LIA, converts it to a (digital) number, and transmits it to the computer. The 

RS-232C serial port is connected to the stepping motor of the translation stage allowing the 

computer to control the translation stage. Software for both these functions were 

developed by the author and will be described more ftiUy in Appendix B. 

Figure 4.4 shows typical pump-probe data. The top signal is the parallel curve, 

middle is the magic angle curve, and die bottom is die perpendicular curve. 

Data Analysis 

Fitting the anisotropy data, done by the Apple lie computer, is dependent upon die 

physical model chosen to represent r(t). The systems smdied (cresyl violet dissolved in 

poly(ediylene oxide)/medianol and oxazine-1 dissolved in poly(ediylene oxide)/medianol) 

have r(t) modelled as a single exponential fimction (equation (4.29)) indicating a diffusion 
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contt-olled relaxation. Due to laser intensity flucmations and the dependence of die intensity 

of die pump beam widi respea to the polarization at die beam spUtter prior to the sample, 

analysis of the raw data does not always yield correct results and data correction is needed. 

Tail-matching applies a cortection factor to eidier die parallel or perpendicular data, so 

that AT II = AT _L at long times. The major problem of tail-matching is the small signal is 

gready affected by noise at long times and tail-matching only noise is possible. Tail-

matching must be done at not-so-long times, but at a time much greater than any rotational 

cortelational time. 

Leading edge matching also applies a correction factor, so that r(0) = 0.4. Leading 

edge matching is the more uncertain method for two reasons: (1) determining time zero can 

be difficult and (2) certain systems can have r(0) < 0.4. 

To insure that the system and data analysis software are performing properly, samples 

with known ^'s must be nm. Standards used are cresyl violet dissolved in methanol 

((|)=100 ps) and oxazine-1 dissolved in methanol ((j)=85 ps). Also, to test the data analysis 

software, simulated data may be calculated and analyzed. 

Simulated Data 

Simulated data allows testing of the analysis software. The laser pulse is assumed to 

be a symmetric, double-sided exponential, i.e., 

2t I(t) = e x p ( Y ) . t < = 0 , 

l(t) = e x p ( ~ ) , t > 0 . (4.30) 

Using a spherical diffusion model, die parallel and perpendicular responses are: 

I(t)ll = fTCxp ( -6Dt ) + O e x p C - ^ ) (4.31.A) 
\,>^ J 'CGSR 
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and 

- -F-exp ( -6Dt ) + l V x p ( - ^ ^ ) . (4.31.B) 
J T:GSR 

D is the rotational diffusion constant and TQSR is the Ground-state Recovery (singlet) 

lifetime. The rotational cortelation time (^) and D are related by (j) = 1/6D. Figure 4.5 

shows simidated data. The sharp peak at time zero is the coherence coupling artifact or 

coherent spike [79-81]. For pump and probe beams derived from the same source (same 

wavelength), crossing in the sample, both constmctive and destmctive interference effects 

are seen. These effects are manifested as areas of bleached and unbleached molecules 

which physically appears as a grating of light and dark areas. At tune zero, pump photons 

are diffracted by the grating into the probe beam direaion. The increase in the number of 

photons in the probe beam causes the spike in the data. The top, middle, and bottom 

curves are the parallel, magic angle, and perpendicular configurations. The intense peak 

showing in the parallel and perpendicular curves is the coherent spike. The simulation has 

100 data points, representing a 400 picosecond delay. The laser pulse width is taken to be 

6 ps, the GSR time is 3000 ps, and ^ is 100 ps. Time zero is set at the 30 ps mark of the 

time (x) axis. This simulated data is manipulated to form the diree curves (r(t), Iii+2I_L, I||-

IjJ used in the data analysis. The tail matching technique is used and die TM correction 

factor is 1.1. Fitting r(t) (figure 4.6) gives ro = 0.336 and (|) = 100.7 ps. Fitting I||+2Ix 

gives die GSR time = 3996.4 ps while fitting I||-Ii gives (j) = 107.2 ps. 

Fluorescence Depolarization 

Another technique for measuring rotational anisotropies is time-resolved fluorescence 

depolarization (FD) [2-6,13,14,18-20,29,77,78,82,83]. Fluorescence depolarization uses 

die time-cortelated single photon counting apparatus. When a fluorophore is optically 

excited with polarized radiation, the fluorescent emission is also polarized (i.e.. 
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photoselection) [29]. Some causes of depolarization of die emission include Ught 

scattering, reabsorption; misalignment of polarizers, etc., but rotational diffusion is a 

dominant mechanism for depolarization emission [29]. Knowledge about die 

fluorophore's motion (whether restricted or free) and die rates of rotation about one, two, 

or three axis is gained. If the fluorophore is attached to a macromolecule, i.e.. polymer, 

information regarding the macromolecule's size, shape, and flexibility is also gained. 

The fundamental physics of FD is similar to transient absorption spectroscopy. The 

excitation (see figure 4.7) is vertically polarized (parallel to the z-axis), traveling along the 

X-axis, and the fluorescent emission, polarized either parallel (z-axis) or perpendicular (x-

axis) to the excitation, is detected along the y-axis. The observed parallel emission 

intensity is labeled In whereas Ij_ is the perpendicular emission intensity. The time 

dependence of these curves is determined by the fluorescent lifetime of the fluorophore and 

the rotational motion of the fluorophore. 

The intensities of the polarization components at time t after the excitation are: 

I||(t) = C< l£*iL(0)|2 l£ . i i ( t ) |2 >P(t) (4.32) 

and 

Ij. (t) = § < I £ • a(0) |2 I £ ® m |2 > P(t) (4.33) 

where P(t) is the probability diat a molecule excited at time zero is stiU excited at some time 

t (die fluorescent decay law) and C is a constant. The odier terms in die equations are 

defined die same as in TAS. The brackets denote a time ensemble average, die term I £ • 

]i(0) |2 is die probability of excitation at time zero, and die second term in each bracket, I £ 

• ji(t) 12 and I £ 0 ]i(t) |2, is die probability of observing an emitted (fluorescent) photon at 

some later time t. For isotropic systems, averaging over all possible orientations of £ gives: 
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I||(t) = C [ 1 + 2r(t) ] P(t) (4.34) 

and 

I l ( t ) = C [ 1 - r(t)] P(t) (4.35) 

where r(t) is again defined as die reduced (fluorescence) anisotropy: 

r(t) = J < P2 [)i(0) • m ] >. (4.36) 

In FD, P(t) is proportional to die fluorescence decay Hfetime, T. 

The most general expression for r(t) is [2,13,77]: 

| r ( t ) =XC- e x p ( - - ^ ) 
1—1 T. ^i 

+ [•^-5-^]exp((-6D-2A)t) 

+ [ ^ ^ ] e x p (-(6D+2A)t) (4.37) 

where D = 1/3 ( Di -1- D2 + D3 ), the mean rotational diffusion constant.Di, D2, D3 are the 

rotational diffusion constants around the three principal molecidar axis. A involves cross 

terms of the D's and G is related to the direction cosines: 

A = ^ ( D^ + D^ -h D^ - D1D2 - D1D3 - D2E^ (4.38) 

and 

Cj = " j "k ^ ^k ^^^^^ (i j k) = (1 2 3), (2 3 1) or (3 1 2) (4.39) 
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widi a i , Oa, and as are the direction cosines of the absorption dipole with respect to the 

principal rotation axis, ei, £2, and £3 are die direction cosines of die emission dipole. The 

other terms in equation (4.37) are: 

3D + 3 D > 1 (4.40) 

^ 2 2 1 
•^ «i î - 3 1=1 -̂  

(4.41) 

GA = 
v T ^ / 2 2 2 2 2 2 - ^ 
S D| ( a J e | + ttj E]̂  -h ttj^ e j ) - D . 

(4.42) 

In equation (4.42), \^i^]fi^\. The main point of interest is that the rigorous form of r(t) 

has five exponential terms, each of which contributes to the time dependency of die 

fluorescence. Experimentally usually two (sometimes three) of these exponentials are 

distinguishable. 

For a symmetric top molecule, the emission anisotropy is: 

r(t) - l( 
~ 5 

Aj(5) exp( -6D1 t) + A2(5) exp( - ( 5Dx + Dn) t) 

\ 

-H ;^(5)exp(2Di-H4D||) (4.43) 

where 

A J (6) = ( | cos25- i - )2 

A'5(5) = 3 cos^S sin̂ ^S 
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-5 

A3(5) = J sin45. (4.44) 

In diese equations, 6 is die angle between die emission (and absorption) n-ansition dipole 

and die molecular axis of symmetry. For 5= 0° (die dipole is paraUel to die axis), 

2 
r(t) = J exp( -6D_L t ) . (4.45) 

For a rotating, spherical body, die correlation function of order n is: 

< Pn lU.(0) • U(t) ] > = exp( -n (n-f-1) E} t ) . (4.46) 

When the second order cortelation function is desired, as in TAS, then r(t) is: 

r(t) = J exp( -6q t ) (4.47) 

where Df is the rotational diffusion constant and is given by the Debye-Einstein-Stokes 

(DES) hydrodynamic law: 

1 kT 6D^ = -L = ± i . (4 48) 

where V is the volume of the sphere, r\ is the viscosity of the solvent, k is Boltzmann's 

constant, and T is the absolute temperature. 

Using equation (4-43) for r(t) and assuming that the absorption and emission dipoles 

are parallel (5= 0°), one obtains for r(t=0): 
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r(0) = J [ | cos2(0) - i-Y* (1) + 0 -H 0 = 0.4. (4.49) 

This is die same value for r(0) as in TAS. For FD, diere a 'magic' angle (rotation free) 

polarization, similar to the magic angle in TAS. From equation (4-43), we write r(t) as: 

r(t) = | f | c o s 2 ( 5 ) - j Y 

and set it equal to zero. Solvingfor 5yields 6 = cos"i[-v/:r ) = 54.7°. This FD magic 

angle orientation has the emission polarizer set equal to 54.7° so that the detected 

fluorescence emission contains only fluorescent lifetime information (no rotational motion 

information is contained in a magic angle data set). 

For single fluorescent lifetimes, the time dependence of the parallel and perpendicular 

components may be expressed as [3]: 

I|l(t) = exp f-yfl +2 ro exp T" M ] (4-50) 

I±(t) = exp f -^ * r i - ro exp T" M \ (4-51) 

Manipulating equations (4.50) and (4.51) yields. 

S(t) = I||(t) + 2 Ii.(t) = 3 exp (- — ) (4.52) 

and 

D(t) = I||(t) - Ii(t) = 3 ro * exp (- — ) exp (- 4 - )• (4.53) 
T (j) 
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Forming the difference to sum ratio gives die anisotropy, 

rrt̂  - I||(t) - Ii(t) D(t) / t , ,. _., 
'^'^ - l , i ( t )^2 U( t ) = S(0 = ^ Q ^ " P ^ - ~ ^ - ^^-^^^ 

Modification of TCSPC 

The main difference between collecting fluorescence lifetime decay data and 

fluorescence depolarization data involves two extra polarizers and die data analysis. A 

vertical polarizer is placed in die excitation beam path to ensure complete vertical 

polarization of the excitation beam. A rotatable polarizer is placed in the fluorescence 

emission path, before the photomultipUer mbe, allowing data collection in the paraUel, 

perpendicular, and 'magic' angle configurations. 

Data Collection 

The difference between data collection for fluorescence lifetimes and FD is in the 

number of photons counted. To achieve good statistics for r(t), large counts (=> 10,000 or 

greater), are needed in the parallel and perpendicular data [3]. The IP and the background 

count are measured in the same way described earher. 

Data Analysis 

In lifetime decay analysis, a single decay curve is fit by iteratively convoluting a trial 

fimction, usually a single exponential, with the instmment response profile (IP) until the 

weighted chi-square is minimized. FD, except for magic angle data, never involves a 

single decay curve. Two sets of data (parallel and perpendicular) are always present. 

These two sets may be manipulated several ways: 

1. Analyze parallel and perpendicular data separately. Fit the data as standard TCSPC 

data, but use a double exponential fitting function. Since individual, complete 
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decays are analyzed, confidence in die results is good. An added benefit is that die 

decays of both should yield die same fluorescence lifetime and rotational time. 

When there is a single fluorescence lifetime and isottopic diffusion (one rotational 

time), this method is satisfactory. Problems exist, however, in trying to recover six 

or more parameters for dual or triple component anisotropies. 

2. Create the difference curve and fit the (assumed) single exponential data set. (j) is 

determined from the calculated decay constant and the fluorescence lifetime. For 

multiple component rotational times, the problems discussed in (1) exist. Also, 

since D(t) involves the difference of two curves, a worse signal to noise ratio is 

obtained causing larger errors in (|). 

3. Create the anisotropy, r(t). This seems the most obvious route. Problems with this 

method involve those difficulties mentioned in (1) and (2). 

Practical experience has shown that fitting r(t) is difficult to do with any confidence. The 

manipulation of the raw data increases the signal-to-noise ratio too much. The error bars 

are too great and r(t) is usually not fit. 

G-Factor 

It is important to realize that optical components (PMT, monochromator) can respond 

differentiy to different polarizations of light and create an instrumental anisotropy, the same 

as in TAS. Because FD measurements encompass three different polarizations, a 

correction faaor may be necessary. This cortection factor to the instmmental anisotropy is 

the 'G' factor and is the ratio of the transmission efficiencies of die detection system for 

vertically and horizontally polarized light [3,29]. Using a polarizer rotator, die excitation 

beam is made horizontally polarized, paraUel and perpendicular intensities are measured, 

and the G factor is calcidated via [3]: 
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G = ( ^ ) H . (4.55) 

The subscript H means that die excitation pulse is horizontaUy polarized. (For horizontaUy 

polarized excitations, die paraUel and perpendicular component intensities should be equal.) 

If G deviates from one, then a cortection factor must be appUed in the data analysis. Two 

mediods are used to ensure G = 1.0. These are (1) taU-matching and (2) leading edge 

matching. 

If <j)< T, then at long times after excitation the decay curves for In and I_L should be 

identical. A cortection factor that equalizes the taUs of the two curves should normalize the 

G factor to unity (taU matching). Drawbacks to this method of G factor elimination include: 

(1) at long times, the intensity of the decay is lowest and the poorest statistics are 

encountered, (2) counting to long times means the TAC voltage ramp must become greater 

in value with the resulting loss in precision at earUer times where the anisotropy is greatest, 

and (3) some systems, such as miceUes, Uquid crystals, etc., are expected to have a 

residual anisotropy at long times. It is advisable, if possible, to try to determine before taU-

matching, whether a residual anisotropy is expected. 

Normalizing the leading edge of the decay curve so that ro = 0.4 should eliminate the 

G factor. Problems widi this mediod of data correction involve: (1) matching to 0.4 for 

some systems is risky since ro may vary from -0.2 to 0.4, (2) convolution effects the are 

greatest at early times and manipulating early time data can give ertoneous results, and (3) 

determining the exact time zero is sometimes difficult. 

Of the two methods, taU-matching is not as suspect a technique and is used to analyze 

the data in this dissertation [3]. 

Another way to determine G is to measure, using a fluorimeter, die steady-state 

anisotropy (< r > ) of the sample. Perrin's isotropic depolarization law relates die steady-
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state anisotropy, the initial anisotropy ( |Q ), die fluorescent Ufetime ( T ), and die rotational 

relaxation time ((j)) [82]:] 

^0 T 
T7T= ^^'- • ('̂ •56) 

^ 

G is calculated from: 

G = TTTTT^ (4.57) 

where the summation of the I terms are the areas beneath the fluorescence decay curves. 

As a practical matter, this area is taken as the sum of aU the chaimels of the MCA. The first 

subscript on the I's is the polarization direction of the emission and the second subscript is 

for the excitation. The subscript vv means this data is for the paraUel configuration 

(excitation and emission are both vertical) while hv is the perpendicular configuration 

(excitation is vertical and emission is horizontal). Using this G factor aUeviates the 

problems inherent in taU-matching each sample. 

Simulated Data 

Simulated data was generated to test the data analysis software. The generated data 

has the form: 

Ill(t) = exp f -"j fl +2TO exp f- -

= a i exp r "— -̂H a2 exp T \ ^ (4.58) 
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and 

Il(t) = exp r - ^ V l - r o e x p (--^ ] 

= a3 exp r - y 04 exp l" 4 ") • (4.59) 

The term x' in both equations is related to the fluorescent lifetime and the rotational 

reorientational time by: 

1 1 1 
- = - + - . (4.60) 
T T (j) 

In diese simulations a i = 10,000, a2 = 8,000, as = 10,000, 04 = -4,000, T 

(fluorescence lifetime) = 4(X)0 ps, (j) (rotational time) = 350 ps, and the G-factor = 0.8. 

The a's were chosen so that ro = 0.4. Figure 4.8 shows the paraUel, perpendicular, and IP 

raw data decay curves. Upon analysis, a taU-match factor of 1.25 was calculated and then 

used to normalize the taU-section of the perpendicular data. Figure 4.9 again shows the 

paraUel, perpendicular, and IP curves, but this time after taU-matching. The tails of both 

the paraUel and perpendicular curves appear to be the same. Figure 4.10 is a plot of the 

sum function S(t) (equation (4.52.A)) whUe figure 4.11 detaUs the difference function D(t) 

(equation (4.52.B)). Figure 4.12 is a standard TCSPC analysis plot of the paraUel curve, 

fit to a double exponential while figure 4.13 is the TCSPC analysis of the perpendicular 

decay curve, also fit to a double exponential. Table 4.1 Usts aU the calculated parameters 

for these fits. 
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Discussion and Comparison 

The two procedures elaborated here, TAS and FD, are used for evaluating rotational 

relaxation times. Contrasting the background dieories, many similarities appear. For 

instance, the sum and difference functions of both mediods are identical and die same 

combination ( • ^ ) yields die same analytical form for r(t). Since a diffusion-controUed 

relaxation is assumed, the fitting of r(t) is also the same in bodi methods. These analogies 

appear because both procedmes are based on the idea of photoselection producing an 

anisotropy in the solution. A more thorough review of the theories does yield cmcial 

differences. 

TAS is an intensity measuring approach while FD monitors the fluorescence decay of 

the molecule. In TAS, fluorescence decay occurs but is only secondary to the experiment. 

Fluorescence decay is a possible path for GSR, but the premise of the pump-probe 

technique is one of intensity measurements. For the systems smdied, fluorescence decay 

was the main route for GSR, but it is possible to consider systems which do not 

fluorescence. GSR in these systems could involve energy-transferring collisions with 

solvent molecules, phosphorescence, or other relaxation pathways. Monitoring rotational 

relaxation of the molecules is the major emphasis of TAS. 

FD is a fluorescence decay monitoring technique. A system must fluoresce if the FD 

technique is to be used. Here obtaining the rotational correlation time is almost secondary. 

The anisotropy of the system does affect the fluorescence but the key fact remains that 

fluorescence is the main phenomenon observed. 

Another important difference between TAS and FD is in the strict definition of the 

anisotropy. The anisotropy function r(t) for FD refers to the relaxation of electronicaUy 

excited molecules whUe in TAS, there is a time-dependent mixture of both ground and 

excited-state relaxation. If reorientation is the same in both ground and excited-states (as 

was assumed in TAS) and the GSR time in TAS is the same as the fluorescent decay time 
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in FD dien die polarized intensity expressions for FD are exactiy die same (widiin 

numerical factors) as die polarized changes in transmission (AT) expressions in TAS. 

Restating, FD measures rotational relaxation times of die excited state whereas TAS 

determines rotational relaxation times of die ground state. The assumption has been made 

diat diey are die same and thus die results of die two different techniques should be die 

same. 

The time resolution of TAS and FD are different. Most ultrafast techniques, i.e., 

photon counting, have a time resolution based on the experimental apparams. For 

example, a photodiode or photomultipUer mbe used to time die arrival of photons, can only 

measure times longer than dieir response time. If a PMT response time is 300 

nanoseconds, only the first of two photons arriving separately by 200 nanoseconds, is 

recorded. This pump-probe method uses PMTs as simple intensity measuring devices so 

that the resolution of the experiment is unaffected by instmment response functions. The 

width of the pulse and the experimental geometry (discussed later) are the only goveming 

factors. Times less then the pulse width (for this system = 6 ps) cannot be obtained as 

described. 

An advantage of the pump-probe technique is the use of lock-in signal detection, 

aUowing smaU transmission changes (< 10'^) with low power pulses to be measured. 

Extremely smaU transmission changes may be detected with signal averaging. 

Both methods require a specific model, i.e., diffusion, model to describe the rotational 

motion of the sample. Comparison of the two experimental procedures reveal that neither 

is inherently "better" than the other. Based on the set-up time, FD is the simpler 

experiment. Also, TCSPC has rapidly become a standard tool in photophysics and 

photochemistry and is widely accepted. FD is limited by the instmmental response (IP) 

and some knowledge of the G factor is cmcial in calculating (J). Fluorescent systems are the 

only ones able to be smdied. 
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TAS has more 'prep' time involved before beginning data coUection. TAS is Umited 

only by the pulse width and sample width, which usuaUy gives TAS better resolution and 

capabiUties than FD. If perfect aUgnment of pump and probe beams is maintained, than the 

(time) position of the coherent spike cortesponds exactly to time zero. 

In conclusion, both TAS and FD are exceUent techniques for measuring (j). Each 

procedure has advantages and disadvantages which the experimenter must be aware of so 

to be able to use either system to their fuUest capacity. 
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Comparison of methods and results 
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Figure Method Pre-Exp. Factors Times (ps) y} 

4.5 r(t) 640 517** > 10 

4.6 S(t) 3x105 4000 + 0.74 

4.7 D(t) 1.2 X 105 322 0.74 

4.8 

4.9 

ParaUel 

Perpendicular 

1x105 

80158 

- 30890 

80119 

4001.5 * 

319 + 

335* 

3994 + 

0.95 

0.63 

* * As stated, ertor bars on r(t) are quite large. 

These are aU the fluorescence lifetimes. As can be seen, there is good agreement with 
aU values. 

These times are the T' times, i.e. ( T' ) -̂  = (x -i- ^)-^. (j) is calculated from these 
times and the fluorescence lifetime, taken as 4000 ps. The calculated rotational times 
(including r(t) which is calculated directiy from the data) are then: 
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Table 4.1 

(Continued) 

Method (})(ps) 

r(t) 517.0 

D(t) 350.2 

ParaUel 346.6 

Perpendicular 365.7 
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Y 

X 

l( t=0) 
I( t) 

Figure 4.1. Absorption geometry for TAS. The laser pulse is traveUng paraUel to die 
axis 
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Figure 4.2. Laboratory frame of reference for absorption and emission transition 
moments. 
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From Laser. i—s 

Figure 4.3. Schematic diagram of TAS experimental apparams. BS = beam splitter; 
AOM = acoustooptic modidator; PR = polarization rotator; DBM = double 
balance mixer; PMT = photo midtipUer mbe; IF = interference filter, P = 
polarizer; SM = stepper motor; LI, L2 = lens. 
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CV/MeOH 

200 300 

T i rriQ Cps) 

Figure 4.4. Typical pump-probe data. The sample is cresyl violet dissolved in 
methanol. 
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Figure 4.5. Simulated pump-probe data. The top curve is die paraUel data, die middle 
curve is die magic angle data, and die bottom curve is die perpendicular 
data AU curves have die coherent spike included. A pulse widdi of 6 ps 
was used for 100 data points. The GSR time was 3000 ps and die 
rotational relaxation time was taken as 100 ps. The delay time was 400 ps 
and time zero was at die 30 ps time. 
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^0. 1 
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-0. 1 
-v>^ 
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T i me ( p s ) 

Figure 4 6 Fitting die reduced anisott-opy ftmction. The fit is of die simulated data of Mgure ^.o. ^ g^ ^ ^ ^ .̂̂  .̂  ̂ ^ ^̂ ^ ^.^^ -window' of 52 to 352 ps. The taU-match 
factor is 1 1 The calculated initial anisottopy equals 0.336, die calculated 
rotational relaxation time is 100.7 ps, die cortelation coefficient is 0.878, 
die coefficient of detennination is 0.771, and die reduced chi square is 
0.009. 
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EXCITATION BEAM 
POLARIZER 
(BEHIND PLANE) 

EMISSION BEAM 
POLARIZER 
(BEHIND PLANE) 

SAMPLE 

FROM EXCITATION TO EMISSION 
MONOCH ROM ATOR MONOCHROMATOR 

Figure 4.7. How fluorescence polarization measurements are made. Reprinted from 
reference 3. 
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Figure 4.8. FD simulated data (prior to tail-matching). 
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Figure 4.9. FD simulated data (after to taU-matching). The tail match factor is 0.8. 
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Figure 4.10. Fitting die sum function of die simulated FD data. The pre-exponential 
factor is 29976, die fluorescence decay time is 3504 ps, and die reduced chi 
square is 0.75. 
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Figure 4.11. Fitting the difference ftmction for simulated FD data. The pre-exponential 
factor is 12621, die fluorescence decay time is 260 ps, and die reduced chi 
square is 0.77. This decay time, fir die GSR time equal to 3500 ps, gives 
281 ps for die rotational relaxation time. 
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Figure 4.12. Plot of the two-exponential data analysis of the simulated, paraUel data. The 
preexponential factors are (1) 9010 and (2) 9999. The decay times are (1) 
247 ps and (2) 3499 ps. The reduced chi square is 0.93. Using decay time 
(2) gives the rotational relaxation to be 266 ps. The initial anisotropy equals 
0.45. 
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Figure 4.13. Plot of the two-exponential data analysis of die simulated, perpendicular 
data. The preexponential factors are (1) -3099 and (2) 7957. The decay 
times are (1) 267 ps and (2) 3509 ps. The reduced chi square is 0.67. 
Using decay time (2) gives the rotational relaxation to be 289 ps. The initial 
anisotropy equals 0.389. 



CHAPTER V 

ROTATIONAL REORIENTATION IN POLYMER 

SOLUTIONS 

Introduction 

Diffusion eUminates concentration gradients in a solid, liquid, or gas [84]. On a 

molecular level, difftision occurs because molecules undergo smaU and random 

displacements resulting from dieir thermal energies. The probabiUty that a single particle 

(molecule) wiU be displaced from its origin after some time t is: 

P(x,t) = l = = ^ e x p ( - ^ ) (5.1) 
2 V TcDt 

where x is the displacement from the origin and D is the diffusion coefficient. The 

diffusion coefficient is a measure of the average rate with which the molecule is displaced. 

Large numbers of molecules are present in solution, so, instead of discussing individual 

particles, the concentration of molecules is considered. Modifying equation (5.1) to reflect 

concenrtation changes gives: 

C(x,t) = p ^ = ^ exp (- ^ ) (5.2) 
2 V^cDt 

where Co is the original (time zero) concentration of particles and C(x,t) is the 

concentration at some time t. 

GeneraUy, there are three rotational difftision coefficients, corresponding to the three 

molecular axis of rotation. Letting aU the molecules in a solution, at time zero, be aUgned 

(a given molecular axis of every molecide is paraUel to some arbitrary direction) then there 

exists an infinite rotational concentration gradient. Brownian motion causes the molecules 
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to reorient as time progresses. This reorientation of die molecules is rotational diffusion. 

If a is the angle between the molecular axis at time zero and at a later time t, dien any 

orientation left is described by: 

< c o s a > = e x p ( - - ) . (5.3) 

The brackets denote an average and (j) is the rotational relaxation time. At zero time 

(complete orientation of the molecules) < cos a > = 1 and when the molecules are totaUy 

disorganized, < cos a > = 0. 

Pick's law of difftision is the standard starting point in any theoretical description of 

diffusion: 

PmlL = -Dgradq^ (5.4) 

where the rate of flow (u) of mass is assumed proportional to the gradient of the density 

(p). The proportionaUty constant (D) is the diffusion coefficient. Using the mass 

continuity equation transforms equation (5.4) into the standard diffusion equation: 

^Pni 
= D div grad (^ = D V2 ^^ . (5.5) 

In terms of concentration (C), equation (5.5) becomes: 

— = D V 2 C . (5.6) 
at 

Solution of equation (5.6) depends upon die initial concentration and die geometiy of die 

system. 
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For a rotational conceno-ation gradient diere is a rotational difftision coefficient and 

equation, given by Debye [85,86]: 

^ = D V 2 p 
at ^ 

(5.7) 

where p(0,(|); t) is die probabUity diat die molecular axis points in die direction (Q,<^) at time 

t. Using spherical coordinates and foUowing reference 86, equation (5.7) becomes: 

2_ ap 
D a t 

r 1 a r . ^ap>i ^ 
sin 0 - ^ 

V sin e ae ae J J 

( 1 a2p>| 

sin^e a(|)2 V 
(5.8) 

J 

In these equations, ^ represents the standard azimuthal angle and not the rotational 

relaxation time. FoUowing reference 25, using a series expansion of normalized spherical 

harmonics, the general solution to equation (5.8) is: 

P(e,(l); t ) = I C i „ Yi^(e,(|)) exp( -1 (1+1) D t ) 
Im 

(5.9) 

where the expansion coefficients are: 

^\m = / JYij„(e,(|)) p(e,(|); 0) sine de d(t) (5.10) 

During Brownian motion, the average value of any angidar-dependent function which is a 

spherical harmonic of order 1 decays exponentiaUy to zero. Letting F(9,(j)) be the angular -

dependent function, then this average value is: 
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F(t) = j I F(e,(|)) p(e,(j) ; t) sine de d(|) 

= F(0) exp (-D 1 (1+1) t ) . (5.11) 

Assuming the initial probabiUty distribution of the moments are a delta ftmction 

concentrated at e=(j)=0, one gets that: 

p(e,(t); 0 ) = - i - 5 ( COS0 - 1) . (5.12) 
2n 

Substimting equation (5.12) into equation (5.10) and integrating gives: 

^Im = Ylm(O'O) (5-13) 

with aU m 9i 0 vanishing. Spherical harmonics widi m=0 are Legendre polynomials and for 

rotational diffusion, the second order Legendre polynomial is needed. In rotational 

diffusion, the angular-dependent function of interest is a, the orientation of the transition 

dipole moment of the molecule. The angle a may be expressed as ii(t) • |i(0) (see chapter 

four), then the average value of a is, using bracket notation, 

< P2 [U(t) • UiO)] > = exp (- 6 D t) (5.14) 

for 1=2. This is the same as equation (4.28). From equation (5.3), equation (5.14) may be 

written in terms of a charaaeristic decay time: 

< P2 [U(t) • U(0)] > = exp (- 6 D t) = exp (- —) . (5.15) 

ĉ 
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It IS possible to estimate diis characteristic time. For a smaU, spherical molecule of radius 

a, rotating in a viscous environment (viscosity T|), a viscous torque is felt by the molecules 

(Stokes' law): 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ( ^ ) - (^-^^^ 

The quantity (8 TT T| a^) is die frictional constant and is related to die rotational diffusion 

coefficient by die Einstein relation: 

D = ^ ^ . (5.17) 
8 7C Tj a-̂  

where k is Boltzmann's constant and T is the temperature. Substimting this value of D into 

equation (5.15) gives the characteristic decay time as: 

_ 4 Jt Tj a^ 
t̂  - 3~k~T (5.18) 

% d ^ 
= I J (5.19) 

4 1. where the hydrodynamic volume \yA = -rna.^ . When the characteristic time is taken as 

the rotational relaxation time, equation (5.19) is known as the Debye-Stokes-Einstein 

equation [2,5,9,23,25,87]. 

Many systems of solutes and solvents obey the DSE model [23]. Using the methods 

described in chapter four, rotational times as a function of polymer concentration are 

determined. If a fluorescent molecule is embedded or attached to the polymer 

macromolecule, then the rotational movement of the polymer is directiy reflected by the 

rotational behavior of the fluorescent probe. The rotational behavior of the probe, as 

described by equation (5.19), may describe the rotational motion of the polymer [82]. Two 
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different dyes, cresyl violet and oxazine-1 are used to probe die rotational response of 

poly(ethylene oxide) in methanol. 

Sample Preparation 

Cresyl violet and oxazine-1 (figure 5.1) are members of die oxazine class of dyes and 

are related to the xandiene dyes discussed in chapter 3. Oxazine dyes are planar and rigid 

and have absorption maximums shifted about 100 nm greater than xanthene dyes [46]. As 

in the xanthenes, electronic transitions are assumed to be 7C - 7t* ttansitions. The radiative 

lifetimes of the oxazines are in the nano second time regime. 

Cresyl violet and oxazine-1 (Aldrich) were laser grade and showed single spots on a 

TLC plate. They were used without further purification. Commercial poly(ethylene oxide) 

(Aldrich), with an average molecular weight of 10^, was used. Polymer / methanol 

solutions were fUtered to remove insoluble impurities. The polymer solutions were found 

to have no absorptive or emissive properties in the spectral region of interest. The dye 

concentration was = 2x10'5 M for cresyl violet and oxazine-1 in PEO/MeOH solutions. 

Experimental Methods 

Two methods (TAS and FD) were used to determine rotational relaxation times of 

cresyl violet and oxazine-1 in polymer solutions. The excitation wavelength for both 

methods was 595 nm. The emission monochromator for FD monitored 625 nm and 650 

nm for cresyl violet and oxazine-1. Data for three emission polarizations (paraUel, 

perpendicular, and magic angle) were taken. Since the pump-probe technique measures 

changes in intensity, an emission monochromator was unnecessary for TAS. A 

polarization rotator was used to change die pump beam's polarization while die probe beam 

was kept verticaUy polarized. AU measurements were made at 25°C. 

Data analysis for TAS used the taU-matching method described in chapter four. The 

tails of the paraUel and perpendicular curves for cresyl violet in pure methanol (and for 
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oxazine-1 in pure medianol) were nonnaUzed, so diat die calculated (j) match Uteramre 

values. These tail-match normaUzation faaors were dien used for die polymer solutions. 

TaU-matching was also used in analyzing die FD data. However, die FD and TAS results 

differ. Causes of die differences wiU be discussed later. 

Viscosities of die PEO- medianol solutions were measured widi a Cannon-Fenske 

caUbrated viscometer. 

Results 

The foUowing seaion presents results for cresyl violet in a polymer solution 

(CV/PEO/MeOH) and oxazine-1 in a polymer solution (Oxz/PEO/MeOH). Results from 

both experimental methods are presented. 

Transient Absorption Spectroscopy Results 

Table 5.1 lists the calculated ro and (|) values for cresyl violet in varying PEO-methanol 

concentration solutions. The rotational reorientation time of cresyl violet in pure methanol 

is = 100 ps. The pure methanol data were tad-matched to yield this value and then the same 

taU-match factor was used for analyzing polymer data obtained the same day. Statistical 

parameters (coefficients of cortelation and determination) are also shown. High confidence 

in the calculated numbers is achieved when the coefficient values are close to one. Table 

5.2 presents the average value (and the ertors) of the data in table 5.1. The errors are taken 

to be one standard deviation of the average value. A typical set of data for cresyl violet in 

methanol and also in polymer solution is iUustrated in figure 5.2. Figure 5.3 shows the 

anisotropy r(t) obtained from these curves. The fit of r(t) plus the random residuals are 

also shown. Based on cortelation factors > 0.9 and reduced chi-squares < 1, die 

anisotropy appears single exponential. 

Table 5.3 lists the calculated ro and (j) values for oxazine-1 in varying PEO-methanol 

concentration solutions. The rotational reorientation time of oxazine-1 in pure methanol is 
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= 85 ps. TaU-matching was done die same way as for cresyl violet. Table 5.4 presents die 

average value (and die ertors) of die data in table 5.3. Figures 5.4 and 5.5 are die 

cortesponding curves for oxazine-1 in medianol and polymer solutions. Again, die 

anisotropy appears to be a single exponential ftmction. Tables 5.5 and 5.6 contain photon-

counting data for cresyl violet and oxazine-1 in the various solutions. The ground-state-

recovery times were assumed to be the fluorescence decay Ufetimes. 

The ro values for the TAS results (tables 5.2 and 5.4) are acceptable as long as ro is 

less than or equal to 0.40. As seen in these tables, ro is larger than 0.4 for the greater PEO 

concentration solutions. This indicates the hypothesis of a molecule being completely free 

to rotate is invaUd. Possibly, these concentrations are so large that the polymer totaUy 

encages the dye molecules and prevents free rotation. This leads to the idea of a hindered 

rotor. The dye molecules might be able to rock back and forth, but not mmble and rotate in 

solution. 

Fluorescence Depolarization Results 

Tables 5.7 through 5.11 presents the fluorescence depolarization data for cresyl violet. 

Table 5.7 has the paraUel data for each polymer concentration and the data is fit to a double 

exponential function (see equation (4.34)) whUe Table 5.8 shows die perpendicular data 

and its double exponential fit (see equation (4.35)). Table 5.9 presents die magic angle 

data including the single exponential fit. 

Tables 5.10 (the sum function) and 5.11 (die difference function) were taU-matched 

and die resulting curve fit to a single exponential function. Figure 5.6 shows typical 

paraUel and perpendicular data, prior to and after taU-matching. 

Figures 5.7 dirough 5.10 show typical photon-counting fits to the data of tables 5.7 

dirough 5.11. Figures 5.7 and 5.8 are double exponential fits to die paraUel and 

perpendicular curves whUe figure 5.9 fits die sum ftmction and figure 5.10 fits die 

difference ftmction. Table 5.12 has the average initial anisotropy values and average 
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rotational relaxation times for cresyl violet. Table 5.13 Usts die average fluorescence 

lifetimes. 

Data analysis of die FD data gave results different from die TAS results. There are 

also differences between die results of table 5.1 (D(t)) and die calculated (j) values of table 

5.12. Because of diese differences, die FD technique was not heavUy used. Some 

oxazine-1 solutions were analyzed using FD and die results are Usted in table 5.14 (pure 

medianol) and table 5.15 (7.5 g/dL polymer solution). 

The fluorescence Ufetime data (table 5.13) of each concentration is consistent, 

regardless of the determining method. The magic angle data is accepted as die tme 

fluorescence decay time. The closeness of the lifetimes determined from the other methods 

served to increase confidence in the numbers. There is a trend of decreasing lifetime with 

increasing polymer concentration. A change in the fluorescence Ufetime is indicative of 

increased polymer interaction with the xanthene ring system. This increased interaction is 

very sUght however, since the change is only = 200 ps for the entire concentration range. 

The calculated (J) values (table 5.12) are not as consistent as the Ufetime values. The 

paraUel method's (j) values show an increase but it is much greater that the TAS results. 

The paraUel method's ro values are acceptable but lower than the TAS values. 

The perpendicular and D(t) results are confusing. The perpendicular method shows no 

change in <j) with concentration whUe the ro's are much too great. The calcidated (j) values 

from the difference curves show an increasing rotational time, but the ertor bars are so 

great that it is impossible to beUeve these numbers. 

The overaU FD results are inconsistent for several reasons. First and foremost is that 

not enough counts were accumulated diuing data coUection. For short rotational times, 

tens of diousands of counts per channel are needed. The data indicates insufficient counts 

were achieved. Secondly, obtaining a short rotational time (i.e., 100 ps) from decay data 

convoluted widi a larger instmment profUe (i.e., 800 ps) is possible but difficult. A shorter 

instmment profile of 100-200 ps would certainly increase die time resolution and decrease 
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die ertor bars of die rotational relaxation times. A last possible reason for the differences is 

die monochromator used in selecting die monitored emission wavelengdi. This particular 

monochromator uses a diffraction grating for wavelengdi selection. Use of a filter might 

improve die results. For aU diese reasons, die FD results were held suspect and die mediod 

was not utilized. 

Environmental Interactions 

A mixture of methanol and PEO provides a heterogeneous environment for the dye 

molecules. Though diere are only two components, die local conditions (figure 5.11) 

about a dye molecule can range from solvation only by medianol molecules to a mixture of 

dye, methanol, and polymer to a total encagement of die dye by the polymer. It is easy to 

envision a series of rotational relaxation times, ranging from the pure solvent time to a 

long-Uved relaxation time of the totaUy (polymer) encaged molecule. The results given in 

tables 5.2 and 5.4, reflect an average rotational relaxation time. As the polymer 

concentration increases, the increasing experimental ertors, can be attributed to this range 

of rotational times and increasing encagement of the dye. 

Conceivable solvent interactions are iUustrated in figure 5.12. For cresyl violet there 

are three interactions but only two for oxazine-1. Interaction A is electrostatic. The 

positive charge of the dye and the oxygen atom of the solvent are attracted to each other. 

Interactions B and C involve short-range, hydrogen bonding. 

Interaction B has a hydrogen bond forming between the OH group of methanol and the 

nitrogen atom of the dye's amino (and diethyl amino) group (OH...N). This interaction 

can appear between the solvent and both dyes. Interaction C, on the other hand, exists 

only for cresyl violet. A hydrogen bond forms between the amino group and die oxygen 

atom of methanol (NH...O). 

Figure 5.13, simUar to figure 5.12, iUustrates the probable interaaions between the 

dyes and the polymer. Again, the electrostatic attt"action of interaction A prevaUs for both 
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dyes. The strength of diis interaction is expected to be greater for cresyl violet than 

oxazine-1. Because of steric hindrance, cresyl violet binds more tightiy widi PEO and is 

more affeaed by an increasing polymer concentration. 

The hydrogen bond interaction can only happen for cresyl violet. There is no way for 

PEO to hydrogen bond to die diediylamino groups of oxazine-1. It is possible for PEO to 

hydrogen bond to die nitt-ogen atom of die central ring of bodi dyes. However, it has been 

shown diat only die fluorescence Ufetime of die dye is affected by diis nitrogen atom. The 

data in table 5.13 coUaborates this. 

The trends shown in tables 5.2 dirough 5.4, show an increase in (|) (for both dyes) 

witii an increasing polymer concentration. The increase for oxazine-1 is sHght while diat 

for cresyl violet is greater. On the basis of the feasible interactions previously discussed, 

die greater increase in (j) for cresyl violet but not for oxazine-1 is attributed to hydrogen 

bonding with the polymer. The sUght increase in oxazine-I's ^ is probably resulting from 

the electrostatic interaction A. Knowing why ^ increases answers half the problem. The 

question of whether polymer solutions obey the DSE model needs to be addressed. 

Polvmer Solutions and the Debve-Stokes-Einstein Theorv 

Polymers are composed of many units or monomers. These segments of a flexible 

polymer chain can independently move in solution. Relaxation times of these smaU 

segments may need nanoseconds to microseconds. These movements are microbrownian 

motion and describe the local viscosity of the solution [82,83,88]. The local viscosity, as 

opposed to the bulk viscosity, describes the solution's environment on a microscopic scale 

[88]. If rotational relaxation times of fluorescent probes attached to the polymer chain are 

measured, then these times are a refleaion of the solution's micro environment [82]. 

(Ordinary techniques for measuring viscosity or diffusion of smaU molecules do not have 

the time resolution necessary for measuring these fast relaxation times. Picosecond laser 

spectroscopy methods, i.e., TAS and FD, can measure these times.) 
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For dUute polymer solutions, local viscosity effects are sometimes unimportant and die 

change in (|) is sUght [83,88]. The local viscosity is essentiaUy die same as die pure solvent 

viscosity. As die polymer concentration increases, overlapping and entanglement of die 

polymer and die attached probe molecule increases (|). Local viscosity changes are quite 

noticeable and die segmental motion of die polymer are restricted [83]. Rotational 

relaxation times can slow to miUiseconds to tens of seconds. 

From equation (5.19), (j) is Unearly proportional to the viscosity of die solvent. For 

dUute polymer solutions, die (local) viscosity may be expressed as [83,89]: 

T| = TJQ (1 + [TjlC + kh[Ti]2c2) (5.20) 

where Tj is the local viscosity, r|o is the pure solvent viscosity, [tj] is the intrinsic viscosity, 

kh is die Huggins' constant, and C is the concentration of polymer in g/dL. The intrinsic 

viscosity is [90,91]: 

[Tj] = Urn 
C->0 , TlO , 

(5.21) 

The unit of [r\] is dIVg. The Huggins' constant is a factor depending on the stmcture of the 

polymer. Figure 5.14, and table 5.16 shows the variation of viscosity with polymer 

concentration. Using equation (5.20) to fit the data yields r|o = 1.27 cP, [r|] = -0.7875 

dL/g, and kh = 0.8260. This fit, yielding a negative value for [r\], obviously shows that 

these concentrations can no longer be termed 'dUute.' Fitting concentrations of 2.5 g/dL 

and less gives rio = 0.567 cP, [^] = 0.9979 dL/g, and kh = 0.3815. This fit, giving die 

cortect viscosity value for methanol (T|O), shows that this equation is a proper choice of ri 

for these concentration polymer solutions. 
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If die probe molecule's rotational relaxation times obey DSE, dien the conceno-ation 

dependence of (!> should be die same as in equation (5.20). Combining equations (5.19) 

and (5.20) gives: 

(t) = (t)o(l + AC + BA2c2) (5.22) 

where ^o is die relaxation time in pure solvent, C is die polymer concentt-ation, and A and 

B are fitting parameters. No physical significance is given to eidier A or B, since diey are 

solely used as fitting parameters. If diese solutions obey DSE, dien A and B should show 

some cortespondence to [r\] and kh. Figures 5.15 and 5.16 are plots of (^ versus 

concentration for cresyl violet and oxazine-1. Fitting die data gives, for cresyl violet, (j)© = 

103.2 ± 9.3 ps, A = 0.0877 ± 0.0913 dL/g, B = 2.971 ± 2.28, cortelation coefficient = 

0.999, coefficient of determination = 0.958 and for oxazine-1, (j)o = 89.5 ± 2.5 ps, A = 

0.0628 ± 0.0072 dL/g, B = 0.0, cortelation coefficient = 0.969, coefficient of 

determination = 0.939. Since the pure solvent values are correct, these fits seem vaUd. If 

vaUd, then there is no cortespondence between A,B and [rj], kh. This impUes that for 

these particular polymer systems, the DSE model does not work. (Some of the ertor bars 

are large, but equations (5.21) and (5.22) are used only to see if the DSE model can be 

appUed to polymer systems.) 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

The rotational relaxational times of cresyl violet and oxazine-1 in varying concenttation 

solutions of poly(ethylene oxide) and methanol have been measured. Two experimental 

techniques, TAS and FD, were used. The TAS results appear to be of better quaUty due to 

some experimental compUcations with die FD system. As a resuh, the FD system was not 

extensively used to coUect data. 
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Cresyl violet and oxazine-1 show increasing rotational relaxation times widi an 

increasing polymer concentt-ation. Cresyl violet's increase is greater dian oxazine-I's and 

can be explained by more dye-polymer interactions. These interactions involve hydrogen 

bonding. Steric hindrance prevents oxazine-1 and poly(ediylene oxide) from having much 

hydrogen bonding interaction and the increase in die rotational relaxation time is not as 

dramatic. 

In pure solvents, the behavior of rotational relaxation times are assumed to be 

hydrodynamic in namre and obey the Debye-Stokes-Einstein model. This model Unearly 

relates a molecule's rotational time to the solvent's (bulk) viscosity. Recognizing that the 

local or micro-viscosity may differ from the macro-viscosity of a polymer solution, the 

DSE model is modified to reflect these differences. These modifications incorporate 

equation (5.20) which describes the local viscosity of a polymer solution in terms of the 

polymer concentration. Fitting the bulk viscosity to equation (5.20) and the measured 

rotational relaxation times to equation (5.22) reveal no correspondence. This is taken to 

mean that the rotational behavior of cresyl violet and oxazine-1 in poly(ediylene oxide) 

polymer solutions do not obey the DSE model. 

The residts also show for large polymer concentrations (i.e., = 5.0 g/dL and greater) 

diat discussion of freely rotating molecides may be invaUd. This is seen in the initial 

anisotropy values (ro) being greater than 0.4. At these concenttations, the dye molecules 

might be totally encaged by the polymer and unable to freely rotate. More experiments at 

these concentrations are needed to confirm this idea. 

Correaing die experimental problems of die FD apparams wUl give a powerftd tool to 

our laboratory. Improving die data analysis (i.e., having better knowledge of the G factor) 

and the time resolution of die system (using a micro-channel plate rather than photo

multipUer mbes) would greatiy enhance die system. Since FD is an easier experimental 

technique, large amounts of data may be accumulated in relatively short amounts of time. 

The two systems could also be used to confirm die other's results. 
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FinaUy, since the concept of the dye being in many different local environments (d> e 

surtounded oidy by solvent molecules to dye totaUy encaged by the polymer) seems valid, 

a better experiment is to determine a distribution of lifetimes or rotational relaxation times. 

Distribution fits would give more information about the local environment surrounding the 

dye molecules. The TAS and FD techniques would be of more use investigating the 

rotational behavior of dyes in pure solvents. 
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Table 5.1 

Cresyl violet dissolved in PEO polymer 
methanol solution at 25°C 

Concenttation 

[*) 
0.0 

1.40 

2.50 

3.75 

^0 

0.4010 
0.4067 
0.3440 
0.3937 
0.3780 
0.3810 
0.3730 
0.3369 
0.3480 
0.4050 
0.4276 
0.3960 
0.3923 
0.4380 
0.4179 
0.4606 
0.4100 
0.2817 
0.4234 
0.2588 

0.3244 
0.2840 

0.5480 
0.3990 
0.3930 
0.2478 
0.5480 
0.3880 

0.3420 
0.3910 
0.3980 

({)a 

(ps) 

97.02 
94.40 
94.00 

113.80 
98.40 

118.00 
90.30 

110.64 
98.90 
94.85 

104.33 
92.40 

115.00 
95.50 
94.90 

109.50 
96.60 

110.80 
98.70 
96.00 

105.59 
109.10 

135.40 
114.00 
171.00 
170.00 
135.40 
130.00 

158.5 
182.6 
178.71 

(R2)b 

0.94 
0.95 
0.98 
0.98 
0.99 
0.97 
0.99 
0.98 
0.98 
0.99 
0.99 
0.82 
0.96 
0.96 
0.98 
0.97 
0.78 
0.84 
0.87 
0.94 

0.81 
0.85 

0.99 
0.92 
0.98 
0.97 
0.99 
0.97 

0.97 

0.99 

Rb 

0.97 
0.97 
0.99 
0.99 
0.99 
0.99 
0.99 
0.99 
0.99 
0.99 
0.99 
0.91 
0.98 
0.98 
0.99 
0.98 
0.89 
0.92 
0.93 
0.97 

0.90 
0.92 

0.99 
0.96 
0.99 
0.99 
0.99 
0.98 

0.99 

0.99 
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Table 5.1 

(Continued) 

Concenttation rQ ^^ (R2)b Rb 

(ps) 

5.00 

7.50 

0.2816 
0.3049 
0.6200 
0.4635 
0.3709 
0.3680 

0.7178 
0.6910 
0.5495 
0.5052 

144.00 
165.60 
222.00 
231.40 
280.00 
195.50 

260.00 
395.60 
860.00 
430.00 

0.76 
0.76 
0.82 
0.78 
0.73 
0.83 

0.86 
0.70 
0.37 
0.58 

0.87 
0.87 
0.90 
0.89 
0.86 
0.91 

0.93 
0.84 
0.61 
0.76 

a The ^ values are determined by a linear least-squares fitting of r(t). 
b R 2 and R are the coefficient of determination and correlation. They describes how 

weU die data fits die chosen fitting funaion. For good fits, bodi coefficients approach one. 
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Table 5.2 

Average values of ro and ^ for cresyl violet dissolved 

in polymer methanol solutions at 25°C 

Concenttation 

( * ) 

0.0 

1.40 

2.50 

3.75 

5.00 

7.50 

^0 

0.3825 

0.3042 

0.4206 

0.3770 

0.4015 

0.6158 

Std. Dev.a 

0.05 

0.03 

0.11 

0.03 

0.12 

0.11 

Std. Dev.a 

(ps) 

100.77 8.6 

107.35 2.2 

142.63 25.7 

173.27 13.0 

206.42 49.5 

486.40 258.0 

a The ertor values are taken as one standard deviation of the mean, 

b The (j) values are determined by a linear least-squares fitting of r(t). 
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Table 5.3 

0.0 

Oxazine-1 dissolved in PEO polymer 
methanol solutions at 25°C 

Concenttation r^, (j)̂  (R2)b Rb 

0.5 

1.0 

2.5 

3.0 

^0 

0.2143 
0.3401 
0.3420 
0.0918 
0.3827 
0.3672 
0.1898 

0.3558 
0.2841 
0.2705 
0.4144 

0.1848 
0.2856 
0.2995 
0.3155 
0.2363 
0.2465 
0.2955 
0.3872 

0.3130 
0.3985 
0.3873 
0.4908 
0.3826 
0.3208 
0.2813 
0.3573 

0.3906 
0.3764 
0.2765 
0.4201 
0.4327 

(j)a 

(ps) 

84.6 
87.1 
82.7 
85.5 
86.3 
86.2 
86.2 

86.8 
94.9 
83.7 
94.4 

105.3 
89.6 
99.9 
110.6 
97.0 
106.4 
94.8 
92.5 

83.7 
102.5 
81.4 
104.3 
114.9 
99.7 
95.2 
120.0 

118.7 
106.6 
118.9 
107.0 
114.0 

0.76 
0.67 
0.94 
0.75 
0.98 
0.98 
0.66 

0.90 
0.84 
0.84 
0.87 

0.52 
0.83 
0.84 
0.84 
0.64 
0.34 
0.71 
0.83 

0.96 
0.96 
0.93 
0.97 
0.92 
0.94 
0.90 
0.94 

0.82 
0.89 
0.49 
0.93 
0.91 

0.86 
0.88 
0.97 
0.87 
0.99 
0.99 
0.81 

0.95 
0.89 
0.89 
0.94 

0.76 
0.94 
0.93 
0.93 
0.80 
0.58 
0.84 
0.91 

0.98 
0.98 
0.96 
0.99 
0.96 
0.97 
0.95 
0.97 

0.91 
0.94 
0.74 
0.97 
0.95 
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Table 5.3 

(Continued) 

Concenttation IQ ^^ (R2)b Rb 

(ps) 

6.0 

7.5 

0.4521 
0.4388 
0.3722 
0.7151 
0.3736 
0.3977 
0.3350 
0.6633 
0.3163 
0.6261 
0.3445 
0.4829 
0.4159 

0.5012 
0.4531 
0.3890 
0.4211 
0.4228 
0.6562 

128.1 
114.5 
130.6 
126.6 
120.4 
133.2 
129.2 
120.7 
123.0 
105.6 
128.0 
120.5 
120.0 

139.4 
130.2 
136.0 
139.3 
123.0 
120.5 

0.83 
0.81 
0.87 
0.92 
0.84 
0.84 
0.95 
0.89 
0.97 
0.88 
0.88 
0.86 
0.91 

0.98 
0.99 
0.98 
0.95 
0.89 
0.94 

0.93 
0.93 
0.90 
0.99 
0.89 
0.89 
0.96 
0.95 
0.97 
0.94 
0.94 
0.93 
0.96 

0.99 
0.99 
0.99 
0.97 
0.94 
0.97 

a The (j) values are determined by a Unear least-squares fitting of r(t). 

t> R2 and R are die coefficient of determination and cortelation. For good fits, bodi 

coefficients approach one. 
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Table 5.4 

Oxazine-1 dissolved in PEO polymer medianol 
solutions at 25°C - averages 

Concenttation TQ Std. Dev.a (j)b Std. Dev.a 

0.0 0.2793 0.11 85.5 1.5 

0.5 0.3312 0.07 89.9 5.6 

1.0 0.2814 0.06 99.5 7.4 

2.5 0.3665 0.07 100.2 13.5 

3.0 0.3793 0.06 113.0 6.0 

6.0 0.4564 0.13 123.1 7.5 

7.5 0.4739 0.10 129.8 8.0 

a The ertor values are taken as one standard deviation of the mean, 

b The ^ values are determined by a linear least-squares fitting of r(t). 
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Table 5.5 

Photon counting data of cresyl violet 
dissolved in polymer solutions at 25°C 

Concenttation 

(g/dL) 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.62 

2.0 

3.75 

5.0 

7.5 

a 

1633 

1271 

12500 

1638 

1541 

1478 

1556 

1477 

t 

(ps) 

3492 

3329 

3441 

3482 

3495 

3474 

3415 

3403 

X^ 

1.6 

1.1 

1.2 

1.4 

1.7 

1.6 

1.5 

1.6 
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Table 5.6 

Photon counting data of oxazine-1 dissolved in 
polymer solutions at 25 °C 

Concenttation 

(g/dL) 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.47 

0.94 

1.88 

2.5 

7.5 

7.5 

7.5 

a 

1754 

1724 

1739 

1558 

2740 

2640 

1686 

2202 

1910 

2656 

T 

(ps) 

612 

618 

633 

672 

659 

670 

654 

686 

644 

689 

y? 

1.9 

1.04 

0.9 

1.9 

1.2 

1.1 

0.8 

0.8 

2.24 

1.1 
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Table 5.7 

ParaUel data for cresyl violet dissolved in 
polymer medianol solution at 25°C 

Concenttation 

( * ) 

0.0 

0.0 

2.5 

2.5 

2.5 

3.75 

3.75 

3.75 

3.75 

5.0 

5.0 

a 

7029 
5808 

6301 
2424 

7511 
3559 

6322 
3058 

6269 
1807 

5904 
1495 

5767 
2475 

4073 
820 

6178 
886 

3960 
570 

10428 
4301 

T 

(ps) 

3392 
89 

3372 
166 

3293 
132 

3310 
169 

3294 
245 

3295 
231 

3263 
203 

3310 
376 

3263 
518 

3241 
565 

3242 
252 

y? 

1.02 

1.02 

1.15 

1.09 

0.97 

1.01 

1.07 

1.33 

0.92 

1.18 

0.930 



Table 5.7 

(Continued) 

Concenttation a x y2 

152 

'1:1 (ps) 

6.25 

6.25 

7.5 

7.5 

7.5 

14468 
4776 

4697 
673 

4244 
871 

15740 
4512 

6293 
985 

3216 
404 

3285 
592 

3241 
409 

3227 
504 

3180 
508 

0.862 

1.18 

0.97 

0.98 

0.98 

The average of the long times is 3276.25 ± 49 ps (1 std. deviation) 
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Table 5.8 

Perpendicular data for cresyl violet dissolved 
in polymer methanol solution at 25°C 

Concenttation 

( * ) 

0.0 

0.0 

1.25 

1.25 

2.5 

2.5 

3.75 

3.75 

3.75 

5.0 

5.0 

a 

4362 
-4311 

6775 
-6415 

15892 
- 15597 

8561 
-8513 

9056 
-9122 

6827 
-6013 

9616 
-8871 

6806 
-6646 

6742 
-6604 

6751 
-6573 

6754 
-6405 

X 

(ps) 

3423 
124 

3351 
111 

3352 
82 

3291 
364 

3302 
53 

3262 
129 

3282 
74 

3205 
116 

3273 
104 

3234 
102 

3202 
81 

X^ 

1.08 

1.28 

1.73 

1.47 

0.97 

1.00 

0.82 

1.40 

1.43 

1.67 

1.03 
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Table 5.8 

(Continued) 

Concenttation 

(i) 

6.25 

7.5 

a 

8333 
-8278 

6845 

-6366 

T 

(ps) 

3225 
131 

3120 

117 

X^ 

1.39 

1.17 
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Table 5.9 

Magic angle data for cresyl violet dissolved in 
polymer methanol solution at 25°C 

Concenttation 

( * ) 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

1.25 

1.25 

1.25 

1.25 

2.5 

2.5 

2.5 

3.75 

3.75 

3.75 

3.75 

5.00 

5.0 

5.0 

a 

5049 

3688 

10026 

6487 

11722 

6964 

11722 

6964 

6539 

8764 

13398 

8948 

6579 

5736 

9209 

6485 

15135 

5769 

T 

(ps) 

3362 

3416 

3400 

3368 

3354 

3301 

3299 

3301 

3259 

3296 

3311 

3270 

3195 

3297 

3265 

3211 

3222 

3234 

X^ 

0.93 

1.27 

1.28 

1.03 

1.17 

1.19 

1.17 

1.19 

1.09 

0.99 

0.98 

1.12 

0.93 

1.12 

0.98 

1.14 

0.243 

1.45 
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Table 5.9 

(Continued) 

Concenttation a x x^ 

[dLj (ps) 

6.25 

6.25 

7.5 

7.5 

7.5 

23136 

23101 

21242 

48577 

6591 

3156 

3163 

3148 

3161 

3133 

2.34 

3.53 

1.72 

6.32 

1.12 
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TABLE 5.10 

Sum function data for cresyl violet dissolved in 
polymer methanol solutions at 25°C 

[dLj 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

1.25 

1.25 

2.5 

2.5 

2.5 

2.5 

3.75 

3.75 

3.75 

5.0 

5.0 

5.0 

5.0 

Concenttation 

18835 

28501 

21282 

7618 

26005 

25996 

19228 

22487 

22428 

19021 

17796 

18820 

12390 

11848 

31845 

31594 

19191 

a 

(ps) 

3363 

3388 

3409 

3435 

3356 

3299 

3295 

3315 

3315 

3279 

3282 

3222 

3279 

3233 

3215 

3215 

3203 

^ X^ 

1.36 

1.48 

1.04 

1.28 

1.18 

0.76 

1.06 

1.30 

1.30 

1.21 

0.88 

1.63 

1.83 

2.10 

1.46 

1.11 

0.99 
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Concenttation 

( * ) 

6.25 

6.25 

7.5 

7.5 

7.5 

a 

14339 

44968 

12686 

51287 

19373 

Table 5.10 

(Continued) 

T 

(ps) 

3241 

3153 

3226 

3161 

3137 

X^ 

1.90 

3.9 

1.69 

6.32 

1.56 
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Table 5.11 

Difference function data for cresyl violet dissolved 
in polymer methanol solution at 25°C 

Concenttation 

(i) 
0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

1.25 

1.25 

1.25 

2.5 

2.5 

3.75 

3.75 

3.75 

3.75 

5.0 

5.0 

5.0 

5.0 

a 

6028 

6118 

7905 

2032 

10590 

2932 

8014 

6036 

2365 

4548 

2708 

2771 

2185 

4739 

14541 

7739 

9818 

T 

(ps) 

100 

118 

68 

106 

74 

212 

99 

85 

301 

126 

182 

264 

119 

140 

92 

125 

151 

y} 

1.17 

1.39 

1.18 

1.07 

1.04 

1.15 

0.81 

1.034 

1.25 

0.98 

0.95 

1.27 

1.15 

1.07 

1.12 

1.20 

0.78 
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Concentration 

[*) 

6.25 

6.25 

6.25 

7.5 

7.5 

7.5 

7.5 

7.5 

a 

11844 

1982 

8309 

10231 

6103 

6076 

10242 

6518 

Table 5.11 

(Continued) 

X 

(ps) 

89 

210 

155 

248 

117 

164 

248 

95 

X^ 

1.00 

1.09 

1.75 

1.55 

0.92 

1.03 

1.33 

0.87 
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Table 5.12 

Average (j) and ro values from die parallel and perpendicular 
data for cresyl violet dissolved in 

polymer solution at 25°C 

Concenttation 

0.0 

1.25 

2.5 

3.75 

5.0 

6.25 

7.5 

ParaUel 

ro (j)̂  

0.3027 

0.2076 

0.1284 

0.1391 

0.1183 

0.1081 

(ps) 

133 

— 

193 

369 

468 

588 

556 

Perpendicular 

ro (t)̂  

0.9676 

0.9879 

0.9440 

0.9595 

0.9610 

0.9934 

0.9300 

(ps) 

122 

239 

94 

101 

95 

137 

122 

^ The rotational relaxation times were calculated from: 

(j) T TM 

where die x's are die Ufetimes calculated from die double exponential fit of die data, TM is 

die short time whUe x is die fluorescence Ufetime. 
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Table 5.13 

Average fluorescence Ufetime values for cresyl violet 
dissolved in polymer solution at 25°C 

Concenttation 

[dLj 

0.0 

1.25 

2.50 

3.75 

5.00 

6.25 

7.50 

ParaUel 

3382 

— 

3299 

3283 

3241 

3251 

3216 

Perpendicular 

3387 

3322 

3282 

3253 

3218 

3225 

3120 

Sum 

3399 

3328 

3301 

3261 

3221 

3197 

3175 

Maeic 

3387 

3314 

3289 

3257 

3222 

3160 

3147 

AU times are in ps. Averaging aU methods for a particular concenttation gives: 

ne (ps) % Ertors 

(0.2%) 

(0.2%) 

(0.3%) 

(0.4%) 

(0.3%) 

(1.2%) 

(1.3%) 

Concenttation 

0.00 

1.25 

2.50 

3.75 

5.00 

6.25 

7.50 

Ave. Lift 

3389 

3321 

3293 

3264 

3226 

3208 

3165 



Table 5.14 

Oxazine-1 dissolved in medianol solution at 25°C 
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Polarization a X 

(ps) 

r 

ParaUel 

ParaUel 

Perpendicidar 

Magic 

Magic 

Magic 

Sum 

Sum 

Sum 

Difference 

Difference 

Difference 

3878 
4674 

7329 
9322 

11794 
7249 

7889 

7856 

5927 

15243 

22564 

23899 

6449 

1132 

4216 

752 
173 

708 
149 

690 
166 

703 

706 

659 

689 

661 

669 

357 

77.9 

67.6 

1.08 

1.12 

1.6 

1.6 

1.5 

1.4 

0.7 

1.7 

1.03 

1.6 

0.8 

0.9 



Table 5.15 

Oxazine-1 dissolved in 7.5 g/dL polymer 
methanol solutions at 25°C 
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Polarization 

ParaUel 

ParaUel 

ParaUel 

Perpendicular 

Magic 

Magic 

Sum 

Difference 

a 

1340 
11335 

1293 
11363 

5372 
6326 

9243 
2572 

15029 

9263 

18796 

5156 

X 

(ps) 

1094 
509 

1103 
511 

754 
109 

750 
197 

704 

726 

728 

63 

X^ 

2.8 

2.7 

1.3 

1.5 

2.9 

1.7 

1.5 

1.16 
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Table 5.16 

Viscosity of PEO solutions, 25°C 

Concenttation (g/dL) ViscositA 

0.56 
1.18 
1.76 
3.33 
6.41 

11.8 
30.7 

KcP) 

0.0 
0.8 
1.4 
2.5 
3.75 
5.0 
7.5 

* Viscosities of polymer solutions were measured at 25°C with a Cannon-Fenske 
viscometer. 
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Figure 5.1. Molecidar stmcture of cresyl violet and oxazine-1. 
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Figure 5 2 TAS raw data for cresyl violet. The samples are (a) CV/MeOH, (b) CV/1.4 
g/dL PEO/MeOH, (c) CV/3.75 g/dL PEO/MeOH, and (d) CV/ 5.0 g/dL 
PEO/MeOH. 
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Figure 5.4. TAS raw data for oxazine-1. The samples are (a) Oxz/MeOH, (b) Oxz/1.0 
g/dL PEO/MeOH, (c) Oxz/ 3.0 g/dL PEO/MeOH, and (d) Oxz/ 6.0 g/dL 
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Figure 5.6. FD raw data for CV/MeOH. The top plot is prior to tail-matching and the 
bottom plot is after tail-matching. 
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Figure 5.8. FD perpendicular data for CV/MeOH. 
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Figure 5.9. FD sum function data for CV/MeOH. 
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Figure 5.11. Possible environments 'seen' by the dye molecule. 
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Figure 5.12. Solvent - dye interactions. 
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Figure 5.13. Polymer - dye interactions. The monomer unit of the polymer is shown. 
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Figure 5.14. Variation of solvent viscosity with polymer concentration. The two curves 
shown result from fitting the data to equation (5.20). The top curve fits all 
the data while the bottom curve fits only polymer concenttations less than or 
equal to 2.5 g/dL. 
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Figure 5.15. Variation of cresyl violet's rotational relaxation time widi polymer 
concenttation. The fit is to equation (5.22). The fit parameters are ^o= 103 
ps, A = 0.0877 dL/g, B = 2.971, R = 0.999, and R2 = 0.958. 
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Figure 5.16. Variation of oxazine-I's rotational relaxation time with polymer 
concenttation. The fit is to equation (5.22). The fit parameters are (^o 
89.5 ps, A = 0.0628 dL/g, B = 0.0, R = 0.969, and R2 = 0.939. 
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APPENDDC A: FOURIER TRANSFORM PROGRAM 

PROGRAM FOURIER 
C 
C 

REAL*4X1(0:2000),X2(0:2000),XT(0:2000) 
REAL*4 YDATA(2000),YTRANS(2000),XX(2000) YY(2000) 
REAL*4 XRIG(0:2000),TORIG(0:2000) ^ 
CHARACTER ANSWER*3,NnLE*64 
COMMON/IMIN/ IXMIN,IYMIN 

PARAMETER (PI=3.1415926,L=8) 
X . I ' 

C INPUT DATA 
1900 TYPE 1905 
1905 FORMAT('$Input Data: (1) From a fUe or (2) Create test data ') 

READ(5,1910,ERR=1900)ANSWER 
1910 FORMAT(A) 

IF (ANSWER .EQ. '2') THEN 
GOTO 2000 

ENDIF 
1915 TYPE 1920 
1920 FORMAT('$Input file name:') 

READ(5,1910,ERR=1915,END=1900)NnLE 
0PEN(UNn=8,nLE=NFILE,STATUS='0LD', 

ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL',ERR=1900) 
READ(8,1930)N 
READ(8,1925)(X1(I),I=1,N) 
READ(8,1925)TINTERVAL 

1925 FORMAT(E20.8) 
1930 FORMAT(I) 

CL0SE(UNIT=8) 
DOI=lJSr 

XRIG(I) = X1(I) 
ENDDO 
WRITE(5,1926)N,TINTERVAL 

1926 FORMAT('$N,EPSLN = ',I,E20.8) 
1927 TYPE 1928 
1928 FORMAT('$Multiply time by some factor (Y/[N1);') 

READ(5,1910,ERR=1927,END=1915)ANSWER 
IF (ANSWER .EQ. 'Y') THEN 

3500 TYPE 3600 
3600 FORMAT('$Input factor:') 

READ(5,1925,ERR=1927,END=1927)FACTOR 
TINTERVAL = TINTERVAL * FACTOR 
ENDIF 

FRES= 1/(TINTERV AL*N) 
FMAX=1/(2*TINTERVAL) 
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IF ((N .NE. 256).AND. (N .NE. 512)) THEN ^^^ 
3611 TYPE 3612 
3612 FORMAT('$Data is NOT a multiple of 2 

Zero fiU ? ([Yl/N):') 
ENDIF ^E^(5'1910,ERR=1900,END=1927)ANSWER 

IF (ANSWER .EQ. 'N') THEN 
3605 TYPE 3610 
3610 FORMATC$Input eidier 128,256, or 512 for number 

of points:') 
READ(5,1930,ERR=3605,END=3500)N 
GOTO 2080 

ENDIF 
IF (N .GT. 256 ) THEN 

NN = 512 
ELSE 
NN = 256 

ENDIF 
DIFFN=NN-N 

D0I=1,DIFFN 
Xl(I-hN)=0.0 

ENDDO 
N=NN 
DO I=0,NN-1 

XX(I) = I 
ENDDO 
GOTO 2080 

C 
C 
2000 TYPE 2010 
2010 FORMAT('$Input time interval between points 

(SAMPLING tune):') 
READ(5,20203RR=2000)TINTERVAL 

2020 FORMAT(E) 
2030 TYPE 2040 
2040 FORMAT('$Input ft-equency #1:') 

READ(5,2050,ERR=2030,END=2000)FREQ1 
2050 FORMAT(E) 
2060 TYPE 2070 
2070 FORMAT('$Input frequency #2:') 

READ(5,2050,ERR=2060,END=2030)FREQ2 
2051 TYPE 2052 
2052 FORMAT('$Input ampUtude of fi-eq #1:') 

READ(5,2050,ERR=2051,END=2060)ALPHA1 
2053 TYPE 2054 
2054 FORMAT('$Input ampUtude of fi"eq #2:') 

READ(5,2050,ERR=2053,END=2051)ALPHA2 
2031 TYPE 2032 
2032 FORMAT('$Do you want random noise added ? (Y or N) ') 

READ(5,2034,ERR=2031 ,END=2060) ANSWER 
2034 FORMAT(A) 

IF ((ANSWER .NE. 'Y') .AND. (ANSWER .NE. 'N') ) THEN 
GOTO 2031 

ELSEIF (ANSWER .EQ. 'Y) THEN 
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RN0ISE=1. 

ELSE RNOISE = 0. 
ENDIF 

2072 TYPE 2073 
2073 FORMAT('$Input number of data points:') 

READ(5,2074,ERR=2072,END=2060)N 
2042 TYPE 2043 
2043 FORMAT('$Input die DC offset:') 

READ(5,2044,ERR=2042,END=2072)DCOFFSET 
2044 FORMAT(F) 

FRES = 1/(TINTERVAL * N) 
FMAX = l/(2*TDSrrERVAL) 

2074 FORMATCO 
T=0. 
DO I=0,N-1 
IF (RNOISE .EQ. 1) THEN 

RND = ((-l)**INT(10*RANOa)))*RANO(I*D 
ELSE 

RND = 0.0 
ENDIF 

XX4 = ALPHAl * SIN(2*PI*FREQ1*T) 
XX3 = ALPHA2 * SIN(2*PI*FREQ2*T) 
X1(I) =XX4 + XX3 -I- DCOFFSET + RND 
XRIOa) = X1(D 
T=T-i-TINTERVAL 
xxa) = I 

ENDDO 
IF (RNOISE .EQ. 0) THEN 

PRINT*,'Random noise has NOT been added.' 
ELSE 

PRINT*,'Random noise HAS been added.' 
ENDIF 

2080 TYPE 2090 
2090 FORMAT('$List data? (Y or N):') 

READ(5,3000,ERR=2080)ANSWER 
3000 FORMAT(A) 

IF (ANSWER .EQ. 'Y') THEN 
DO I=OJSr-l 
PRINT*,T,DATA(I) = 'J,X1(I) 
ENDDO 

ENDIF 
C 
C 
C SCALE TIME 

DO I=0,N-1 
X1(I) = X1(I)/N 

ENDDO 
C FFT - IN PLACE ALGORITHM 
1000 TYPE 1100 
1100 FORMAT('$FFT calculation in progress...) 

Il=N/2 
12=1 
V=2*PI/N 



DO 1=1,L ^^^ 
13=0 
14=11 
DO K= 1,12 

X=INT(I3A1) 
CALL SCRAMBLER(LJS[,X,Y) 
I5=Y 
Z1=C0S(V*I5) 
Z2=-SIN(V*I5) 
DO M=I3,I4-1 

A1=X1(M) 
A2=X2(M) 
B1=Z1*X1(M+I1)-Z2*X2(M+I1) 
B2=Z2*Xl(M-t-Il)-HZl*X2(M+Il) 
Xl(M)=Al-hBl 
X2(M)=A2+B2 
Xl(M-»-Il)=Al-Bl 
X2(M-Hll)=A2-B2 

ENDDO 
I3=I3-h2*Il 
14=14-1-2*11 

ENDDO 
11=11/2 
12=2*12 

ENDDO 
C 
C C 
1200 TYPE1300 
1300 FORMAT('$OUTPUT RESULTS') 
1400 TYPE 1500 
1500 FORMAT('$In what form do you want die output ? ',/ 

1 ' (1) Magnimde Spectmm Plot 'y 
2 '(2) Table of Values ?'y/ 
4 'SType 1 or 2.') 
READ(5,5000,ERR=1200,END=9999)ANSWER 

5000 FORMAT(A) 
IF (ANSWER .EQ. '1') THEN 

FLAG=1 
ENDIF 

C 
C OUTPUT TABLE OF VALUES 
C 
1599 U=0. 

Z=0. 
n = i 

1600 IF (FLAG .EQ. 1) THEN 
GOTO 1655 

ENDIF 
TYPE 1650 

1650 FORMAT('$Harmonic',14x,'Real',17x,'Imagmary', 
13x,'Magnitude') 

1655 X=U 
CALL SCRAMBLER(L,N,X,Y) 
X3=SQRT(X1(Y)*X1(Y) + X2(Y)*X2(Y)) 
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XT(II) = X3 
TORIG(n) = X3 

D PRINT*,'I,XT = •,n,XT(n) 
n=n-Hi 
IF (FLAG .EQ. 1) THEN 

GOTO 5101 
ENDIF 
WRITE(5,5100,ERR=1600)U,X1(Y),X2(Y),X3 

5100 FORMAT(F5.0,10X,E15.4,5X,E15.4,10X,E15.4) 
5101 U=U-Hl 

Z=Z-i-l 
IF (Z .GT. 9.) THEN 

Z=0. 
GOTO 1600 

ENDIF 
IF ((FLAG .EQ. 1).AND. (U .GT. N/2)) THEN 

GOTO 2203 
ENDIF 
IF (U .GT. N/2) THEN 

1750 TYPE 1700 
1700 FORMAT('$Do you want anodier output? (Y or N)') 

READ(5,5000,ERR=1750,END=1750)ANSWER 
IF ((ANSWER .NE. 'Y') .AND. (ANSWER .NE. 'N')) 
THEN GOTO 1750 
ELSEIF (ANSWER .EQ. 'Y') THEN 

GOTO 1200 
ELSEIF (ANSWER .EQ. 'N') THEN 

GOTO 2203 
ENDIF 

ELSE 
GOTO 1655 

ENDIF 
C 
C NORMALIZE TO ONE 
C 
2203 BIG = XT(2) 

DO 1=3 ,N 
IF ((BIG-XTQ)) .GT. 0.0) THEN 

GOTO 1204 
ELSEIF a GT. N) THEN 

GOTO 1205 
ELSEIF ((BIG-XTG)) -LE. 0.0) THEN 

BIG = XT® 
ENDIF 

1204 ENDDO 
D PRES[T*,'BIG = ',BIG 
1205 DO I=1,N 

YY(I)=XT(I)*(1/BIG) 
D PRINT* ,'I,XT,YY = ',I,XT(I),YY(I) 

ENDDO 

C 
C PLOT OUTPUT 
C 



CALL PLOTT(N,XX,XRIG,XT) ^ '̂ " 

C 

PRINT*,'Frequency resolution = *,FRES,' Hz ' 
PRINT*,'The HIGHEST measurable ft-equency is = ',FMAX,' Hz.' 

C FIND AVERAGE OF TRANSFORM 
C 

SUM = 0.0 
NUMPEAK = 0 
JJ=0 
DO I=0,N 

IF (YY(I) .GE. 0.5) THEN 
JJ=JJ-i-l 
SUM=SUM-HYY(I) 

C PRINT*,'I,SUM = ',I,SUM 
ENDIF 
IF (YY( I ) .GE. 0.7) THEN 

NUMPEAK = NUMPEAK + 1 
ENDIF 

ENDDO 
IF (JJ .EQ. 0) THEN 

PRINT*,'NO ttansforms widi intensity > 0.5 ' 
ELSE 

AVG = SUM/(JJ) 
PRINT*,'Average of ttanforms with int. > 0.5 is = ',AVG 

ENDIF 
PRINT*,'Number of peaks > 0.7 is = ',NUMPEAK 

C 
3321 TYPE 3322 
3322 FORMAT('$List ttansforms > 0.7 ? (Y/[N]):') 

READ(5,1910,ERR=3321,END=9999)ANSWER 
IF (ANSWER .EQ. 'Y') THEN 

DO I=1,N 
IF (YYa) .LT. 0.7) THEN 

GOTO 1220 
ENDIF 

PRINT*,'I-l,Transform,Freq = ',I-1,YY(I-1), 
(I-1)*FRES 

1220 ENDDO 
ENDIF 

C 
C 
9999 CALL EXIT 

END 

SUBROUTINE SCRAMBLER(L,N,X,Y) 
Y=0 
N1=N 
DO 1=1,L 

Nl=Nl/2 



IF (X .LT. NI) THEN 
GOTO 10 
ELSE 
Y=Y-h(2**(I-l)) 
X=X-N1 
ENDIF 

10 ENDDO 
RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION RANO(IDUM) 
DIMENSION V(97) 
DATA IFF/O/ 
IF (IDUM .LT. 0 .OR. IFF .EQ. 0) THEN 

IFF=1 
ISEED=ABSaDUM) 
IDUM=1 
DO J= 1,97 

DUM=RANaSEED) 
ENDDO 
DO J= 1,97 

V(J)=RAN(ISEED) 
ENDDO 
Y=RANaSEED) 

ENDIF 
J=l-i-INT(97.*Y) 
IF(J.GT.97.0R.J.LT.1)PAUSE 
Y=V(J) 
RANO=Y 
V(J)=RAN(ISEED) 
RETURN 
END 

The program FOURIER, written in FORTRAN-77, demonsttates the Fourier 

Transform (FT) techiuque discussed previously. The FT test incorporated in the KGCFIT 

program is just this particular program modified to work with the curvefitting routines. 

The description of this program is as foUows. 

Lines 4-8: Dimension statements for the data arrays. The number of points is 

not expeaed to exceed 20(X). The COMMON statement is for the Tekttonix monitor 

routines. 

Lines 10: The parameter pi. 

Lines 12-19: Input data. The user has two choices: (1) to generate sinusoidal data 

or (2) to input data from a previously stored data set. 
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Lines 20-29: Inputs data ft-om stored data set. N=number of points. XI = original 

data. 

Lines 30-70: Conditioning of die inputted (file) data. (1) The number of points 

(N) and die tune interval (At) between points (EPSLN) are printed and die user is asked if 

die tune interval should be multipUed by any factor. In die curve fitting routines EPSLN is 

always stated in terms of picoseconds. This short routine aUows die user to convert At to 

seconds, if desked. The frequency resolution (FRES) is computed (Line 44) from die 

equation: 

Frequency Resolution = 
At * N 

and die maximum frequency possible (FMAX) is calculated (Line 45) via: 

1 
Maximum Frequency = 

2 * At 

The FT technique requires that the number of points be a power of 2, i.e., 16,32,64. 

etc. If N does not equal 256 or 512 then the user is asked if the data should be zero-filled. 

Zero-fiUing occurs in lines 57-70. If the user does not request zero-filling, then he must 

input some power of 2 and the data wUl be truncated at that point (Lines 51-56). 

Lines 71-128: If data is not from a stored file, then it is generated from these 

routines. The generated data can consist of one or two sinusoids, random noise, and a DC 

offset. Lines 71-106 input the various necessary parameters. These parameters are: 

(1) SampUngtuneAt. [TINTERVA] 

(2) Frequency #1. [FREQl] 

(3) Frequency #2. [FREQ2] 

(4) AmpUmde of frequency #1. [ALPHAl] 

(5) AmpUmde of frequency #2. [ALPHA2] 
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(6) Add random noise. Yes or No. [RNOISE] 

(7) Number of points. [N] 

(8) DC offset. [DCOFFSET] 

Lines 107-108: Again calculates maximum frequency and frequency resolution. 

Lines 110-123: Generates die data from die foUowing: 

XI = sin(2 * 71 * FREQl * T) -h sin(2 * T: * FREQ2 * T) 

+ Random Noise -i- DC offset. 

T ,the time, is a multiple of At. If random noise is added, then it is generated from a 

function caU RND. The function wiU be described later. 

Lines 124-137: Programs prints out whether or not random noise has been added 

and gives the user the opportunity to examine the data (fUe data or generated data). 

Lines 138: Start of the actual FT routine. 

Lines 141-144: Scales the time. 

Lines 145-177: FFT-IN-PLACE routine. This routine has been described 

previously. 

Linesl78-189: Asks the user for the type of output desked: (1) a table of values or 

(2) a plot on the Tekttonix color monitor (Magnimde Spectrum Plot). If a plot is desired a 

flag [FLAG] is set equal to one. 

Lines 191 -220: These lines are executed regardless of the type of output requested. 

If FLAG <>1 (values desired) dien die real part, die miaginary part, and die magnimde of 

the ttansform are printed to the terminal screen. Note: die magnimde is calculated at diis 

point from: 

X3 = VReal 2-h Imaginary 2 
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If FLAG = 1 (plot desired), dien die magnimde is stUl calculated, but nodiing is 

printed on the terminal screen. 

Lines 223-235: The user is asked if another output is desired. If so, the program 

cycles back. If not, die program continues. 

Lines 236-253: The magnimde of the data, stored in array XT, is normalized to one. 

Lines 256-260: The original data (XRIG) and die ttansformed data (XT) are sent to 

the subroutine PLOTT. This subroutine makes use of a color graphics Tekttonix monitor 

to visuaUy graph the data and the ttansform for the user. Also in this routine, the user is 

aUowed to store data and ttansform as separate data files, for later retrieval. 

Lines 263-264 Prints out maximum frequency possible (FMAX) and frequency 

resolution (FRES). 

Lines 266-299 These lines, using the transformed data which had been normalized 

to one in lines 236-253, averages aU values greater than 0.5 and also counts the number of 

values greater than 0.7. The hope is that averaging aU points with intensities greater than 

0.5 wiU show some type of ttend indicating some data might be more random than other. 

Currently, not enough data sets have been analyzed to show any such ttend. The average 

value (AVG) is printed out and also the number of points (if any) with intensity values 

greater than 0.7 is printed (NUMPEAK). The user is asked if a Usting of these peaks is 

desired. 

Lines 302-303 End of die program. 

Lines 306-319 Subroutine SCRAMBLER. SCRAMBLER is routine used by die 

FFT-In-Place algoridim. 

Lines 321-342 Subroutine RANO. Random number generator. If random noise is 

desired in the generated data, this routine calculates it. 



Appendix B: PUMP-PROBE SOFTWARE 

10 IF (PEEK (103) < > 1) OR ( PEEK (104) < > 64) 

OR ( PEEK (16384) < > 0) THEN PRINT CHR$ (4); 

"RUN BOOT TAKING DATA,S6,D1" 

20 HIMEM: 36095:D% = 0: DIM C%(5),Q%(5),D%(150),X(150) 

30 DIM AZ(200) 

40CD$= CHR$(13)+ CHR$(4) 

50IX = 0:n = 0: YY = 0: Y = 0 

60 PRINT CD$"BLOADQUICKI/O,A$8D00,S6,Dl": 

IF PEEK (64448) = 224 THEN POKE - 16374,0 

70 POKE 1010,160: POKE 1011,149: POKE 1012,48 

80 POKE 216,0 

90 REM SEE HOW MANY ADALABS PRESENT 

100 CALL36096:NCH= PEEK (36221): TEXT : HOME : 

110 C$ = "5":IN = ASC (C$) - 48: IF IN < 1 OR IN > 5 

GOTO 110 

120 IF IN > 2 THEN GOSUB 1490 

130 C$ = "2":0T = ASC (C$) - 48: IF OT < 1 OR OT > 5 

THEN PRINT CHR$ (7): GOTO 2100 

140 IF OT > 2 THEN GOSUB 1490 

150 IF OT = 2 THEN HG = 0:IX = 0:MAX = 2500: 

MIN = - 2500:SC = 155 / (MAX - MIN):DT$ = "Y" 

160 HOME 

170 REM ******************************************* 

180 REM INPUT STEPPER MOTOR PARAMETERS 
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190 REM ******************************************* 

200 PRINT CHR$ (4);"PR#3" 

210 HOME : PRINT : PRINT 

220 ZZ = 1: REM THIS IS TO TELL REST OF PRO. 

THAT DATA WAS TAKEN 

230 VTAB 10: PRINT " Do you want to use die default values ? 

They are:" 

240 VTAB 13: PRINT TAB( 40)" Rate = 250" 

250 VTAB 15: PRINT TAB( 40)" Factor = 250" 

260 VTAB 17: PRINT TAB( 40)" Slope = 2" 

270 PRINT : PRINT "Use default values ? ("; 

280 INVERSE : PRINT "RETURN";: NORMAL : PRINT " = YES, ';: INVERSE : 

PRINT "N";: 

290 NORMAL : PRINT " = NO) "; 

300 GET ANS$: IF ANS$ < > CHR$ (13) AND ANS$ < > 

"N" THEN 300 

310 PRINT ANS$ 

320 IFANS$= CHR$(13)THEN380 

330 HOME 

340 VTAB 5: INPUT " Rate (1-255) = ? ";R 

350 VTAB 10: INPUT " Factor (1-255) = ? ";F 

360 VTAB 15: INPUT " Slope (1-255) = ? ";S 

370 GOTO 380 

380 R = 250:F = 250:S = 2: REM DEFAULT VALUES OF 

RATE,FACTOR, & SLOPE 

390 REM **************************************** 

400 REM Translation stage parameters 
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410 REM **************************************** 

420 IF TS$ = "E" THEN 550 

430 HOME : VTAB 5 

440 PRINT TAB(20)"Please position stage at starting point." 

450 PRE^T : PRINT 

460 PRINT TAB( 25)"Hit "; 

470 INVERSE 

480 P R E ^ "RETURN";: NORMAL 

490 PRINT " when finished."; 

500 GET ANS$: IF ANS$ = "" THEN 500 

510 IFAN$< > CHR$(13)THEN500 

520 PRINT: PRINT 

530 PRINT TAB( 30)"Thank you.": PRINT : PRINT 

540 FOR I = 1 TO 1500: NEXT 

550 HOME 

560 PRINT "Rate =";R;" Factor =";F;" Slope = ";S 

570 PRINT 

580 INPUT "Please input distance of travel for stage 

(0.01 - 250.0 mm): ";DST: PRINT 

590 IF DST < 0.01 OR DST > 250.0 THEN PRINT 

"InvaUd distance. Try again. ": PRINT : GOTO 580 

600 PRINT : INPUT "Input die number of data points you 

wish to take (< 5000):";CHAN 

610 IF CHAN > 5000 THEN PRINT "Too many points. 

Try again.": PRINT : GOTO 600 

620 IF R = 255 THEN FIRST = 225 

630 IF R < > 255 THEN FIRST = (256 - R) * 80 
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640 MAXR = 1E6 / (FIRST -H F * 10 -i- 75) 

650INR = 1E6 / (FIRST + (255 - S) * 10 -H 75) 

660 RAMP = (2 * (255 - F)) / S 

670 PRBSrr : PRINT "INmAL RATE is: ";ESrR;" Hz." 

680 PRINT "SLEW rate is: ";MAXR;" Hz." 

690 PRINT "Number of steps for RAMP is: ";RAMP;"." 

700 JUMPSIZE = INT (100. * DST / CHAN): 

REM JUMPSIZE IS IN 10 MICRON UNITS 

710 NUMJUMPS = ESrr (100. * DST / JUMPSIZE): 

REM TOTAL # JUMPS TAKEN 

720 TSTP = CHAN * JUMPSIZE: REM TOTAL # STEPS TAKEN 

730 PRINT : PRINT "In 10 micron units, die jump size is:"; 

JUMPSIZE 

740 PRINT 

750 PRINT "The TOTAL number of JUMPS to cover die distance is: 

";NUMJUMPS 

760 PIONT: 

770 PRINT "The TOTAL number of STEPS which 

wUl be taken is: ";TSTP 

780 DETA = 2 * 3.33564E - 02: REM DETA = 

(2* (10 MICRONS))/c 

790 TIME = JUMPSIZE * DETA 

800 PRINT : PRINT "Tune between data points is: ";TIME;" psec." 

810 PRINT 

820 REM ***************************************** 

830 REM MAKE CERTAIN THAT STEPPER MOTOR IS 

840 REM NOT ASKED TO ACCELERATE TOO FAST 
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850 REM ***************************************** 

860 IF JUMPSIZE > Ê TF (1.5 * RAMP) THEN 900 

870S = 255:R = 225:F=1 

880 PRINT : PRINT "Jump size is TOO smaU." 

890 PRESrr : PRINT "SLOPE is changed to 225, 

RATE FACTOR is changed to 1, & RATE is changed to 225." 

900 P R E ^ "Hit";: OWERSE : PRINT "E";: NORMAL : 

PRINT " to edit these parameters"; 

910 PRINT " or hit";: E^TVERSE : PRINT "C";: NORMAL : 

PRINT " to continue."; 

920 GET TS$: IF TS$ = "" THEN 920 

930 IF TS$ < > "E" AND TS$ < > "C" THEN 920 

940 IF TS$ = "E" THEN 200 

950 CN = CHAN 

960 REM RETURN 

970ZZ=1 

980 PRINT: PRINT 

990 PRINT "Input number of ADC conversions to make at 

each step." 

1000 INPUT "Note: 50 conversions takes about 1 sec. 

Input number of conversions: ";QQ 

1010 REM ********************************* 

1020IX = 0 

1030 HGR : TEXT : HOME 

1040 A$ = CHR$ (2):D$ = CHR$ (4) 

1050 D$= CHR$(4) 

1060 P R E ^ CHR$(4);"PR#3" 
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1070 &AIO: POKE 36259,1 

1080 PRÊ TT CHR$(4);"PR#3" 

1090 CHAN = CN 

1100 AW = 0 

1110 F 0 R J = 1 T 0 C H A N 

1120 PRINT D$;"PR#2" 

1130 PRINT A$;"LF DISABLE" 

1140 PRBSrr A$;"TERM MODE" 

1150 PRE^T"R"-i- STR$(R) 

1160 PRBSfT "S " + STR$ (S) 

1170 PRINT "F " + STR$ (F) 

1180 PRE^"N"-h STR$ (JUMPSIZE) 

1190 PRESTF"-" 

1200 PRINT "G" 

1210 FOR K = 1 TO QQ: REM QQ = NUMBER OF POE ĴTS 

TO READ AT EACH STEP 

1220 & AIO,K 

1230KZ=D%(K) + AW 

1240 AW = KZ 

1250 NEXT K 

1260AZ(J) = KZ/QQ 

1270 AW = 0 

1280 NEXT J 

1290 GOSUB 1310 

1300 GOTO 1520 

1310 PRINT CHR$(4);"PR#3" 

1320 REM IF NOT HG THEN HGR HG = 1 HCOLOR= 3 
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1330 HGR :HG = 1: HCOLOR= 3 

1340 F 0 R I = 1 T 0 C H A N 

1350IX = IX -H 3.0: IF IX > 279 THEN IX = 0 

1360 HCOLOR= 0: HPLOT IX,0 TO IX,191: HCOLOR= 3 

1370 Y = 155 - ((AZ(I) - ME^ * SC) 

1380 VTAB 24: PRINT "NUMBER ";I; TAB( 20); 

"VALUE =";AZ(I) 

1390 IF Y > 155 THEN Y = 155 

1400 IF Y < 0 THEN Y = 0 

1410 IF DT$ = "N" THEN HPLOT IX,Y: NEXT 

1420 IFIX = OTHENn = IX:YY = Y 

1430 IF I = CHAN THEN 1460 

1440 HPLOT n,YY TO IX,Y:n = IX:YY = Y: NEXT 

1450 RETURN 

1460 VTAB 24: PRESTF "Hit any key to continue" 

1470 GET A$: IF A$ = "" THEN 1460 

1480 RETURN 

1490 IF NCH = 1 THEN CH = 0: RETURN 

1500 PRINT " CARD#(0 - "NCH - 1")";: BSTPUT CH: 

IF CH < 0 OR CH > NC -1 GOTO 1500 

1510 RETURN 

1520 TEXT 

1530 HOME 

1540 FOR I = 1 TO CHAN:X(I) = I * TIME: NEXT 

1550 HOME : FOR I = 1 TO CHAN: PRB^nr I,X(I) AZ(I): NEXT 

1560 PRINT : PRINT "Do you want to save diis data? (Y or N) " 

1570 GET A$: IF A$ < > "Y" AND A$ < > "N" THEN 1570 
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1580 IF A$ = "Y" THEN 1660 

1590 HOME : PRINT "Take more data widi diese parameters? (Y or N)" 

1600 GET A$: IF A$ < > "Y" AND A$ < > "N" THEN 1600 

1610 IF A$ = "N" THEN 1780 

1620 P R B ^ : PRESfT "Please rettim stage to origin. 

Hit any key when done..."; 

1630 GET A$: IF A$ = "" THEN 1630 

1640 HGR : TEXT : HOME 

1650 GOTO 1010 

1660 PRINT CHR$ (4);"PR#3" 

1670 BSfPUT "Name for raw data file: ";NAME$ 

1680 E^̂ PUT "Is data disk in drive 1 or 2 ";DSK$ 

1690 IF DSK$ < > "1" AND DSK$ < > "2" THEN 1680 

1700 PRINT CHR$ (4);"0PEN ";NAME$;",S6,D";DSK$ 

1710 PRINT CHR$ (4);"WRrrE ";NAME$ 

1720 PRBNJTCHAN 

1730 FOR I = 1 TO CHAN: PRINT XQ: NEXT 

1740 FOR I = 1 TO CHAN: PRB ĴT AZ(I): NEXT 

1750 PRD<JT D$;"CLOSE" 

1760 PRINT CHR$ (4);"L0CK ";NAME$ 

1770 GOTO 1590 

1780 RESTORE 

1790 PRINT : PRINT "Do (1) Analysis or (2) re-set stepping 

motor parameters? (1 or 2) "; 

1800 GET A$: IF A$ < > "2" AND A$ < > "1" THEN 1800 

1810 IF A$ = "2" THEN 1840 

1820 P R B ^ CHR$ (4);"PR#3" 
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1830 P R E ^ CHR$(4);"RUNSMOOTHE^G,S6,Dl" 

1840 PRBSfT CHR$ (4);"PR#3" 

1850 GOTO 170 

1860 END 

This program, written in Applesoft BASIC, performs dttee tasks: (1) move die 

ttanslation stage, (2) take an analog data point and have die A/D digitaUy convert die data, 

and (3) store the data on a floppy diskette. Part of die program includes a modUication of 

die demosttation software included with die Adalab A/D converter. The description of the 

program foUows. 

Lines 10-150: Check to see if the RAM disk is instaUed and if not then instaU it and 

set the computer's memory so high resolution graphics may be used. Load the machine 

language program that takes the data; dimemsion the variable arrays; and check if any odier 

Adalab cards are instaUed. 

Lines 160-330: Input the stepping motor parameters rate, factor, and slope. Default 

values are provided. 

Lines 340-810: Input the distance to move the ttanslation stage (DST) and the 

number of data points to take (CHAN). The program then calcidates the number of jumps 

needed to translate the stage (NUMJUMPS), the number of 10 micron jumps needed 

(JUMPSIZE), the number of steps to be taken (TSTP), and the tune between each data 

point (TIME). The stage is positioned, by die operator, at the starting point. 

Lines 820-890: These Unes makes sme that the input parameters are not trying to mn 

the stepper motor too fast. 

Lines 900-980: AUow the user to change any parametts, if desired. 

Lines 990-1010: The user inputs the number of A/D conversions to make at each data 

point aUowing signal averaging, if needed. 
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Lines 1020-1280: Moves the translation stage, takes a data point, and continues 

die cycle untU the total number of data points are taken. 

Line 1290: Go to the graphics subroutine. 

Line 1300: Go to die data storage subroutine. 

Lines 1310-1510: The graphics subroutine. The data is plotted on the 

computer's monitor screen. 

Lines 1520-1860: The data is Usted and the user is asked if it should be saved 

to a diskette. After data storage, the user has the option to (1) remn the data coUection 

routine with the sane ttanslation stage parameters, (2) change the ttanslation stage 

parameters and then take more data, or (3) analyze the data. 

The foUowing program prefits the data and prepares it for the data analysis program. 

10 PRINT CHR$ (4);"PR#3" 

20 REM *************************************** 

30 REM PREFIT FOR CURFIT.PUMP PROBE 

40 REM *************************************** 

50 IF ( PEEK (47032) < > 167) THEN 

PRÊ TT CHR$(4);"BRUNRAMDISK,S6,D1" 

60 ONERR GOTO 3180 

70QZ=110 

80 DIM V(QZ),T(QZ),R(QZ),Q(QZ),S(QZ),X(QZ),Y(QZ),D(220).YB(QZ) 

90 DIM XPLT(QZ),YPLT(QZ),W(QZ),XQ(QZ),YQ(QZ),YY(QZ) 

100 DIM Y1(QZ),XX(QZ),TT(QZ),W(QZ) 

110 HOME : VTAB 2: P R B ^ TAB( 10);: ESTVERSE 

120 PRINT "*** A N A L Y S I S ** *": NORMAL 

130 PRBSfT: PRESTF 

140 G = FRE (0): REM GARBAGE COLLECTION 
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150 IF FRE (0) > 5000 THEN P R B ^ "Please wait..." 

160 IF FRE (0) > 5000 THEN PRINT CHR$ (4)"RUN CURFIT P/P" 

170 INPUT "ParaUel or MAGIC angle data file name ? ";N$ 

180 IF LEN (N$) = 0 THEN 170 

190 0$ = N$ 

200 GOSUB 970: REM BNJPUT DATA 

210 GOSUB 2650: REM SUBTRACT BASELB^^ 

220 PRESTF : PRESTF TAB( 10);"Multiply by some factor? (Y or N):"; 

230 GET A$: IF A$ < > "N" AND A$ < > "Y" THEN 230 

240 PRESTF A$ 

250 IF A$ = "N" THEN 280 

260 ESTPUT " Input factor: ";FF 

270 FOR I = 1 TO N:Y(I) = Y(I) * FF: NEXT 

280 FOR I = 1 TO N:TT(I) = Y(I):XX(I) = X(I): NEXT 

290 NP = N 

300 GOSUB 1180: REM TAIL MATCH & NORMALIZE TO 1 

310 FOR I = 1 TO N:Ta) = Y(I): NEXT 

320 IF DT$ = "Y" THEN 690 

330 INPUT "Perpendicular data file name ? (Type 'NONE' if diis is 

MAGIC angle data) ";M$ 

340 IF LEN (M$) = 0 THEN 330 

350 IF M$ = "NONE" THEN 690 

360N$ = M$ 

370 GOSUB 970 

380 GOSUB 2650: REM SUBTRACT BASELB^ 

390 PRESTF : P R B ^ TAB( 10);"Multiply by 0.8 ?? ";: 

400 GET A$: IF A$ < > "N" AND A$ < > "Y" THEN 400 
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410 IF A$ = "N" THEN 430 

420 FOR I = 1 TO N:Y(I) = Y(D * 0.8: NEXT 

430 FOR I = 1 TO N:VVa) = YG): NEXT 

440 GOSUB 1180 

450 FOR I = 1 TO N:V(I) = Y(I): NEXT 

460 PRINT FRE (0):G = FRE (0) 

470 PRB^T : PRESTF "Do you want: (1) R(t)," 

480 PRESTF : PRESTF TAB( 14);"(2) ParaUel -h 2 * Perpendicular " 

490 PRINT : PIUNT TAB( 14);"(3) ParaUel - Perpendicular." 

500 PRESTF : PIUNT TAB( 20);"Type a T , '2', or a '3'. "; 

510 GET A$: IF A$ < > "1" AND A$ < > "2" AND A$ < > "3" THEN 510 

520 IF A$ = "2" THEN 610 

530 IF A$ = "3" THEN 650 

540 FOR I = 1 TO N:R(D = T(I) -h (2 * V(D):Qa) = T(D - V(I): NEXT 

550 FORI = lTON:IFR(I) = 0THENYa) = 0 

560 IF Y(I) = 0 THEN 580 

570 YO) = Q(I) / R(I) 

580 YY(I) = Y(I) 

590 NEXT 

600 GOTO 720 

610 FOR I = 1 TO N:Y(I) = T(I) + {2* V(I)): 

620 YY(I) = Y(I) 

630 NEXT 

640 GOTO 720 

650 FOR I = 1 TO N:Y(D = T(l) - V(D 

660 YY(I) = Y(I) 

670 NEXT 
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680 GOTO 720 

690 FOR I = 1 TO N:Ya) = T(I) 

700 YY(I) = Y(I) 

710 NEXT 

720 GOSUB 2650: 

730 GOSUB 1710: REM MIN/MAX 

740 GOSUB 2080: REM PLOTTB^G 

750 IF LD$ = "YES" THEN GOSUB 3040 

760 GOSUB 3000: REM SAVE DATA 

770 PRINT CHR$ (4);"PR#3" 

780 POKE 103,1: POKE 104,8: POKE 16384,0 

790 PRESTF CHR$ (4);"PR#3" 

800 PRINT CHR$(4);"RUNCURnT.PUMPPROBE,S6,Dl" 

810 END 

820 REM ********************************** 

830 REM Save R(t) to ram disk 

840 RFM ********************************** 

850 PRESTF CHR$ (4);"PR#3" 

860 P R B ^ CHR$ (4);"0PEN ";K$;",S5,D1" 

870 PRESTF CHR$ (4);"WRITE ";K$ 

880 PRESTF N 

890 FOR I = 1 TO N: PRESTF T(I): NEXT 

900 FOR I = 1 TO N: PRESTF V(I): NEXT 

910 FOR I = 1 TO N: PRB^T X(l): NEXT 

920 PRENTMLT 

930 PRINT NRM 

940 PRINT CHR$ (4);"CL0SE" 
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950 PRINT CHR$ (4);"PR#3" 

960 RETURN 

970 REM **************** iNpu j £)ŷ jy!̂  ***************** 

980 D$ = CHR$ (4) 

990 PRESTF : PRINT "Is diis MAGIC angle data (Y/[N]):"; 

1000 GET DT$: IF DT$ < > "Y" AND DT$ < > "N" THEN 1000 

1010 PRESTF DT$ 

1020 SLOTS = "5":DRV$ = "1" 

1030 NAMES = N$ 

1040 PIUNT : PRINT "Was diis data smoodied ? (Y or N):"; 

1050 GET Z$: IF Z$ < > "N" AND Z$ < > "Y" THEN 1050 

1060 PRINT Z$ 

1070 P R E ^ CHR$ (4);"PR#3" 

1080 PRE^D$;"OPEN ";NAME$;",S";SLOT$;",D";DRV$ 

1090 PRESTF D$;"READ ";NAME$ 

1100 BSTPUT CHAN 

1110 N = CHAN:NO = CHAN 

1120 FOR I = 1 TO CHAN: INPUT X(I): NEXT 

1130 FOR I = 1 TO CHAN: B^UT Y(I): NEXT 

1140 IF Z$ = "N" THEN 1160 

1150 FOR I = 1 TO CHAN: BSfPUT Y(I): NEXT 

1160 PRBNn'D$;"CLOSE" 

1170 RETURN 

1180 REM ******************************************* 

1190 REM TAIL MATCH 

1200 REM ******************************************* 

1210 IF DT$ = "Y" THEN 1510 
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1220 IF LD$ = "YES" THEN 1510 

1230 PRINT : PRESTF : PRESTF "Do you want to taU match (Y or N) ": 

1240 GET A$: IF A$ < > "Y" AND A$ < > "N" THEN 1240 

1250 IF A$ = "N" THEN 1470 

1260 PIUNT : PPINT 

1270 PRBST : PRBSTF "Is this: (1) ParaUel data ," 

1280 PRESTF : PRESTF " or: (2) Perpendicular data," 

1290 PRESTF : PRESTF " or: (3) MAGIC angle data ?" 

1300 PRESTF : PRINT TAB( 15);"Type a '1', '2', or '3'. "; 

1310 GET A$: IF A$ < > "1" AND A$ < > "2" 

AND A$ < > "3" THEN 1310 

1320 IF A$ = " 1 " THEN 1510 

1330 IF A$ = "3" THEN 1510 

1340 PRESTF : PRESTF 

1350 AVG = 0 

1360 PRINT : INPUT "Average how many points for die 

TM factor? (<CR>=5) :";VG$ 

1370 IF LEN(VG$)< >OTHENVG= VAL(VG$) 

1380 IF LEN (VG$) = 0 THEN VG = 5 

1390 FOR I = N - VG TO N: PRINT I,X(I),Y(I) 

1400 AVG = AVG -i- (TT(I) / YQ)) 

1410 NEXT 

1420 AMLT = AVG / VG: PRINT : PPINT "Avg. factor = ";AMLT: 

PRINT: PRESTF 

1430 PRINT : PRESTF "Please input your multipUcation factor:"; 

1440 E^n^UTMLT: 

1450 FOR I = 1 TO N:Ya) = Y(I) * MLT: NEXT 
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1460 GOTO 1510 

1470 PRENTF : PRESTF "Do you want to LEADE^G-EDGE 

match? (Y or N) :"; 

1480 GET A$: IF A$ < > "Y" AND A$ < > "N" THEN 1480 

1490 PRINT A$ 

1500 IF A$ = "Y" THEN LD$ = "YES" 

1510 PRESTF : PRESTF : PRINT "Do you want to normaUze die data 

t o l ? (YorN):"; 

1520 GET A$: IF A$ < > "Y" AND A$ < > "N" THEN 1520 

1530 PRESTF A$ 

1540 IF A$ = "N" THEN RETURN 

1550 IFJJ< > 0 THEN 1660 

1560 BIG = Y(l) 

1570 FOR I = 1 TO N 

1580 IF BIG - Y(I) > 0 THEN NEXT 

1590 IFI>NTHEN 1630 

1600 IF BIG - Y(I)< 0 THEN BIG = Y(I) 

1610 IF BIG - Y(I) = 0 THEN BIG = Y(I) 

1620 NEXT 

1630 YX = BIG 

1640JJ = YX 

1650 NRM = JJ 

1660 FOR I = 1 TO N:Ya) = Y(I) / JJ: 

1670 IF Y(I) = 1 THEN PRE^T "For point # ";I;", 

Time point: ";Xa);" ps.. Intensity is ";Y(I) 

1680 NEXT 

1690 PRINT : PRINT 
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1700 RETURN 

1710 REM *********************************** 

1720 REM 

1730 REM MESf - MAX ROUTERS 

1740 REM 

1750 REM *********************************** 

1760 BIG = Y(1) 

1770 F 0 R I = 1 T 0 N 

1780 IF BIG - Y(I) > 0 THEN NEXT 

1790 IFI>NTHEN 1830 

1800 IF BIG - Y(I) < 0 THEN BIG = Y(I) 

1810 BF BIG - Ya) = 0 THEN BIG = Y(I) 

1820 NEXT 

1830 YX = BIG 

1840 REM N=N1 

1850BBIG = X(1) 

1860 F 0 R I = 1 T 0 N 

1870 IF BBIG - X(I) > 0 THEN NEXT 

1880 IFI>NTHEN 1920 

1890 IF BBIG - X(I)< 0 THEN BBIG = X(I) 

1900 IF BBIG - X(I) = 0 THEN BBIG = X(I) 

1910 NEXT 

1920 XX = BBIG 

1930SYM = Y(1) 

1940 F 0 R I = 1 T 0 N 

1950 IF SYM - Y(I) < 0 THEN NEXT 

1960 I F I > N THEN 2000 
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1970 IF SYM - Y(I) > 0 THEN SYM = Ya) 

1980 IF SYM - Y(I) = 0 THEN SYM = YG) 

1990 NEXT 

2000 YN = SYM 

2010 XN = 0 

2020 PRESTF 

2030 PRBSfT "Xmin, Xmax = ";XN;",";XX 

2040 PRINT 

2050 PRESTF "Ymin,Ymax = ";YN;",";YX 

2060 PRINT 

2070 RETURN 

2080 REM **************** PLOTTING **************** 

2090 XZ = XX: YZ = YX:XA = XN:YA = YN 

2100 XSCLE = 270 / ( ABS (XA) + ABS (XZ)): 

YSCLE = -150 / ( ABS (YZ) + ABS (YA)) 

2110 FOR I = 1 TO N:XPLT(I) = X(I) * XSCLE: 

YPLT(I) = Y(I) * YSCLE + 150: NEXT 

2120 PRE^H': PRINT 

2130 IF (PEEK (112)* 256-I- PEEK (111))-

( PEEK (110) * 256 + PEEK (109)) > 2 

THEN PRINT "Please stand by ..." 

2140 PRESTF "There are only "; FRE (9);" bytes of memory available. 

I must do some garbage coUection." 

2150 Q= FRE(O) 

2160 HGR 

2170 HCOLOR= 3 

2180 POKE -16301,0 
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2190 HPLOT 0,159 TO 279,159 

2200 HPLOT 3,0 TO 3,159 

2210 FORI = 2TON 

2220 IF YA > Y(I -1) THEN 2280 

2230 IF Y(I - 1) > YZ THEN 2280 

2240 IF XA > X(I -1) THEN 2280 

2250 IF X(I -1) > XZ THEN 2280 

2260 IF YPLTa - 1) > 158 THEN 2280 

2270 HPLOT XPLT(I - l),YPLTa -1) 

2280 NEXT 

2290 FOR I = 1 TO N: IF Y(I) < > YX THEN NEXT 

2300 KK = I 

2310 IF KK > N THEN KK = N - 1 

2320 HPLOT XPLT(KK),0 TO XPLT(KK),159 

2330 HOME : VTAB 21 

2340 PRINT : PRINT "Is this OK? (Y or N) This is X = "; INT 

((XPLT(KK) - 3) / XSCLE) 

2350 PRINT "Type 'S' to re-scale. " 

2360 GET A$: IF A$ = "" THEN 2360 

2370 IF A$ = " Y" THEN JJ = E«rF ((XPLT(KK) - 3) / XSCLE) 

2380 IF A$ = "Y" THEN 2440 

2390 IF A$ = "S" THEN GOTO 2910 

2400 PRINT : E^PUT "Input new X value: ";J:JJ = J * XSCLE + 3 

2410 HPLOT JJ,0 TO JJ,159 

2420 XPLT(KK) = JJ 

2430 GOTO 2340 

2440 IF LD$ = "YES" THEN RETURN 
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2450 FOR I = 1 TO N: IF ABS (X(D - JJ) > (XX / N) THEN NEXT 

2460 LL = I -h 1 

2470 TEXT 

2480 PRINT CHR$ (4);"PR#3" 

2490 PRINT CHR$ (4);"PR#3" 

2500 IF SRT < > 0 THEN 2560 

2510 PRINT : PRINT "Start = ";X(LL) 

2520 PRENJT : PRESTF "Now input STOP time. Hit any key to continue.": 

2530 GET A$: IF A$ = "" THEN 2530 

2540 SRT = LL 

2550 GOTO 2160 

2560 PRINT : PRINT "Start = ";X(SRT); TAB( 30);"Stop = ";X(LL) 

2570 NN = LL - SRT + 1 

2580 FOR I = 1 TO NN:XQ(I) = X(SRT -H I -1): 

YQ(I) = Y(SRT -h I -1): NEXT 

2590 N = NN 

2600 FOR I = 1 TO N: PRESTF I,XQ(I),YQ(I): NEXT 

2610 PRINT : PRESTF : PRDTF "N = ";N 

2620 FOR I = 1 TO N:XPLT(I) = T(SRT -h I -1): 

YPLTa) = V(SRT -h I -1): NEXT 

2630 FOR I = 1 TO N:X(D = XQa):Y(I) = YQa): 

PRBSfT I,Xa),Ya): NEXT 

2640 RETURN 

2650 REM ************************************ 

2660 REM Subttacting baseUne from data 

2670 REM ************************************ 

2680 PRINT : PRINT "First & last 15 data points are:" 
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2690 FOR I = 1 TO 15: PRINT I,Y(D,N - (16 - I),Ya^ -16 + 1): NEXT 

2700 PRESTF : PRINT "Do you want to subttact die baseUne from die 

data? (YorN):"; 

2710 GET A$: IF A$ < > "Y" AND A$ < > "N" THEN 2710 

2720 PRB^TA$ 

2730 IF A$ = "N" THEN 2810 

2740 PRESTF : PRESTF : B ĴPUT "Input baseUne to subttact: ";BASELINE 

2750 FOR I = 1 TO N:YBa) = Y(I) - BASELE^: NEXT 

2760 FOR I = 1 TO N 

2770 IF YB(I) < 0 THEN YBa) = 0 

2780 Y(I) = YB(I) 

2790 NEXT 

2800 RETURN 

2810 PRINT TAB( 10);"Add an offset ? (Y or N): "; 

2820 GET A$: IF A$ < > "Y" AND A$ < > "N" THEN 2820 

2830 PRESTF A$ 

2840 IF A$ = "N" THEN RETURN 

2850 PRESTF : PRINT 

2860 PRESTF : PIONT TAB( 10);: E^UT "Offset = :";SET$: 

SET= VAL(SET$) 

2870 FOR I = 1 TO N:YB(I) = Y(I) + SET: NEXT 

2880 FOR I = 1 TO N: Y(I) = YBa): NEXT 

2890 FOR I = 1 TO N: PRB^H' Y(I): NEXT 

2900 RETURN 

2910 REM *********************************************** 

2920 REM RE-SCALE PLOT 

2930 REM *********************************************** 
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2940 FOR I = 1 TO N:Y(I) = YY(I): NEXT 

2950 PRINT "Xmin & Xmax = ";XA; TAB( 35);XZ 

2960 P R E ^ "Ymin & Ymax = ';YA; TAB( 35);YZ 

2970 ESfPUT "Horizontal min & max: ";XA,XZ 

2980 E^UT "Vertical min & max: ";YA,YZ 

2990 GOTO 2100 

3000 REM ***** SAVE DATA TO RAM DISK ***** 

3010J=1 :K=1 

3020 D(J) = X(K):D(J + 1) = Y(K) 

3030 J = J -H 2:K = K + 1 

3040 IF J > 2 * N THEN 3060 

3050 GOTO 3020 

3060 PRESTF CHR$ (4);"PR#3" 

3070 PRD<n' CHR$(4);"OPENR(t)temp,S5,Dl" 

3080 PRESTF CHR$ (4);"WRrFE R(t) temp" 

3090 PRINT N * 2 

3100 FOR I = 1 TO N * 2: PRINT D(I): NEXT 

3110 PRESTF CHR$ (4);"CL0SE" 

3120 IF M$ = "NONE" THEN RETURN 

3130 FOR n = 1 TO NP: IF XXOD < > X(l) THEN NEXT 

3140 FOR KK = 1 TO N:V(KK) = VVai + KK - l):TaCK) = 

TTOI + KK - 1):X(KK) = XXOI + KK - 1): NEXT 

3150 K$ = "TEMP" 

3160 GOSUB 820 

3170 RETURN 

3180 REM ****** ERRORS ****** 

3190 EC = PEEK (222):EL = PEEK (219) * 256 + PEEK (218) 
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3200 IF EC < > 6 AND EC < > 8 AND EC < > 5 THEN 

PRINT "ERROR # ";ED;" ]N LINE # ";EL;"!!!": STOP 

3210 PRESTF : P R B ^ "File ";NAME$;" is not on the ram-disk or 

on disk in current drive." 

3220 PRINT : PRESTF "Please input die drive number (1 or 2) where 

I can find this fUe:"; 

3230 GET A$: IF A$ < > "1" AND A$ < > "2" THEN 3230 

3240 PI«NTA$ 

3250 SLOTS = "6":DRV$ = A$ 

3260 PRESTF CHR$ (4);"PR#3" 

3270 CALL - 3288 

3280 GOTO 1070 

Lines 10-160: Check to see if the RAM disk is instaUed and if not then install it and 

then dimemsions the variable arrays. 

Lines 170-190: Input the paraUel or magic angle data file name. 

Line 2(X): Go to the input data subroutine. 

Line 210: Go to the baseline subtraction subroutine. 

Lines 220-290: AUows die data to be normalized by some factor, if needed. 

Line 300: Go to die taU-matching (or leading edge matching) subroutine. 

Lines 310-320: Store normaUzed data in a new array. If diis is magic angle data, 

proceed with data analysis. 

Lines 330-360: Uiput perpendicular data file name. 

Line 370: Go to die input data subroutine. 

Line 380: Go to die baseUne subtraction subroutine. 

Lines 390-430: Multiply die perpendicular data by a constant (0.8) ? If Oiae, do 

multipUcation. 
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Line 440: Go to die taU-matching (or leading edge matching) subroutine. 

Line 450: Store normaUzed, taU-matched data in a new array. 

Lines 460-530: Input the type of data analysis to do (i.e., form r(t). D(t). or SCt)). 

Lines 540-710: Form die function to be fitted. 

Line 720: Go to the baseline subtraction subroutine. 

Line 730: Go to the minimum/maximum determination subroutine. 

Line 740: Go to the plotting subroutine (plot to the monitor's screen). 

Line 750: If leading edge matching was done, go to the data save subroutine (for 

leading edge matching). 

Line 760: Go to the data save subroutine. 

Lines 770-810: Reset computer memory and mn the data analysis program. 

Lines 820-960: Save r(t) to the ram disk. 

Lines 970-1170: Input raw data subroutine. 

Lines 1180-1700: TaU-matching and leading-edge matching subroutine. 

Lines 1710-2070: Subroutine for determining the minimum and die maximum 

of the data set. 

Lines 2080-2660: Plot die formed function (r(t), S(t), or D(t)) to die monitor's 

screen. Have the user set up a data 'window'. The data analysis program wiU only fit the 

data included within this window. 

Lines 2670-2920: Baseline subttabtion or offset addition subroutine. 

Lines 2930-3010: Subroutine to rescale die plot on the monitor's screen. 

Lines 3020-3180: Save die data to be analyzed to die ram disk. 

Lines 3190-3320: Error ttapping subroutine. 

The foUowing program Usts the acmal data analysis software. It is a modification of a 

commercial analysis program. 

10 HIMEM: 38399: LOMEM: 24576:D% = 0: 
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DIM E^$(50),D(2000),DD(5,2):MX = 2000 

20 DIM Y(99) 

30 DIM A(99)3(99),C(99) 

40 PRINT "FREE = "; FRE (0) 

50 PRINT CHR$ (4);"PR#0" 

60 CD$ = CHR$ (4): POKE 232,0: POKE 233,63:H = .5 

70 D = 0: FOR I = 16128 TO 16369 STEP 5:D = D + PEEK (I): 

NEXT : IF D = 3114 GOTO 90 

80 PRINT CD$;"BLOAD nTCHAR,A$3F00" 

90 STARS = "**********": FOR I = 1 TO 10: PRINT : NEXT : 

PRINT TAB( 7);STAR$;STAR$;"****" 

100 P R B ^ TAB( 7);"* CURFFF.PUMP PROBE *" 

110 PRINT TAB( 7);STAR$;STAR$;"****": FOR I = 1 TO 9: 

PIUNT: NEXT 

120 PRESTF: PRESTF 

130 HGR2 : TEXT: HCOLOR= 3: ROT= 0: SCALE= 1 

140 POKE 51,0: ONERR GOTO 2070 

150 PRINT "FREE = "; FRE (0) 

160 S = 0:E f̂$(S) = "FORMAT":SLOT$ = "6":DRrVE$ = "1" 

170 PRINT CD$;"OPEN ";E«J$(S);",S";SLOT$;",D";DRIVE$ 

180 P R E ^ CD$;"READ ";E^$(S): BSfPUT NS: FOR I = 1 TO NS: 

B ĴPUT IN$a): NEXT : PRINT CD$;"CLOSE ";E^J$(S) 

190 PRENn'STAR$;"E^JPUTDATA":DD = 2 

200S=1:DD(2,0) = 2 

210 S = 4:DD(3,0) = 0 

220 DS = 0:DD(0,0) = 0:S0 = 5: GOSUB 1470 

230 DD = XY + EB 
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240 S = 9: 

250 J = 0: FOR I = DD(0,0) TO DD(1,0) STEP 2:Y = Da + 1): 

IF Y = 10000 OR Da) = 10000 GOTO 280 

260 IF IN$(S) = "Y" THEN D(J +l) = D(D:D(J) = Y:J = J + 2: GOTO 280 

270 D(J) = D(I):D(J + 1) = Y:J = J + 2 

280 NEXT :DD(1,0) = J - 1:NS = J / 2:DD(0,1) = J:XY = 2: 

DD(2,0) = XY:EB = 0:DD(3,0) = EB:DD = 2 

290 FOR I = DD TO DD(1,0) STEP DD: IF Da) > Da - DD) THEN 

NEXT: GOTO 330 

300 PIUNT "SORTING X VALUES": FOR I = 0 TO DD(1,0) - DD 

STEP DD: FOR J = I + DD TO DD(1,0) STEP DD: 

IFDa)<D(J)GOTO320 

310 FOR K = 0 TO DD - 1:D = Da + K):Da + K) = D(J + K): 

D(J -h K) = D: NEXT 

320 NEXT: NEXT 

330 S = 10:S$ = "X SCALE FACTOR":RG$ = "": GOSUB 1270:XS = VO 

340 S = 11:S$ = "X OFFSET": GOSUB 1270:XO = VO 

350 S = 12:S$ = "X LOG SCALE":RG$ = "LOG:LN:N": GOSUB 1270: 

XG = 0: IF BSf$(S) = "N" GOTO 370 

360 XG = 1: IF IN$(S) = "LOG" THEN XG = 1 / LOG (10) 

370 S = 13:S$ = "Y SCALE FACTOR":RG$ = "": GOSUB 1270:YS = VO 

380 S = 14:S$ = "Y OFFSET": GOSUB 1270:YO = VO 

390 S = 15:S$ = "Y LOG SCALE":RG$ = "LOG:LN:N": GOSUB 1270: 

YG = 0: IF B^$(S) = "N" GOTO 410 

400 YG = 1: IF BSf$(S) = "LOG" THEN YG = 1 / LOG (10) 

410 FOR I = 0 TO DD(1,0) STEP 2:Da) = XS * (D(I) + XO): 

IF XG > 0 THEN D(I) = XG * LOG (Da)) 
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420 Da + 1) = YS * (Da + 1) + YO): IF YG > 0 THEN Da + 1) = 

YG * LOG (Da + 1)) 

430 NEXT 

440 FOR I = DD(0,0) TO DD(1,0) STEP DD: IF Da + 1) < 0 

THEN PRESTF "Data is Negative" 

450 IF Da + 1) < 0 THEN PRESTF "Data is ";Da + 1) 

460 IF Da + 1) < 0 THEN GOTO 330 

470 NEXT 

480 S = 16:S$ = "LIST STANDARDS":RG$ = "Y:N": GOSUB 1270: 

IFE^^$(S) = "N" GOTO 510 

490 PRINT "#" TAB( 5)"X=" TAB( 16)"Y=" 

500 J = 0: FOR I = DD(0,0) TO DD(1,0) STEP DD:J = 1+1: 

PRESTF J; TAB( 5);Da); TAB( 16);Da + 1): NEXT 

510S=17:ESf$(S) = "Y" 

520 XO = D(0):X1 = D(NS + NS - 2) 

530 X2 = (XI - XO) / 20:X0 = XO - X2:X1 = XI -h X2:X2 = XI - XO 

540 XL = 25:XR = 267:YT = 4:YB = 182:XX = (XR - XL) / X2 

550 DEF FN XN(X) = (X - XO) * XX -h XL 

560 P = ESTF ( LOG (X2) / LOG (10)) - 1:X3 = 10 '̂  P:X4 = X2 / X3: 

IF X4 < 20 THEN X3 = X3 -H X 3 : GOTO 590 

570 IF X4 < 50 THEN X3 = 5 * X3: GOTO 590 

580X3 = 10 *X3:P = P + 1 

590 X4 = INT (XO / (X3 * 10)) * X3 * 10:X5 = 10 '̂  - P:YP = 191: 

POKE - 16304,0: POKE - 16299,0: HPLOT XL,YT TO XL, 

YB TO XR,YB 

600 IF X4 < XO THEN X4 = X4 + X3: GOTO 600 

610 IF LEN ( STR$ ( B^T (X4 * X5)) + STR$ ( ESfT ((X4 + X2) * X5))) 
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* X2 / X3 > 50 THEN X3 = X3 + X3 

620 XP = FN XN(X4): DRAW 3 AT XP,YB:S$ = 

STR$ ( B ^ (X4 * X5 -h .5)):L = LEN (S$):XP = XP - L * 4: 

GOSUB 1610:X4 = X4 + X3: IF X4 < XI GOTO 620 

630 XP = 255:YP = YB - 2:S$ = "E" + STR$ (P):L = LEN (S$): 

GOSUB 1610 

640 DO = DD(2,0) -1:YO = D(DO):Yl = YO: FOR I = DO TO DD(1,0) 

STEP DD: IF DOT) = 10000 GOTO 670 

650 IF D(I) < YO THEN YO = Da) 

660 IF Da) > Yl THEN Yl = Da) 

670 NEXT 

680 Y2 = (Yl - YO) / 20:YO = YO - Y2:Y1 = Yl -i- Y2:Y2 = Yl - YO: 

YY = (YT-YB)/Y2 

690 DEF FNYN(Y) = (Y-YO)*YY + YB 

700 P = ESTF (LOG (Y2) / LOG (10)) - 1 : Y3 = 10 ̂  P: Y4 = Y2 / Y3: 

IF Y4 < 20 THEN Y3 = Y3: GOTO 730 

710 IF Y4 < 50 THEN Y3 = 5 * Y3: GOTO 730 

720Y3 = 10*Y3:P=P-hl 

730 Y4= B^n'(Y0/(Y3*10))*Y3*10:Y5=10^ -P 

740 IF Y4 < YO THEN Y4 = Y4 -i- Y3: GOTO 740 

750 YP = FN YN(Y4): DRAW 3 AT XL,YP:S$ = STR$ (ESTF (Y4 * 

Y5 -I- H)):L = LEN (S$):XP = XL - L * 8 - 1: IF XP < 0 

THEN XP = 0 

760 YP = YP -h 3: GOSUB 1610:Y4 = Y4 -h Y3: IF Y4 < Yl GOTO 750 

770 XP = XL -I- 2:YP = 7:S$ = "E" + STR$ (P):L = LEN (S$): 

GOSUB 1610 

780 DS = 0:SYM = 1: HCOLOR= 3: GOSUB 1660 
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790 GET A$: IF A$ = "" THEN 790 

800 TEXT 

810 PRESTF STARS" AVERAGEvJG AND SMOOTIBNG" 

820 S = 18:S$ = "# POBsfTS AVERAGE^G":RG$ = "0:" + STR$ (NS): 

GOSUB 1270: VO = ESTF (VO): IF VO < = 1 GOTO 920 

830 D = VO -F- VO: GOSUB 840: GOTO 900 

840 DD(2,1) = DD(2,0):DD(3,1) = 0 

850 NF = DD(0,1):DV = VO -h VO: FOR I = DD(0,0) TO DD(1,0) -

DV + 1 STEP D 

860 IFNF-h2>MXTHEN PRINT "OUT OF ROOM":I = DD( 1,0): 

GOTO 890 

870 K = 0:L = 0: FOR J = I TO I -J- DV -1 STEP DD:K = K + D(J): 

L = L-HD(J-hl):NEXT 

880 D(NF) = K / VO:D(NF +\) = L/ VO:NF = NF -h DD(2,1) 

890 NEXT :DD(1,1) = NF - 1:DS = 1:SYM = 3: GOSUB 1660: 

TEXT: RETURN 

900 S = 19:S$ = "MAKE PERMANENT":RG$ = "Y:N": GOSUB 1270: 

IF BSf$(S) = "Y" THEN HCOLOR= 0:SYM = 1:DS = 0: 

GOSUB 1660: GOSUB 1750: HCOLOR= 3: GOSUB 1660: 

TEXT: GOTO 920 

910 HCOLOR= 0: GOSUB 1660: GOTO 780 

920 S = 20:S$ = "# POINTS SMOOTinNG":RG$ = "0:" + STR$ O^S): 

GOSUB 1270:V0 = ESTF (VO): IF VO < = 1 GOTO 960 

930 D = DD: GOSUB 840 

940 S = 21:S$ = "MAKE PERMANENT":RG$ = "Y:N": GOSUB 1270: 

IF IN$(S) = "N" THEN HCOLOR= 0: GOSUB 1660: GOTO 780 

950 HCOLOR= 0:SYM = 1:DS = 0: GOSUB 1660: GOSUB 1750: 
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HCOLOR= 3: GOSUB 1670: TEXT 

960 PRESTF STAR$" CURVE nTTB^G":S = 39:V0 = 3:SYM = VO 

970 S = 22:ESJ$(S) = "L" 

980S = 23:rV = 50 

990 XY = 2:DD = 2:DD(1,1) = DD(0,1) + IV:DD(2,1) = 1 :DD(3,1) = 

0:DD(4,1) = D(0):DD(5,1) = (D(DD(1,0) -1) - D(0)) / IV 

1000 DO = DD(4,1):D = DD(0,1) - 1:TS = DD(5,1) * IV + DO: IF 

IN$(22) = "L" GOTO 1010 

1010 S = 29:IN$(S) = "E" 

1020 IF NS< 3 GOTO 1170 

1030 C = 0:T = 0:U = 0:V = 0:W = 0:D = DD(4,0): FOR I = 0 TO DD(1,0) 

STEP DD:X = D(T):Y = Da + 1) 

1040 Y= LOG(Y) 

1050 C = C -h X:T = T -I- Y:U = U + X*X:V = V-^Y*Y: 

W = W -I- X * Y: NEXT 

1060 B = (NS * W - C * T) / (NS * U - C * C):A = (T - B * C) / NS 

1070 A = EXP (A): 

1080 DEF FN Z(X) = A * EXP (B * X) 

1090 PRINT "COEFHCIENTS ARE: A="; ESTF (A * 1000) / 1000; 

" B= "; E ^ (B * 1000) / 1000 

1100 AA = A 

1110 P R E ^ : P R E ^ TAB( 10)" 1/B = "; ESTF (-1000/B)/1000;" ps.': 

1120 PRESTF 

1130 PRINT TAB( 10);"r(0) = "; INT ((A * EXP (B * DO)) * 1000) / 1000: 

PRINT: PRESTF 

1140 GOSUB 2800 

1150C = B * ( W - C * T / N S ) : V = V - T * T / N S : T = V-C:W = C/V: 
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V = T / (NS - 2): GOSUB 2030 

1160 X = DD(4,1):U = DD(5,1): FOR I = DD(0,1) TO DD(1,1): 

D(I) = FN Z(X):X = X + U: NEXT : GOTO 1180 

1170 PRINT "TOO FEW STANDARDS":AUT = 0: GOTO 970 

1180 DS = 1: HCOLOR= 3: GOSUB 1660 

1190 GET A$: IF A$ = "" THEN 1190 

1200 TEXT 

1210 S = 27: GOTO 1220 

1220S = 49:ESJ$(S) = "Y" 

1230 PRINT : PIUNT "Hit any key to continue ..."; 

1240 GET A$: IF A$ = "" THEN 1240 

1250 GOSUB 2080: IF IN$iS) = "Y" GOTO 130 

1260 GOSUB 2080: GOTO 160 

1270 PRINT S$;"(";RG$;")? <";BvJ$(S);">";: GOSUB 1800:OK = 0: 

IF A > 0 THEN IN$(S) = A$: GOTO 1290 

1280 A = LEN aN$(S)): IF A = 0 GOTO 1410 

1290 L = LEN (RG$): IF L = 0 GOTO 1420 

1300 R$ = "":R = 0: FOR J = 1 TO L 

1310 IF MID$ (RG$J,1) < >":"THENR$ = R$-H MID$ (RG$,J,1): 

IF J < L GOTO 1400 

1320 IF VAL (R$) = 0 AND ASC (R$) < > 48 GOTO 1360 

1330 IFR = 0 THEN VO = VAL (B^$(S)): IF VO < VAL (R$) GOTO 1380 

1340 IF R = 1 THEN IF VO > VAL (R$) GOTO 1380 

1350 R = R -t- 1:0K = 1:R$ = "": GOTO 1400 

1360 IF ESf$(S) < > R$ THEN R$ = "": GOTO 1400 

1370OK=l: GOTO 1390 

1380 OK = 0 
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1390 J = L 

1400 NEXT 

1410 IF OK = 0 THEN PRESTF CHR$ (7);"E^VALID ENTRY; 

CHECK (RANGE)":AUT = 0: GOTO 1270 

1420 VO = VAL (BSJ$(S)): RETURN 

14301 = I -I-1 :V0 = VAL ( MID$ (A$,I)) 

14401 = I + 1: IF I > (A) THEN 1 = 1-1: GOTO 1460 

1450 C = ASC (MBD$ (A$,I,1)): IF C > 47 AND C < 58 GOTO 1440 

1460 RETURN 

1470 S = SO:D«J$(S) = "D" 

1480 ND = DD(0,DS):XY = DD(2,DS):EB = DD(3,DS):D = 0: 

1490 S = SO -I- l:IN$(S) = "R(t) temp" 

1500 S = SO -I- 2:S$ = "HRST POBSTF TO BE USED":RG$ = "1:10000": 

GOSUB 1270:D1 = (VO -1) * (XY + EB) -h 1 

1510 S = SO -h 3:S$ = "INTERVAL BETWEEN POBSTFS": 

GOSUB 1270:DD = VO * (XY + EB) 

1520 SLOTS = "5":DRrVE$ = "1" 

1530 PRESTF CD$;"OPEN ";ESf$(SO-H 1);",S";SL0T$;"JD";DRFVE$ 

1540 PRESTF CD$;"READ ";E^$(SO + 1) 

1550 E ^ U T D2: PRINT D2" VALUES IN ",IN${SO + 1) 

1560 FOR I = Dl TO D2 -1 STEP DD: IF ND -h XY -i- EB > MX 

THEN PRESTF "OUT OF ROOM":I = D2: GOTO 1600 

1570 ESJPUT D(ND):D = D -i-1: IF D < I GOTO 1570 

1580 ND = ND -I-1: IF XY = 2 THEN Es^^UT D(ND):D = D -f- 1:ND = ND -h 1 

1590 IF EB = 1 THEN BSfPUT D(ND):D = D -t- 1:ND = ND + 1 

1600 NEXT : PRINT CD$"CLOSE "IN$(SO + 1): 

PRBsn- (ND - DD(0,DS)) / (XY + EB)" POESTFS 
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READ":DD(1,DS) = ND - 1 : RETURN 

1610 C = ASC (S$): GOSUB 1640: DRAW C AT XP,YP: IF L = 1 

GOTO 1630 

1620 FOR n = 2 TO L:C = ASC (MID$ (S$,n,l)): GOSUB 1640: 

DRAW C: NEXT 

1630 RETURN 

1640 C = C - 40: IF C < 5 OR C > 17 THEN C = 7 

1650 RETURN 

1660 POKE - 16304,0: POKE -16299,0 

1670 YX = DD(2,DS):SD = YX -h DD(3,DS):XI = DD(5,DS):XP = 

DD(4,DS) - XLJJ = 1 

1680 FOR n = DD(0,DS) TO DD(1,DS) STEP SD: IF YX = 1 

THEN XP = XP -H XI:YP = D(II): GOTO 1700 

1690 XP = D(II):YP = D(n -i-1) 

1700 X = FN XN(XP): IF X < XL OR X > XR GOTO 1730 

1710 Y = FN YN(YP): IF Y < (YT) OR Y > YB GOTO 1730 

1720 DRAW SYM AT X,Y: GOTO 1740 

1730 PIUNT "BAD POBSTF "JJ 

1740 JJ = JJ -H 1: NEXT : RETURN 

1750 DV = DD(0,1):DD(1,00) = DD(1,1) - DV: FOR B = 0 TO DD(1,0): 

DOI) = Dai + DV): NEXT 

1760 NS = (DD(1,0) -I-1) / 2: RETURN 

1770 GOSUB 2220: 

1780 PRESTF CD$;"OPEN ";EsT$(S);",S";SLOT$;",D";DRFVE$ 

1790 PRESTF CD$;"WRITE ";BsJ$(S): PRESTF DD(1,DS) - DD(0,DS) 

-I-1: FOR I = DD(0,DS) TO DD(1,DS): PRESTF D(I): NEXT : 

PRESTF CD$;"CLOSE ";ESf$(S): RETURN 
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1800 A = 0:A$ = "": IF AUT = 1 AND PEEK (-16384) < 128 

THEN PRESTF: RETURN 

1810 AUT = 0 

1820 GETC$:C = ASC (C$): IFC> 31 GOTO 2000 

1830 I F C < > 8 GOTO 1890 

1840 BFA = 0 GOTO 1800 

1850 PRESTF C$;" ";C$;:A = A -1 

1860 IF A > 0 THEN A$ = LEFT$ (A$,A) 

1870 IF A < 1 GOTO 1800 

1880 GOTO 1820 

1890 IF C = 13 THEN PRESET : RETURN 

1900 IF C = 1 THEN AUT = 1: GOTO 1800 

1910 IF C = 4 THEN PRESTF : PRINT CD$;A$: POP : GOTO 1270 

1920 IF C = 7 THEN POKE -16304,0: POKE -16299,0: GOTO 1820 

1930 IFC = 20 THEN POKE -16303,0: POKE -16300,0: GOTO 1820 

1940 IF C = 24 THEN PREsTF CHR$ (92): GOTO 1800 

1950 IF C = 16 THEN GET C$: PRESTF : PRINT CD$ + "PR#" + C$: 

GOTO 1820 

1960 IF C = 26 THEN POP : POP : GOTO 1590 

1970 IF C = 17 THEN TEXT : END 

1980 IF C = 25 THEN GOSUB 2010:C = LEN (A$):A$ = A$ -h 

STR$ (VO):A = LEN (A$): PRESTF MID$ (A$,C + 1); 

1990 GOTO 1820 

2000 P R B ^ C$;:A = A + 1:A$ = A$ -H C $ : GOTO 1820 

2010 IF AD = 0 THEN SLOT = 2:AD = 800: PRETF : PRESTF CD$ 

"BLOAD ADOBJ,A"AD 

2020 D% = SLOT: CALL AD:VO = D%: RETURN 
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2030 W = ESTF (1000 * W) / 1000: 

2040 PRESTF "Coefficient of DETERMINATION = "W: PRINT : PRINT 

"Coefficient of CORRELATION = " ESTF (1000 * 

SQR (W)) /1000 

2050 PRESTF : PRINT "Standard en-or of estimate = "; INT (1000 * 

SQR (V)) /1000 

2060 RETURN 

2070 PRBSfT : PRESTF CD$"CLOSE": TEXT : PRESTF CD$"PR#0": 

P R E ^ CHR$ (7)"ERR0R " PEEK (222)" m LESfE 

" PEEK (218) + 256 * PEEK (219): GOTO 1590 

2080 REM ***************** 

2090 HOME 

2100 GOSUB 2260 

2110 PRINT : PRINT 

2120 PRINT : PIUNT "Run different calculations " 

2130 PRESTF : PIUNT "on die same data ? (Y or N) "; 

2140 GET A$: PIUNT A$: IF A$ < > "Y" AND A$ < > "N" THEN 2140 

2150 IF A$ = "Y" THEN 2300 

2160 PRINT : PRINT "Analyze more data? (Y or N) "; 

2170 GET A$: PIUNT A$: IF A$ < > "Y" AND A$ < > "N" THEN 2080 

2180 PIUNTA$ 

2190 IFA$ = "N"THEN PRBSfT CHR$ (4);"RUN MAESJ PRG,S6,D1" 

2200 POKE 103,1: POKE 104,64: POKE 16384,0: 

2210 PRESTF CHR$ (4);"RUN CURnT.PREFrF,S6,Dl" 

2220 PRESTF : PRESTF : ESfPUT "Slot & drive number: ";SLOT$,DRIVE$ 

2230 IF SLOTS < > "5" AND SLOTS < > "6" THEN 2220 

2240 IF DRIVES < > "1" AND DRIVES < > "2" THEN 2220 
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2250 RETURN 

2260 PRESTF : PRESTF "Run diis data widi a different" 

2270 PRINT : PRESTF "TaU-Match factor? (Y or N)"; 

2280 GET AS: IF AS < > "N" AND AS < > "Y" THEN 2280 

2290 IF AS = "N" THEN RETURN 

2300 HGR2 : TEXT : HOME 

2310 PRESTF CHRS (4);"PR#0" 

2320 PRESTF CHRS (4);"0PENTEMP,S5,D1" 

2330 PRINT CHRS (4);"READ TEMP" 

2340 ESJPUT N: 

2350 FOR I = 1 TO N: ESJPUT B(I): NEXT : REM T(D = B(D 

2360 FOR I = 1 TO N: ESfPUT C(I): NEXT : REM V(I) = Ca) 

2370 FOR I = 1 TO N: Eŝ PUT Aa): NEXT : REM A(I) = X(I) 

2380 ESfPUT MLT 

2390 BSTPUT NRM 

2400 PRESTF CHRS (4);"CL0SE" 

2410 IF NRM = 0 THEN NRM = 1 

2420 FOR I = 1 TO N:Ba) = B(I) / NRM: NEXT 

2430 FOR I = 1 TO N:C(I) = Ca) / NRM: NEXT 

2440 IFMLT = 0THENMLT=1 

2450 PRESTF : PRINT "Original mult, factor = ";MLT 

2460 PRINT : PRINT "Please input new factor:";: BSJPUT MLT 

2470 FOR I = 1 TO N: 

2480 IF B(I) + (2 * MLT * Ca)) = 0 THEN Ya) = 0 

2490 NEXT 

2500 PRINT CHRS (4);"PR#3" 

2510 PRBSfT : PRBSfT "Do you want: (1) R(t)," 
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2520 PRESTF : PRINT " (2) ParaUel -H 2 * Perpendicular 

(MAGIC angle)," 

2530 PRINT : PREsTF " (3) ParaUel - Perpendicular ? " 

2540 PRBSfT : PRINT "Type '1' or '2' or '3' "; 

2550 GET AS: IF AS < > "1" AND AS < > "2" AND AS < > "3" 

THEN 2550 

2560 IF AS = "2" THEN 2620 

2570 IF AS = "3" THEN 2660 

2580 F 0 R I = 1 T 0 N 

2590 Ya) = (B(I) - (MLT * Ca))) / (B(I) + (2 * MLT * C(I))) 

2600 NEXT 

2610 GOTO 2690 

2620 F 0 R I = 1 T 0 N 

2630 Y(I) = B(I) -h (2 * MLT * Ca)) 

2640 NEXT 

2650 GOTO 2690 

2660 FOR I = 1 TO N 

2670 Y(I) = B(I) - (MLT * Ca)) 

2680 NEXT 

2690 FOR I = 0 TO D2:Da) = 0: NEXT 

2700L = 0:M=1 

2710 D(L) = A(M):D(L +l) = YO^) 

2720L = L + 2:M = M-t-l 

2730 IF L > D2 -1 THEN 2750 

2740 GOTO 2710 

2750 XY = 2:EB = 0 

2760 HOME: P R B ^ 
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2770 PRESTF CHRS (4);"PR#0" 

2780 PRINT 

2790 GOTO 240 

2800 REM ********************************************** 

2810 REM CALCULATE STATISTICS OF THE FTP 

2820 REM ********************************************** 

2830 CHI = 0: 

2840 FOR I = 0 TO (D2 -1) STEP 2 

2850 WW = Da + 1) 

2860 YC = AA * EXP (B * D(I)) 

2870 CHI = CHI -I- (((D(l +1) - YC) ^ 2) / (WW)) 

2880 NEXT 

2890 PRESTF "Chi - square = "; E^T (CHI * 1000) / 1000 

2900 RECHI = c m / ((D2 / 2) - 2) 

2910 PRESTF 

2920 PRINT "The reduced chi-square = "; INT (RECHI * 1000) / 1000 

2930 PRESTF: PRBTF 

2940 RETURN 

This program, CURHT.PUMP PROBE, is a modification of an Applesoft BASIC 

curve fitting program (CURFIT) developed by the Adalab Company. This program, which 

has exceUent screen graphics capabiUty, was used rather than writing another fitting 

routine. This versatUe program aUows fitting of data by linear, polynomial, exponential, 

geometric regression techniques. Since the data presented in this dissertation was always 

fit to a single exponential function, various lines of code not needed for this fitting were 

eluninated. Lines were added to die end of die program (250-336) to (1) aUow data input 

from die ram disk, (2) modify die data widi a different taU-match factor, or (3) take the data 

and form another function (r(t), D(t), or S(t)). 




